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INTRODUCTION 

The European Space Research Organisation (ESRO) is at present engaged in the prelimi
nary definition of a number of scientific missions and payloads in the field of Astrophysics, 
which will later be presented to the Scientific Council, together with other missions in the Held 
of Solar and Magnctosphcric Research, for approval and funding, with a probable launch date 
in 1981/82. The launch date faiis in the Shuttle/Spacelab era, i.e. that period in which the new 
revolutionary transportation system with its multiple operational flexibility will come into 
effect. 

It is the purpose of this Workshop to identify the main areas of research in the field of 
Cosmic-Ray Astrophysics in the 1980s, and to underline their relation to the overall advances 
of Astrophysics in that decade. The Workshop is thus being conducted in a way that should 
lead to the reaching of conclusions in the light of desiderata from the theoretical point of view 
and the analysis of the foreseeable development in experimental techniques as well as the 
approved or planned missions by NASA and ESRO. 

The numerous participants and the calibre of the speakers from this and the other side of 
the Atlantic augur well for a positive and thorough discussion. 

V. Manno 
Space Missions Division, ESRO Headquarters. Paris 



INTRODUCTION 

L'Organisation européenne de Recherches spatiales (CERS) est actuellement sngagée dans 
la phase de définition préliminaire d'un certain nombre de missions et d'expériences scientifi
ques dans le domaine de l'astrophysique; ces dernières - en même temps que des missions 
d'étude du Soleil et de la magnétosphère - seront ultérieurement examinées par le Conseil 
scientifique qui décidera de leur approbation et de leur financement, en vue d'un lancement 
probable en 1981-82. La date de lancement coïncidera précisément avec II période où le 
système de transport révolutionnaire constitué par l'ensemble Navette/Laboratoire spatial 
entrera en vigueur avec ses multiples possibilités d'exploitation. 

Cette réunion de travail a pour objectif d'identifier les principaux thèmes de recherche en 
astrophysique des rayons cosmiques pour les années 1980 et de précise/ leurs relations avec les 
progrès de la science astrophysique dans son ensemble au cours fie la prochaine décennie. La 
réunion est ainsi orientée de façon à permettre d'aboutir à des conclusions, eu égard aux 
impératifs théoriques, à l'évolution prévisible des techniques expérimentales et aux missions 
scientifiques déjà approuvées ou en projet de la NASA et du CERS. 

Le nombre des participants et la compétence des conférenciers venus des deux côtés de 
l'Atlantique augurent bien de la qualité et de l'utilité des débats qui vont suivre. 

V, Manno 
CERS, Division Missions Spatiales, Paris 



REVIEW OF PRESENT KNOWLEDGE OF COSMIC RAYS 

PH. Fowler 
H H Wills physics Laboratory, University of Bristol, UK 

I . INTRODUCTION 

The existence of the cosmic-ray flux has been 
known for as long as 60 years. In 1914 Hess flew an 
ionisation chamber on a balloon and showed con
clusively the Increase of ionisation with height once 
away from the weak source of radiation contributed 
by the natural radioactive coûtent of the ground. 

It was not until 1948 that a collaborative experi
ment between the Universities of Rociiestcr and 
Minnesota showed that nuclei of many elements 
forrnid the primary radiation incident at the top of 
the atmosphere. They flew a Wilson Cloud Chamber 
and nuclear emulsions to a height where there was 

S*CLAVHVHOW COLLUMUTIOH FM HEAP 

H 0 F H« H* 

^CLAV/IVWG»V rXHUBOHATIOH FOR HEAP 

w WLù Wlh F N c N l M f M S i P S CI 

Figure J. Uncorrected charge spectra in the instrument; this is representative of the very high rir. résolu
tion t/utt is now feasible. 
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— lOg/cm ' of overlying air. They detected tracks of 
niulticharged nudei up to Z — 26. Now we hav* pro
ceeded further and our ta r f t is aimed to find out the 
nature of the spectrum at the source, not the top of 
the atmosphere. 

First I will consider £"> IOOMcV/n; these po
licies are undoubtedly galactic particles or perhaps of 
cxttd-galactic origin. ": *ie best quality data on cosmic-
ray charge spectra in the detector is now remarkable 
quality in my view, with àZ — 0.15 to 0.20 for the 
best energy bands for measurement in Figure 1. These 
data were obtained from balloon flights, ?nd are dis
played as representative of the best data we can now 
obtain with present techniques. 

The results look so good that perhaps you are 
wondering why we are here! Surely the problem is 
Ikied' Not so- We wish to know the primary flux at 
the top of the atmosphere - not just the spectrum of 
particles that passed all the strictures imposed by the 
experimenters. The correction for nuclear collisions 
in apparatus and in the overlying material is by VU 
means trivial. Furthermore the energy spectrum is 
now seen to be charge-dependent. 

Tie charge spectra obtained for top of the atmos
phere, as is well (mown, differ markedly from normal 
solar abundances in two principal ways: 

(a) the relative high abundance of nuclides such as D, 
He 3 . !_i. B-' and B. and quite a few others which 
are very rare in the Sun; 

(b) the overall increase in abundance relative to the 
Sun with increasing Z. 

It is agreed that (a) is most reasonably explained in 
terms of spallation. The cosmic-ray beam appears to 
have been filtered through a distribution of matter 
with an average value of ~ Sg/cm 2 interstellar hydro-

L i . In the last few years a very exciting feature 
became apparent: it was reported iii detail by many 
experimenters at Denver. 1-. is that the energy spectra 
axe significaji'Jy 2-dcpendent. The ratio of secondary 
io primary components decreases steadily with in
creasing energy. This is illustrated in Figures 2a and b. 
Thus we can hope to get much closer to tlie 
source elemental abundances at high energy. It is the 
prime aim of cosmic-ray research to obtain the source 
spectra and obtain not only the principal elements 

f gen. Accepting this interpretation one is enabled to 
infer a spectrum at source in which the principal 

e primary components are H, He, C, 0 , Ne, Mg, Si and 
f Fe. All other elements Z < 2 6 are principally of 

secondary origin. 

Al the source the overabundance oi these heavier 
f element! is of course somewhat grater still, since 

cross-sections increase with increasing: i4. It is a mat* 
• ter of great importance to establish whether the 
• trends with A in ' 6 source spectra reflect the «bun-
• dance values in the source or whether ihey are the 

result of preferentuJ acceleration of theso elements. 
t The outstanding importance of Fe Is Mutinied in 

Table 1. 

TaMe I. Fe/Habundancerttios 

Solar material Cosmic rays 

~ 3 x l 0 " s 3.3x10"* toporatmosph. 
|%ftcr Cameron, — \.\ x 10"3 source 

1973| o r ~ 6 . 0 x l 0 " : by mast at source 

Détails of t ie source flux «re m y blurred for comjto-
nenti other than those lilted a» we are seeing such a 
degraded spectrum. We are also strongly dependent 
on accurate spalation cross-sections. The situation 
her.* is being rapidly Improved now. ïadeeii ] would 
like to stress here how valuable are the detailed mea
surements of the spallation cross-sections for the pro
duction of each iiotope from beams of relativistic 
nuclei accelerated at the Bevatron at Berkeley. We 
must hope that the elements that they can accelerate 
will continue to expand to include Fe and. eventually 
Xe and heavier species. 

but also many others, such at N and Na, whose abun
dance is also of great significance. I hive to admit here 
and now *Vi 1 may perhaps be biased here. We be-
Keve that high priority should be accorded to the 
prosecution'of d t t a M investinatiOM of the energy 
spectra over at wide an energy band ai possible. This 
work should be undertaken to obtain the best infor
mation not only on the elemental abundances at the 
source, Wt also on any energy dependence of these 
source abundances. 

2. NEWER FEATURES, jfc'>H»KeV/n 



PRESENT KNOWLEDGE OF COSMIC RAYS 
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Figure 2. Abundance ratios of groups of elements in the primary cosmic rays as a function oftheir energy, 

while there is appreciable dispersion In the results of the several cxperiwcnti, ihr mnJ with 

energy is clear. [Taken from ihe Denver Conference rapporteur paper of Webber/ 

2.2. A second very exciting development has taken 

place recently. The experimental accuracy has im

proved so much that isotope meaaurem 'ts can be 

made - or at any rkte contemplated • for many o f the 

lighter elements. We may perhaps distinguish two 

categories of isotope measurement:: 

(a) where the isotopes are resolved, i.e. ÙA — 0.3 

(b ) where one aims to get A since ÙA — 1. 

The energy band at which measurements can at 

present be made is — 2ÛC MeV/n. It is clear that iso

tope analysis is essentia) for our understanding o f the 

cosmic-ray source and propagation processes to be 

anywhere -near complete. Perhaps we can make three 

subdivisions: 

( i ) I f any particular clement 2. » very largely of pri

mary origin, its Ltotopic abundance may be deter

mined by the source and its isotopic condition 

thus gives direct information about the special 

nucleosynthesis that undoubtedly will have oc

curred there. This should be the case for Fe, Co 

and Ni which therefore are specially attractive far 

derailed study, 

( i i ) Spallation producli w3* very probably always 

have a different set of isotopic abundances from 

the source - so the isoloptc measurement can 

enable one to sort that out, and obtain more 

accurate estimatw or source abundances, 

(iir)The iaotope may be radioactive and give us some 

dating - be it of a primary or a secondary compo

nent. 

The example* of isotope resolution reported at 

the Denver Conférence (1973) are given in Figure 3 

for Be and He. Undoubtedly further details on i 

tope experiments and technology will emerge latei 

this meeting, so I need not elaborate fuiiher here. 

(a) it* »** e.1* 
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Figure 3. Isotope resolution of cosmic ray. Be and 

He from the work of the Chicago Group. 

(Taken from the Denver Conference rap

porteur paper of Stone}. 
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2.3. A third new development that has occurred in 
tecent years concerns the ultra-heavy component 
30 < Z < 96. It was discovered eight years ago - and 
their spectra to date have been the province of bal
loon-borne track detectors. Since these techniques 
will not be discussed here, you might like to see an 
illustration of a track of an ultra-heavy nucleus 
(Fig. 4a and b). and >he present position an the 
charge spectr»!" (Fig. 5). The abundance peaks are a 
reflection of the source abundances - and this pro
mises to be a very exciting field of study. Only two 
mechanisms of nuclear synthesis seem to be involved 
in any degree in about I SO nuclides in the solar abun
dances and of these perhaps one only - the *r* process 
seems to be involved in the nucleosynthesis of the 
material of the cosmic rays. 

Figures 4a and 4b show selected sections of the 
track of an ultra-heavy cosmic-ray nucleus that was 
obtained in our Lexan emulsion sandwich detector. 
The charge estimate for the cosmic-ray nucleus is 
Z = 78 ± 1, and it possessed an energy of 
- 700 MeV/n at entry into the detector. The detector 
had a total area of 6 m 1 and was exposed to the 

cosmic radiation at high altitude (126 000 ft or 
3.6g/croa overlying air) by a 15.8 Million cubic ft. 
Winzen polyethylene balloon. The flight was 
launched by Raven Industries Inc. from Sioux Falls, 
South Dakota before dawn on tKili September 1973 
and was at operational altitude for 82 hours before it 
had to be terminated on 21st September some hours 
early to avoid parachute descent through in area of 
severe thunderstorms. The detector was recovered un
damaged 50 miles w« t of Minneapolis, Minnesota. 

The track is made visible in the Lexan (polycar
bonate) sheets by the formation of striking conical 
etch pits developed at each surface of the Lexan. The 
standard etch procedure which was used for all the 
cones shown is to place the whole sheet in a bath of 
6N NaOH for 96 tours at 40°C The length or half 
angles of the coues are measured carefully to give 
estimates of the ionisation produced by the particle. 

Photography of each cone involves making a mon
tage of up to .'i0 photographs taken through a micro
scope, accepting from each photograph only the small 
pari of the cone that is in aharp focus. The depth of 
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Figures 4a - i>. Sioux Falls 1973. Selected sections of the track of an ultra-heavy cosmic-ray nuvteus ob

tained in the Lexan emulsion sandwich detector. 
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FigurrS. Charge spectra for the UH cosmic-ray primaries, Z > 50. The figure shows the spectrum at the 
detector level summed over four experiments, end then computed for the top of the atmosphere 
mid the source. The importance ofpritmries with 50<Z<60, Z "»18 and Z ^90 te evident. 
/Taken from the Denver Conference rapporta Ù- paper of Fowler}. 



the field of view is only — 5fi in contrast to the Lexan 
thickness of - 25Qu. 

The photographic emulsion track of a heavy fast 
cosmic-ray nucleus results almost entirely from the 
copious yield of knock-on electrons, each of which 
individually produce their own highly scattered track. 
Their number is proportional to Z3 / 0 1 . Only a very 
small fraction of the available AgBr crystals are in 
fact developed even in such i track as illustrated so 
the photometric density, which is carefully pleasured 
with a microdensitometer. is proportional to the 
number of knock-or. elections. The phntograph 
shows the whole of the track of the particle in one 
emulsion. Transition effects at entry and exit a r 
clearly in evidence, as the track only develops its full 
apparent width in the centre of the emulsion. Again 
the photograph is a copy of a montage of many pho
tographs taken through a microscope. 

The track is shown in Lexan numbers 1, 5, 11, 
Emulsion 3 and Lexan 15 in Pari I and Lexans 

17-21 in Part 11. Between each Lexan layer there is 
an Fe dégrader of 0.12>fcm* thickness, except when; 
an emulsion replaces the F«. The stopping power of 
the emulsion and its wrappings is O.I8gfcm3 Fe equi
valent. At the angle of incidence of the primary 
(68°), the mean path length from layer to layer is 
0.45glbm3 Fe equivalent (or 0.34gfcm3 Lexun), and 
the cosmic-ray nucleus thus penetrated *~ 9g/cm 3 Fe 
equivalent. 

The progressive increase in etch rate us (he prima
ry slows down in the detector Is well displayed and 
continues until Lexan 18. Between Lexans 18 and 19 
the dramatic reduction in etch rale of about 4/1 is 
due to a nuclear collision or the primary. Tli? second
ary itas a charge Z » 52 ± 2 and comes to rest in the 
Fe layer after Lexan 21. Unfortunately there was no 
further emulsion layer to detect other secondary frag
ments below the threshold of Lexan detection. The 
etch rate along tracks in Lexan varies empirically as 
(^eff/fl 3 '* f o r {Z[ff)>6Q. There is no detectable 
track For lower values of Z/fl. 

3. E<100MeV/M 

3.Ï. STIADY COMPONENT 

Finally. 1 must turn to he low-energy domain. 
1 < £ < 1 0 0 M e V / n . These p. t ides are of mixed 
origin at the lower energy and they are certainly 
solar, and at the upper energy end they are galactic. 
In the centre it is questionable and exciting! The 
overall energy spectrum if shown in Figure 6 for 
1965, at a quiet period. In Figure 7 the energy spec
trum for various components is displayed showing 
dramatic changes is the relative elemental abun
dances with energy/ngcleon. For example the ratio 
O/He at - 5 MeV/n is the order of unity instead of 
the more normal ratio of — 50/1. Likewise the C/O 
ratio is anomalous and shows considerable change 
with energy, changing by a factor of - 100/1 in the 
range 3 < E < 30 MeV/n. The existence of this quiet 
time component and these dramatic features has only 
recently become apparent, and their interpretation is 
at the moment not clear. They are modulated much 

Qtsmh-ray spectrum at tow energy as it 
appeared in J 965. /Taken from 
Cheekier, invited paper. Spring Meeting 
of the American Physical Society, April 
1974}. 
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as [he lower energy galactic radiation and therefore 
must have come from beyond Jupiter, though of 
course thb itself does not rule out • solar system 
origin. Their charge state is not certain either; they 
may be only singly or doubly ionised for example and 
therefore have a high rigidity and certainty cannot 
then have passed through any appreciable matter 
since acceleration. 

The energy bind of this component is where iso
tope measurements are possible and it seems that 
they have a normal mean mass, which will be dis
cussed later in the technical sections of (he meeting. 

3.2. SOUR'COSMIC* RAYS 

We Jso must not forget the solar component. ) 
have no time to cover it in its peat eumpleï.iiy - its 
time and space variations, and its correlation with 
solar activity and the strength and direction of the 
local magnetic field. !-s study is likel> to give us the 
sssestial insights into procèdes (hat may be happen
ing in (he much more energetic galactic cosmic-ray 
source*. It is also therefore evident that no cosmic-ray 
teaewch programme can be complete without ("ten
sive cover of this component. Apparatus size, how
ever, required for the «udy of these high fluxes is, of 
course, modest. It seems likely therefore thai their 
study can be nrosecuied î'ably readily on planned 
spacecraft in heliocentric orbits. 

: ' * * *"*'' ' ' * ...., . . "'1 H Kt C 

GUKCKU'1 f « 
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Differential energy spectra of H. He, C 
and O during WIQT quiet time pencils in 
1972-3973. 0 and He show anomalous 
feature:- at 2-SOMeVfn and - ! MeVfn 
respectively. {Taken from Cheekier, in
cited paper. Spring Meeting of the Ameri
can Physical Society. April 1974{. 

4. CONCLUSION 

Tc conclude I would like -.j emphasise that the 
field of cosmic-ray research remains very exciting and 
our clear aim must be to obtain sufficient high quali
ty data so that we aie able to interpret the source 
spectrum of nuclides. We may then attempt to under
stand which part represents peculiarities of the accele

ration processes and which ^presents the nuclide 
abundances of the source. To do this v : clearly need 
all the information that we can obtain on elemental 
and tsotopic constitution over as wide a band of ener
gy as is possible. 

MEYER: Doesn't the fact that current observa
tions show nuclei in the region 2 - 8 4 to 2 - 8 9 
(where no stable ot long-lived isotope exists) indicate 
that the present charge «solution is stiU poorer than 
one could have hoped for in this charge rang*? 

FOWLRR: The histogram includes all the pub
lished data where there was an energy determination 
on the individual tracks, excluding the early data 
which relied on the geomagnetic field at Palestine 
(4.5 GV). Even so there are many cases where the 

http://wOvf.iT/.u
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uncertainly in the energy of the individual particle 
can reflect into D7. — ± fc-

Aside from that, there is the serious problem of 
systematic errors in the charge scale which involves 
extrapolation over a very wide range. It is also pos
sible that the lestrictcd ionisation loss that we believe 
to be involved in the track formation may not go 
strictly as Z 1 since the first Bom approximation is 
certainly not fulfilled. Le. Z/I37/ÎH for some of the 
particles. 

I wish the situation was a great jcal belter. It 
seems to me il is rather like when one makes some 
selcctign of the events, weeding out those with poor 
geometry or energy determination. We believe that 
the track length in Lexan is a(Z*lff*)àt high 0, so 
thai the most difficult energy is — 2 GeV/n, since it is 
difficult to determine, and (Z/0)4is not at its limit
ing value. 

BADWHAR:Are there enough statistics to tell if 
there is a spectral difference in the Pe spectra and say 
Z> 50 nuclei? 

FOWLER: No! 1 am afraid not, by quite a targe 
margin. All we can say b that the observed energy 
distribution for the UH primaries is consistent with a 
normal CR spectrum. 

REES: How much really firm evidence is there 
for differences between the inferred primary cosmic-
ray abundances and the ordinary 'cosmic' abun
dances? 

FOWLER: The evidence that has been published 
to date is all from US and UK experiments using 
track analysis in Lexan and in nuclear emulsion. Wc 
are certainly very concerned about systematic effects 
in the charge scale - sin» we have to extrapolate a 
lorw> say from stopping Fe nuclei to the fait nuclei 
with the same etch rate. In Tour experiments • peak 
appeared at Z - 78, and some nuclei with Z — 90 also 
appeared in each. These spectra do not look like the 
V and V mixture of the solar system, which has a 
huge peak at Pb and very little 2 - 9 0 . 

CASSE: Is lite charge state of uttra-heavy nuclei 
in interstellar space known with -ufficient accuracy 
lo derive some conclusion on the propagation of 
those species below =: 1 GeV/n? 

FOWLER: At high energy it is the radiative cap
ture of an electron which dominates. This would im
ply that the charge state of nuclei = 0 . 5 - 2 GeV/n is 
indeed at ••sue, with 0.1 or even 2 K electrons being 
carried, for Z > 70. But DZ/Z is not much affected. 
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ELECTRONS IN THE GALACTIC COSMIC RADIATION 

D. Muïlcr 

Lnrico Fermi Institute and Department of Physics. University nf Chicago, fil., USA 

A discussion is given of the prescni «talus of our 
ten >w)edge of cosmic-ray dec I runs at high energies. 
M'.isuiemems of the charge ratio ol electrons indi
cate thai most electrons are generated in sources 
within the Galaxy. Radiative energy lo.s processes are 
expected to lead lo a steepening of the energy spec
trum at high energies. A compilation of the existing 

measurements of [IK- flux jnd energy '•rixlnin 
electrons up to Jmost 1000 CA' is shown. No un 
biguous enndnsasn as to ihe exisience \>l ihr spi-i 
steepening can be drawn on the basis of ihese il 
flic experimental difficulties and prospect lor mi 
investigations are briefly discussed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The presence of ei*ctrons in the primary cosmic-
radiation was first established by direct mcasur- nenls 
in 1961, although already in the l Q 50's the nonther
mal radio emission of the Galaxy had been inter
preted as due to synchrotron radiation of relativistic 
electrons. Since that time, a considerable amount of 
experimental data has been collected, and in Fig
ure] a compilation of most electron measurements to 
date is shown, covering 7 decades in energy and 13 
decades in intensity. At energies between — 100 MeV 
and a few GeV. ihe observed electron flux varies and 
i! heavily influenced by sular modulation, whiie at 

the lowest energies, below — 20 MeV. sokir modula
tion may possibly be small, such that JII eU-i-lmris in 
this region could be interpreted as secondar). inter
stellar 'knock-on' particles. At the oilier «nd "f the 
energy scale, above ~ lOGcV, solar effects can be 
neglected. The manner in which these highly relaliv-
istic electrons interact, by virtue of their low muss, 
with Ihe electromagnetic fields of interstellar space 
has led to a specific interest in investigations ai high 
energies, and it is this part of the electron spectrum 
that I wish to discuss here. 

2. ELECTRONS IN INTERSTELLAR SPACE 

First, let us briefly summarise the processes which 
govern the fate of an electron in interstellar space. 
This story has frequently been told, and therefore 1 
shall not ,\o into much details. Electrons and posi
tions are confined by the galactic magnetic field in 
the same way as nuclear particles. However, in con

trast to nuclei of comparable energy, they can lose 
energy hy producing synchrotron radi.tion in the 
galactic magnetic fields, and by inverse Campion scat
tering with photons, mainly from the blackbody radi
ation. The synchrotron radiation from the gilrciic 
disc has been observed by r^dio-astronomers yt .'re-
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Figure J. Differential energy spectrum of cosmic-
ray electrons in the energy range 100 keV 
to 1000 UeV. For comparison, the solid 
line indicates the shape of the spectrum 
of protons. 
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quencies corresponding to electron energies up to 
about 7 GeV. As mentioned, this measurement pro
vides indirect evidence for the existence of galactic 
electrons but, unfortunately, for more energetic elec
trons the synchrotron emission is obscuied by the 
Raleigh-Jeans region of the 3°K radiation. 

The energy loss rates due to Compton- and 
synchrotron processes are proportional to the square 
of the electron energy, and to the energy densities of 
magnetic and pliolon fields (flj^/Bir. and rVpri. res
pectively): 

(It may be noted that for Compton collisions this 
expression is correct only when the Thomson approx
imation can be used), Inside the Galaxy, both contri
butions to the energy loss rate are of comparable 
magnitude. In intergalactic space. Compton collisions 
with the 3°K radiation make it impossible for ener
getic electrons to reach our Galaxy from extragalactic 
objects. It ii therefore generally assumed that those 
electrons which are observed in cosmic-ray experi
ments have been generated within our Galaxy. 

At sufficiently high energies, the life lime of an 
electron inside the Galaxy will also be limited by these 
energy loss processes rather than by propagation 
effects. This is due to the fact that the radiative life
time is inversely proportional to the electron c -y. 
As shown in Figure 2, for energies of several h* red 
GeV the lifetime will become smaller than ti.- galac
tic confinement lime of the nuclear radiation, which 
is presently estimated to be about 3 x ( 0 * years. Con
sequently, a measurable reduction of the electron 
flux in this energy region should occur: if the source 
spectrum follows a power law in energy, the observed 
spectrum is expected to become gradually steeper and 
to develop, according to the simplest models, into a 
power law whose index is increased by one unit with 
respect to the source spectrum. If this steepening 
could be unambiguously established by observations, 
it would give interesting information about the con
finement and hence the source distribution of cosmic 
rays in the Galaxy as well as the electromagnetic con
ditions in interstellar space. It is the search for this 
effect that has simulated several attempts to measure 

Figure 2. Lifetime of electrons against synchrotron-
and Campion losses, computed as a func
tion of the electron energy for the 2.7°K 
blackbody radiation and for interstellar 
magnetic fields BL = 1 #G and S iiG. 
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the election spectrum at high energies, bui the results 
are still not conclusive. 

However, before discussing the experimental 
results, I should briefly Address a different aspect, 
namely the question of t l j charge ratio or cosmic-ray 
«lections. If all electron» were secondary particles, 
resulting from interstellar p-p collisions (leading to 
i^-mesons, and to electrons vlathe r r - u - e decay) 
one mould expect to observe positive and negative 
electrons with about equal abundances. It has how
ever been found several yean ago [i] that there is a 
definite excess of negative electrons and that the posi
tive fraction of the total cosmic-ray electron flux de-
cream slightly with increasing energy, amounting to 
aboat iOa i t lOGeV (see Fi*. 3). Recently, these 
results have been confirmed \2] and extended in ener
gy up to about 50 GeV [3J. We mutt therefore con
clude ihtt the majority of the electrons aie primacy 
particles, originating in sources within our Galaxy. 

The total abundance of electrons relative to the abun
dance of protons and nuclei is about 1%. The physical 
processes in the sources which generate this abun
dance ratio are not fully understood at present. 

From an experimental point of view, the separa
tion of positive and negative electrons seems now to 
be feasible (with superconducting magnets) up in 
energies of several 100 GeV. Such a measurement 
would be particularly vahitble if it îed to a precise 
determination of nol only the relative abundance of 
positrons at high energies, but also of the exact shape 
of their energy spectrum. With the assumption that 
most positrons result from p-p collisions, the source 
spectrum and distribution of positions can be calcu
lated. The comparison of the positron spectrum mea
sured near Earth with a known source spectrum 
would give unique and independent information 
about the fate of these particles in interstellar space. 

3. ENERGY SPECTRUM OF ELECTRONS 

Let us now inspect the presently available infor
mation on the energy spectrum of ill electrons 
(regardless of charge). Figure 4 shows a recent compi
lation of the data between 10 w.d 1000 GeV, based 

on thu results presented by several groups at the 13th 
Internationa] Cosmic-Ray Conference in Denver 
(1973) (4, 5, 6, 7, »\. All daU have been obtained in 
balloon exposures. An inspection of this figure re-



7he differential energy spectrum afelec* 
irons as measured by different observas 
in the energy range 10 to 1000 GeV. 

veals luge statistical errors, in particular at energies 
beyond 100 GeV, as well as significant discrepancies 
between the results of individual observers. All cb-
servers can describe their data by single power-law 
spectn but the spectral indices vary considerably, 
from values around 2.7, which ire CIOM to the spec
tral slopes reported for nuclei, .3 significantly sleeper 
spectra with indices of — 3.2 and larger. The collec
tion of data points of Figure 4 ts « whole would fit 
reasonably well to a single power-law spectrum with 
index 2.8 to 3.0. 

Obviously, the existence of a steepening of the 
electron spectrum in the 100 GeV région cannot be 
deduced on rite basis of the data shown in Figure 4. 
Our own data {6. 9) in the energy range IS to 
900 GeV (Fig. S) can be well described by a single 

power law with index 2.72 ±0.10. Again, however, 
the uncertainties beyond — 200 GeV become loo 
large to warrant a definite claim about the spectral 
shape beyond that energy. 

Therefore, while much experimental progress has 
been made in recent years, the question of the steep
ening electron spectrum remains open. The steepen
ing if present may be obscured by the expérimental 
inaccuracies, or i! may quite wtU not exist up to 
energies of almost 1ÛQ0 GeV. The poaaiNe absence of 
a steepening up lo very high énergies has already led 
to a number of suggestions which could explain such 
a behaviour of the eletron spectrum- Among others, 
the following ideas have been discussed: 

(a) The steepening has already occurred at much 
lower energy, around a few GeV. This would im
ply a very flat source spectrum, and an uncom
fortably Urge confinement time (~ 10 e yean) for 
ejections. 

(b) The strength of the interstellar photon- and mag
netic fields it smaller than uauaHy assumed. 

(c) Cosmic-ray electrons are accelerated at sources 
which are relatively close ( - 1 kpc) to the solar 
system |10, l i ] . 

(d) The confinement- tien* of cosmic rays in the 
Galaxy is energy-dependent [12,13]. It decreases 
with increasing energy. This assumption would al
so explain recently observed changes in the nu
clear composition of cosmic rays at high énergies. 

Because of the speculative nature of these sugges
tions we shaH not discuss them further, but we should 
rather ask ourselves how the quality of the experi
mental results can be improved. The large uncertain
ties in the data are pê tiaary due to statistical inaccur
acies, caused by the smaft flux of energetic electrons. 
This difficulty can be overcome by «eing long detec
tor exposure times, and by the use of large detec
tors. Both should be possibk m the Shuttle era. How
ever, in addition there exiet undoubtedly significant 
systematic errors which have to do with the experi
mental methods employed in previous experiments. 
In order to amen meat errors, we have to keep m 
mind that in aM experiments electrons have been iden
tified with shower detectors: the etactromagnetic cas
cade, typical for electrons, hat been Measured with 
detectors (etnuMoM or electronic counters) which 
are inserted between layers of high-Z metals (Fb, W). 
As an example, FsgUN 6 shows the ahower detector 
used by the University of Chicago [9, Ml. Unfor
tunately, the abundant flex of protons with compar
able energies lead* to a nurnbac of proton-induced 
interactions, followed by cascades which may be In-
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distinguishable from electron showers. It is the 
method of discriminaliun against this background 
wlucli is different fur the various experiments, and 
which seems to cause systematic errors. While one 
may try to evaluate the merits and shortcoming! of 
individual observations, it appears to be more desir
able to develop new and more reliable methods to 
identify electrons in future experiments. One such 
method, the identification of bremsstrahlung in ton-
junction with a magnet spectrometer, has recently 
been used p | . Another method which is purlicubrly 
well suited for large-area detectors yielding good 
counting statistics at high energies, is based on the 
detection of transition radiation [ IS | . Wc should 
hope that these methods will soon leud to a much 
improved knowledge and understanding »l Hie fea
tures of the electron spectrum at high energies 

The differential energy spectrum o) high 
energy electrons as measured bv the Uni
versity of Chicago. 
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Croîs lectio* of a lead-zcintUlotor zho*cr 
detector as used by the University of 
Chlato. 
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the primary electron energy. This electron energy can 
therefore be safely determined with good resolution, 
even though accelerator calibrations at the highest 
energies are not poseiWe, 0* course, to eslabUh the 
energy-pamkngK relation, the detector must be cali
brated in accelerator beams. Also, care mutt be taken 
that no electronic or other saturation exists at the 
higheet shower signal* of interest. Most observers 
seem la have co widen i Iheee points. A different 
problem k the extrapolation of the exact shape of 
shower proflkt at very high energies. Knowledge of 
this shape at more important to identify électrons 
than to determine their energy. 

DISCUSSION 
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PULSARS AND SUPERNOVAE AS SOURCES OF COSMIC RAYS 

F. Pacini 

CNR, Labontorio Astrofisk» Spaziale. Frascatr. Italy 

The basic mechanisms Tor the acceleration of par
ticles In supernovae and pulsars have been described. 
Pulsars could be responsible also for the building-up 
of large-scaio «mon-Uc fields. The present status of 
pulsar theory does not enable one to predict unequi
vocally the energy spectra of the particles accelerated 

by these objects and to compare them with the ex
perimental data. Pulsars and supernovae almint cer
tainly contribute to the cosmic-ray background but ii 
is premature to assert that they arc the dominant 
source of cosmic rays. 

CASSE: You mentioned that young pulsars pro
vide essentially monochromatic cosmic rays with 
J3 2 :1 . Is there any possibility of getting — 1 GeV 
cosmic rays after a considerable slowing down? 

PACINI: The problem is that the bulk of the pul
sar energy is in young fast objects, but the bulk of the 
cosmic-ray energy is in the range 1 -10 GcV. 

CESARSKY: Couldn't the wisps in the Crab 
supernova remnant be the source of the relativistic 
electrons present in the nebula? 

PACINI: Yes, they could be. 

REES: The composition of the outermost layer 
of a neutron star might be more une. rtain IT i( were 
maintained at a high temperature. The polar caps ol 
the Crab pulsar could be as hot as - 10* °K. 

PACINI: 1 agree. 
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O R I G I N A N D PROPAGATION OF COSMIC RAYS 

C.J. Cesaisky 

Centre 'I'Eludes Nucléaires. Service <f Electronique Physique, Saclay. Franct 

A short review o f ll ic propagation and origin o f unanswered questions in liiese ln-kK 
cosmic rays is presented, which emphasises the mam possible experimental lesls in hHp re« 

1. INTRODUCTION 

For the theoretician, ihe problems posed by cos- pagalion anU d ive lcMi ion m ihe v-l. 
mic rays can be div'ded in ;o three c^tcptirics: or ipm. these problems .ire l inked. ,is we >lui 
propagation and containment in ihe galaxy. an<l pro-

•rV : ^ j v««« 

-:\k: 
i 

J . . . . •Ks": 

11: 
1"" 

. ^ . . 

: ......i 1 re r ^ j<Z' 

sure I. Percentage of protons and helium nuclei ai r = I AU unJ at an vncn-y T., wl>:c/i urieuuth • •. 
from the energy interval T to T * 50 MeV/n n] the galactic wctnnn /I'mm L'rch IM tt iilr> • 
LJ.. 1972. Astrophys. Space Sci.. (7 / . Results arc piescmed f>r iw pemnh. IW and i"f-'> 
different solar activity and for Tf> = 5'1 IW). 200 and 5011 Atrl'/n. 
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E, (>E) tV m" •" w" 

Integral spectrum of cosmic rays (From 
A.W. Wofendak, Paper presented at the 
R.S. Meeting on Cosmic Radiation. 
February I974f. 

Yields of *A'fl from different torgets and 
for proton energies E> 100 MeV as an 
example of the steep energy dependence 
of fragmentation cross-sections in the 
100-500 MeV range [From Silberberg, R. 
& Tsao. CH.. 1973, Ap. J. Suppl, 320, 
ivUSf. 

The third problem is of the utmost importance 
for understanding low-energy particles (£" £ 
1 GeV/n). tn Figure 1, we see that particles which 
originally came from a wide energy interval of the 
galactic spectrum can all have the same energy when 
they reach the Earth. In addition, low-energy par
ticles suffer ionisation losses in the interstellar me
dium, so thai the range of possible energies when 
leaving the source is even larger. The spallation cross-

sections needed for the computation of cosmic-ray 
transformations in space often depend strongly on 
lite energy for £ £ 1 GeV/n; an example is shown in 
Figure 2. Thus it is more difficult to interpret the 
data on low-energy cosmic rays than that on high-
energy cosmic rays; for this reason, I believe we have 
-. better chance of understanding the origin and galac
tic propagation of the high-energy component, and 1 
will concentrate on the latter. 1 will not discuss here 
the question of the possible universality of the nu
clear component of the cosmic radiation, but instead 
assume throughout that cosmic rayf are galactic. 
There are strong energetic arguments against the uni
versality of cosmic rays; the whole question may be 
settled very soon, as a result of a test proposed 
recently by Ginzburg: if cosmic rays are universal or 
metagalactic the Magellanic Clouds ought to emit a 
high-energy ( £ > 100 MeV) gamma-ray flux 
Ï 4 x 10"7 photon/cm 1s. 

1. PROPAGATION AND CONTAINMENT 

Table I is divided into three columns: observa
tions, interpretation and theory. 'Observations* covers 

not only data at hand, but all data potentially avail
able in the long run. 'Tlieory* covers the main points 
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the theorists would like lo elucidate concerning cos
mic rays. The link between the two, where both 
observers and theorists are involved, is covered by 
'Interpretation' 

2.1. OBSERVATIONS 

Energy density 

The cosmic-ray energy density (~ 1 cV/cm3 ) is 
high, indicating that the effects of the cosmic-ray 
pressure in the interstellar medium are probably im
portant. 

Integral spectrum of protons 

For a long time, it was believed to LJ a power law 
of index 2:1.6 in the 'ange 10* • 101 s CeV/n; more 
recently, evidence has been found for the possible 
presence of a bump around 1 0 I 3 - I O l 4 c V (see 
Fig. 3). A continuous spectrum indicates that the 
energy dependence of the escape time is smooth, 
while a bump may be due to a sudden change in the 
containment mechanism. 

Figures 4.S&6. Variation with energy of several ratios of secondary/primary nuclei. The curves arc the 
results of theoretical calculations. [From N. Wesiergaard etai, 1974, in preparation/. 
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Tablet 
Propagation and containment 

Observai ion 

Energy density 

Spectrum of protons 

Elemcntalal composition 
of the nuclei, its energy 
dependence 

Isotypic composition, 
its energy dependence 

Ultra-heavy nuclei 

Nuclear data 

Spectrum of electrons 

Spectrum of positrons 

Anisotropy 

Synchrotron radiation 

Gamma rays 

Faraday rotation of 
pulsars and radio-sources 

Distribution of H I and 
H 11 regions, of molecular 
clouds 

Interstellar turbulence, 
physical conditions in the 
interstellar medium 

Interpretation Theory 

cosmic-ray pressure 

bumps? 

grammage, its energy dependence 
distribution of pathlengths 

diffusion mechanism und/o. 
reflection at the boundaries 

source composition 

grammage, source composition 
cosimic-ray clocks for secondaries. 
( n > secondaries. 

cosmic-ray clocks for primaries. 
<II ) primaries. 

escape from the Galaxy 

break? estimate of containment lime 

grammage, information on ( « > role of cosmic rays in the 
dynamics of the gaseous disc 

distribution of cosmic-ray electrons. 
of the galactic magnetic field 

distribution of cosmic-ray nuclei 

galactic magnetic field strength 

hydromagnetic wave spectrum 

elemental composition of the nuclear component 

Given the nuclear composition of high-energy cos
mic rays, and the values of the relevant nuclear spalla
tion and destruction cross-sections, it becomes pos
sible to evaluate the mean escape length, or gram
mage. X. and the source composition. In addition. 

information on the distribution of path lengths can 
be obtained; e.g. a distribution with a sizeable pro
portion of short path lengths, such as an expoaential 
distribution, is necesiary to explain simultaneously 
the abundances of the C and O secondaries, and of 
the Fe secondaries. 
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The energy dependence of the grammage can he 
derived from that of the composition. Data at hand 
indicate that the grammage decreases as the energy 
increases; if a fitting to a power law is attempted, the 
index is found to be in the range 0.2 - 0.6 (see Figs. 4. 
5 and 6). 

It is not clear ul present whether the same X(/f| 
law can explain the variation of the ratios. 

secondaries of C + O , secondaries of Fe 
C T Ô a " d Fi ; 

nor is known whether the energy variation of X is due 
to energy-dependent trapping of cosmic rays in (heir 
sources or in the Galaxy. 

Isotopic composition 

Again, the grammage X can be derived; the ratio 
s s F e / s f i F e may provide the most direct estimate, 
involving only one well-known spallation cross-
section. Also, isotopes H 1 and K&3 are a useful probe 
for the long path lengths of cosmic rays. The isotopic 
composition of the sources can be found. 

A few secondary isotopes are radioactive, with 
decay times in the range !0 S 10 6 yr: '"Be, " A l , 
3*C1 and s 4 M n (for relativisme particles the decay 
time is multiplied by the Lorentz factor T) . They can 
be used as clocks to measure the time since the frag
mentation of the primary nuclei; if the distribution of 
path lengths is known the escape time can also be 
calculated. Some conclusions on these isotopes can 't 
reached with only the elemental abundance: present 
data indicates that 3 6 C 1 , with a half life of 
3 x 10 s yr, has decayed (Fig. 7). The 1 0 B e , with a 
decay time of 1.5 x 10* yr, is the radioactive isotope 
that has received most attention; the variations of the 
(Be/B) ratios have been tentatively interpreted as 
implying that part of the 1 0 Be has survived, putting 
the escape time in the 10 6 yr range (see Fig. 8). How
ever, since the uncertainties in the cross-sections for 
production of Be and B are still large, the isotopic 
composition of cosmic ray Be is required to reach a 
definitive conclusion on this point. 

The energy dependence of the escape time T of 
cosmic rays could be inferred from measurements of 
abundances at various energies; then, from K(K) and 
r(/f), one could calculate the mean matter density 
<n(t"i> seen by cosmic rays. Models in which the 
cosmic rays are trapped in their sources for times 
which are shorter when the energy is higher, or where 
the scale height of cosmic rays in the Galaxy increases 

» < < « • ' =t al . (I971J 2DCcV,-r. 
lEr.jc! ul ill. 09731 0.8 - 1. (, CtV i, 

• Wobnor e t al . {1972; 250 - SÏ0 Mo*. :. 
Cai-twn,;ht et al.{197l) 100 - 300 . \ ; u v „ 
Car twriyht et a l . (1973) 40 - 400 MoV/n 

Figure 7. Observed and expected variation of the 
ratio Cl/Fe, with or without decay of the 
3 6 C7 nuclei {From P. Goret & M. Casse, 
1974. Presented at the Symposium un 
Isotopes. Durham. N.H.. Oct. 1974/. 

Figure 8. As Figure 7. but far Be/B (From N. 
Westergaard et ai, 1974. in preparation/. 
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with Uic energy, woulii predict < n (£>> to decrease 
wilh i:. (In addition, information on the density of 
the medium traversed by low-energy cosmic rays 
could be derived from a study of the abundances of 
secondary nuclei, such as 'Be, which are pure :!ec-
tron capture isotopes). 

Ultra-heavy nuclei 

Several primary ultra-heavy isotopes, such as 
: J S U . " * U , " 7 N p , a " P u . " ' C m . ? < 8 C m . are 
radioactive with a long Ufc.ime; they can be used as 
nuclear clocks for primaries. Since the nuclear 
destruction path length of such heavy nuclei is very 
short ( £ 2 g/cm 1), these clocks may enable us to 
evaluate < n > at the beginning -tf the cosmic-ray life, 
and thus to decide whether cosmic rays traverse a 
sizeable amount of matter at the source (the slemen-
tal abundances are sufficient for these determina
tions). 

S'i'.ciear data 

Measurements of spallation cross-sections and of 
decay lifetimes are of course very important for the 
interpretation of cosmic-ray data. Accurate results, 
with a precision of 5 to 10%, have just been obtained 
at Berkeley with the Bevatron, for the products of C 
and 0 at 1.0S GeV and 2.1 GeV. Similar *!at* for the 
products of Fe would be particularly useful. 

Spectrum of electrons 

The nonexistence of a break in the cosmic-iiy 
electron spectrum in the hundreds of GeV region pro
vides an independent upper limit to the cosmic-ray 
escape time at such energies. 

Specmim of positrons 

If positrons are purely secondary particles, they 
can give us an independent estimate of the grammage 
(there have been seme indications that thï X derived 
from positron data is lower than the nuclear one; 
more recent data does not support the existence of 
this discrepancy, but the errors are still large). Be
cause positrons are secondaries of nuclei with an 
energy - 1 0 . its larger, their transport equation 
involves escape path lengths at two different energies: 
thus, a precise knowledge of their spectrum may also 
help in deciding whether cosmic rays traverse much 
matter in their sc -irccs. 

Anisotropy measurements 

These are particularly interesting at 
E > 1000 GeV/n, where the effects of the solar cavity 
arc negligible. Actual upper limits are of'- 10" J. 

Synchrotron rwdiathn 

The distribution of galactic synchrotron radiation 
provides Information on the dillr.bu.loni of the 
cosmk-ray electrons and the galactic magnetic field. 
The latitude dbuibutton shews that the Kale height 
of the synchrotron disc li about three times that of 
the interstellar gas; the longitude distribution is clear
ly correlated with the spiral arms (Pig. 9). 

Gamma rays 

High-energy gamma rays (£*ilOOMeV) are 
emitted in the decay of neutral pions left by nuclear 
encounters between cosmic rays and matter; thus, the 
distribution of gamma rays is tied to that of cosmic-
ray nuclei. The longitude distribution of gamma rays 
resembles that of synchrotron radiation, i.e. it is also 
correlated to the spiral structure of the Galaxy 
(Fig. 10). 

Longitude distribution of the ISO MHz 
brightness temperature of the galactic 
synchrotron background {F*om Paul J., 
Ctssc, M A Cemsky, CJ., 1974, Eighth 
Eslab Symposium on Gamma Rays}, 

http://dillr.bu.loni
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no so 
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Figure 10. Longitude distribution of the high-energy 
gamma-ray galactic radiation {From 
Tfiompson, D.J., Bignami, CF., Fichtel, 
CE., Hartman, R.C & Kniffen, D.A., 
1974, Eighth b'slab Symposium on 
Gamma Rays}. 

I will now refer to 
lated to cosmic ray 
understanding. 

'rvalions less directly re-
still important for their 

finement of cosmic rays in the Galaxy are listed in 
the third column of Table 1: identification of Die 
physical mechanism causing cosmic-ray effusion in 
the disc and/or reflection at the boundaries of the 
disc; escape of cosmic rays from the Galaxy; role of 
cosmic rays in the dynamics of the gaseous disc. 
Various theories have been proposed, and as the data 
is obtained and interpreted it may become possible to 
refine them, and to distinguish between them. 

In all existing theories, cosmfc rays are attached 
to the lines ot force of the magnetic field: some spa
tial mixing of cosmic rays may be achieved because of 
the random walk of ibe lines of force. Two extreme 
field configurations ha.e been discussed: 

(i) the lines of force arc usually closed, so that 
cosmic rays arriving at the border have a small 
chance of escaping; they only leave the Galaxy if 
they have entered a bubble which has been in
flated previously by other cosmic rays. In addi
tion, they may suffer resonant interactions with 
hydromagnetic waves, and thus diffuse along the 
!I.:-.s of force with a small bulk velocity; 

(ii) the galactic magnetic field is open; cosmic ravs 
arc retained in the Galaxy by the resonant inter
actions alone. The hydromagnetic waves are 
generated by the cosmic rays themselves, or they 
result from the decay of parsec-aize interstellar 
medium turbulence; they are present inside the 
galactic disc, or only at the upper and lowei 
boundaries of the disc. 

(a) Measurements of the galactic Held in the solar 
neighbourhood (Faraday rotation of pulsars and 
radio sources, Zeeman splitting of 21 cm lines, 
etc.). 

(b) Galactic structure studies, distribution of H I and 
H II regions and of molecular clouds. 

(c) Physical conditions in the interstellar medium; 
interstellar turbulence (optical and ultraviolet 
absorption spectra of stars, thermal continuum 
and line radio radiation from the interstellar 
medium, scintillations of pulsars, etc.): such data 
are necessary to find the rates of generation and 
damping or hydromagnetic waves capable of 
deflecting the paths of cosmic rays and of retain
ing them in the Galaxy. 

2.2. INTERPRETATION 

The main problems posed to the theorist who at
tempts to understand the propagation and the con-

At present we cannot decide whether one of these 
theories is correct; we need \ (E) and T (/:'), and some 
means of deciding which proportion of the matter is 
traversed in the sources and/or the tenuous regions 
surrounding the disc; also the distribution of path 
lengths would be helpful. Finally, the isotropy of the 
cosmic-ray flux has to be explained; this is less diffi
cult for iome of the models than for others, but the 
resolution of this question is linked to that of ihc 
distribution of sources. Either the cosmic-ray sources 
will be identified, and the condition posed by the 
isotropy will become less equivocal, or the propaga
tion of cosmic rays will be understood, giving a valu
able clue to the nature of the sources. 

New results on the galactic distribution of cosmic 
rays, as inferred from the synchrotron and gamma-ray 
longitude profile, confirm Parker's hypothesis that 
cosmic rays arc contained in the disc by the magnetic 
field, and the magnetic field by the matter, in quasi-
hydrostatic equilibrium. 
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A discussion on the origin of cosmic rays is out- viable if the presence or bumps in the cosmic-ray 
lined in Tabic 2. spectrum (Fig. 3) is confirmed, is that different 

sources dominate in different energy ranges. 

3.1 OBSERVATIONS 
Spectrum of positrons 

Energy density 
The grammage derived using positron data is smal-

Once the containment t'-me and the galactic distri- 1er than or comparable to that derived from the nu-
bution of cosmic rays arc known, it becomes possible clear composition; thus positions are probably 
to derive, from the energy density of cosmic rays at secondary particles. It then becomes possible to assert 
the Sun. the total power requirement for cosmic-ray that only i small fraction of the observed electrons 

are secondary, and thus to fix the energy require
ments foi the electronic component of the cosmic 
radiation. 

sources(~-5x 1 0 4 0 erg/s). 

Spectrum of protons 

One of the main requirements for cosmic-ray Spectrum of électrons 
sources is that they must produce a power-law spec
trum of protons. An alternative that could become At 1 GeV, the ratio of the densities of electrons 

Table 2. Origin 

Observations Interpretation Theory 

Energy density 

Spectnim of protons 

Spectrum of positrons 

power requirement 

power law bumps: variety of sources? 

primary electrons 

stochastic acceleration in 
interstellar medium, or 
sources? 

Spectrum of electrons different origin? kind of source 

Elemental composition 
of the nuclei. 
its energy dependence 

explosive nucleo-synthesis, 
preferential acceleration? 
source composition energy dependent? 

acceleration mechanism 

Ultra-heavy nuclei r and s processes, neutron bursts escape from sources 

lsotopic composition explosive nucleo-synthcsis, 
electron capture isotopes 

Anisotiopy source distribution 

Gumma rays source confinement 

Interstellar turbulence 

Supernovae, pulsars 
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to protons is 3 x 10"1. Thus if the sources arc the 
same, they must sccelerate nuclei preferentially to 
electrons or let them escape more readily. In the 
range 5- 1000 GeV, the electrons have a power-law 
spectrum; the spectral index appears to be higher 
than that of the protons ( r =: 3) possibly indicating 
that the sources, or the acceleration mechanisms, are 
different for the two components. 

Elemental composition of the nuclear component 

We have seen that, from the observed elemental 
composition at the Earth, it is possible to derive the 
cosmic-ray composition at the source. The source 
composition of cosmic rays is quite similar to the 
universal abundances: the differences do not exceed 
one order of magnitude. With respect to Fo, H Is 
underabundant by - 14, HP by 24. C by 2, N by 6 , 0 
by 4, S and At by 2. Ca and Mg are present at the 
sources, indicating that cosmic rays arc not accel
erated out of cold interstellar medium material, 
where these elements are depicted into grains. 

The differences between the cosmic-ray source 
composition and the universal abundances remind 
some authors of the products of explosive nucleosyn
thesis; others point out that they are correlated with 
the first ionisation potential of the elements, and thus 
that the cosmic-ray composition is regulated by the 
injection mechanism. 

The energy dependence of the source composi
tion can be extracted from that of the observed cos
mic rays, after \{E) has been derived. The data al 
hand tends to indicate that the source ratios C/O and 
C+O/Fe are energy-dependent, since their variation!. 
are not explained by propagation effects alone (Figs. 
11 and 12). 

Ultra-heavy nuclei 

Due to the scarcity uf data it is not clear at pre
sent whether the ultra-heavy nu< lei in the cosmic rays 
are normal products of the r and s processes in stfllar 
interiors, or whether special conditions, involving 
bursts of neutrons on processed matter, have to he 
invoked. 

{sntopic composition 

If the acceleration of cosmic rays is linked to ej 
plosive events in the Galaxy, the relative abimduna 
of the different isotopes can be used to delermim- tli 
physical conditions (temperature, density) of tho CJ 

KINEtC ETCRGI [GtV/I 

Figures 11 and 12. Variations with energy of the ratios C/O and C+O/Fe+Ni. compared to calculations of 
propagation effects /From N. Westergaardetai.. 1974, in preparation/. 
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plosion. In addition, electron-capture isotopes pro
vide a useful test for the acceleration mechanism. Ex
plosive nucleosynthesis favours the formation of nu
clei with N = Z. Around the iron peak, these nuclei 
will 0-decay to a more stable configuration; in certain 
cases, the different in the binding energies is loo 
small, and the nuclei have to capture an inner shell 
electron to decay. If the nuclei are accelerated to 
energies in the GeV/n range before the electron cap
ture, they are stripped of their K-shell electron* and 
capture can no longer occur. Thus, the abundances of 
such nuclei in the cosmic radiation make It possible 
to estimate the time 6 1 between formation and accél
ération. Possible candidates for this test ate liMtd In 
Table 3. The information on S f can in some caws be 
obtained only through elemental ratios such as 
(Cb/Ni) or (Ni/Fe). For «cample, actual data indi
cates that at an energy of 100GeV/n, the ratio 
(Ni/Fe) is small. This could imply that the **Ni nu
clei had time to capture a K-shell electron i.e. 
6 r > 6 à (since " N i can also 0-decay normally, in a 
time = 3 s 10 s yr, this test must be performed at 
high energies). 

S .Co i i J l . 
182 h 2.6 y "Mn 

6.1 d 
"co-ï^i: 

77 d 
" F t 

"Ni tMU "Co - ' - — . " F . 
36 h 270] 

SU 
"NI £ £ _ 

8.10* y 
"Co 

(From M. Caste A. A. Soutoul, Presented at the Sym
posium on Isotopes, Durham, N.H-, Oct. 1974). 

As we discussed previously, the isotropy of the 
cosmic radiation may be interpreted as a requirement 
an the distribution of sources in the Galaxy. 

Gamma rays 

If cosmic rays stay trapped in their sourcis and 
traverse much ipa'.ter there, detectable amounts of 
gamma rays will be emitted by ir 0 decay; the Vela 
supernova remnant may be the possible site of such a 
process. In the same way, low-energy cosmic-ray 
(£<150MeV) interactions with ambient matter 
could result in the emission "f nuclear gamma-rsy 
lines. 

3.2. INTERPRETATION 

Finally, as for propagation and confinement, 
there are many sets of astrophysics! data that are 
useful for understanding the origin of cosmic rays. In 
particular, measurements of large- and small-scale 
interstellar turbulence are needed to test the Fermi 

acceleration mechanism in its various forms; data of 
aM kinds (optical, radio, X- and gamma-rays) on 
supernovae and their remnants and on pulsars are re
quired to estimate the rate of events and the energy 
output of each event. 

From the theoretical point of view, the fir-t ques
tion is whether cosmic rays are accelerated by a 
stochastic, Fermi-type mechanism, in the interstellar 
medium at large. Present estimates indicate that the 
rate of acceleration falls short of its required value by 
a factor of order 25. 

If this result is confirmed, then distinct sources of 
cosmic rays have to be Inyoked. Trie most obvious 
candidates are supernova*, since their remnants are 
known to contain large amounts of relativistic elec
trons; Dr. Pacini has discussed several kinds of accel
eration mechanisms that could be associated with 
supetnovae and pulsars. An important argument in 
favour of the supernova (pulsar) origin of cosmic rays 
is that the power requirement can be fulfilled; but 
this is now questioned, since present theories on two-
stream instabilities predict that cosmic rays stay 
trapped around the supernovae (or pulsars) for a long 
time, so that most of the cosmic-ray energy is lost in 
the adiabatk expansion that follows the acceleration. 
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4. CONCLUSION 

The main problems to be solved to understand 
the origin and the propagation of cosmic rays have 
been the same Tor many years; as more and more 
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CASSE: I wish to make it clear that pure electron 
capture nuclei created in explosive processes and pos
sibly accelerated before decay have to be looked for 
at sufficient energies to avoid capturing interstellar 
electrons. 

KOCH: Assuming that the opportunity will exist 
in the 1980's to observe in situ in the interstellar 
medium the low-energy isotopes, the limitations due 

rcfin J data is gathered and interpreted, the theorists 
are - uvided with clues which hopefully will lend 
then- o the answers. 
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to the deceleration in the solar cavity will disappear. 
The r. :clei component at few MeV/n is able to come 
only from nearby sources (few 100 pc). On the other 
hand, the high-energy component is expected to 
come rom remote regions of the Galaxy. A compari
son o elemental and isotope abundances at low and 
high energies will be crucial since differences in com-
positk n of the interstellar matter were recently ob
served between Sagittarius and Orion regions. 
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1. lNTROnUCTlON 

Tu sec me as an aulhur of a contribution on the 
dynamics of cosmic rays may have caused the same 
degree of surprise in you as it did in me when I 
received the invitation for this presentation. I ac
cepted it because I did not want in miss vhe chance of 
being forced to improve my knowledge. The content 
of what I say has entirely been taken from the liiera-

The change of î\ die fluid velocity of a pas under 
the influence of gravitational, pressure . and magnetic 
forces is given by die Equation 

PfâT + ? • G"1* i1) = - prad p - = - grad B2 

+ j — B div B - p grad * 

Here, p is the pressure, B the magnetic field, and * 
die gravitational potential. The dynamical effects of 
cosmic rays are due to the fad li.at p contains not 
only tlir gas pressure p t ; but also the cosmic-ray pres
sure p C R . 

From Equation (1J we derive the virial theorem: 
multiplying by f and integrating over the volume of 
the Galaxy V intide its surface S: 

2T+W + M+H' + ~ fs(r.êiB.dS 

-fsip + jfcû-à'O i 2 ) 

This result is derived under the assumption that the 

turc, i.e. Biermann & Davis |l lM>0|. Parkei |1'«>(>. 
19681. Spil/er [ l % 8 ] . Woltjcr | l % S | . O i m |I««.M 
and Brecher & Burbidge 11972|. 

As far as possible, we will discuss stale), ot equili
brium or near equilibrium. 

moment of inertia of the system lias J vanishing 
second-order time derivative. 

In liquation (2), 

T= \ Jpv7dV. U= jpdl'. Af=l WW 
and " * ' 

h'=~fpr graii «I» dF 

It is important to realise that this cqujtjon CJM 
also be applied to interacting component oi' a system 
separately; however, the gravitational lerm has i<> 
contain the total gravitaliuna! potential. If one con
siders a system containing only stare, then 

PS= 1PS < , , 3 > r a n d = ^ ^rand 

and Equation (2> becomes 

2 r + 2 r r a n d + w - o (3t 

Secondly, we may consider _n equilibrium siua-

2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
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tton in which the magnetic field is parallel lo the and the gradient is to be considered only in the 
galactic plane. Then, from Equation ( 1). one obtains z-direction (vertical to the galactic plane). 

(4) 

3. DISCUSSION 

The gravitational potential is dominated by the 
stars since PQ is only few percent ofps-

(a) Gas and stars Jo not fill the same volume 27"+ W= \paV\v) - 2i'/ O — )*4 

Assume a spherical system with constant pg, no 
magnetic fields, cosmic rays, or systematic rotation. 
Then, from Equation (2), applied to the gas only, 

0 = / p G < v G > r a n d ° ^ - / f l G 4 ^ S ^ d f 

where G is the gravitational constant. 

Applying the same equation to the stair yields 

0 = / e s < ' ' S > r a n d I " ' - | < > S ' " ' c ' , S ' , i V 

If ( r g ) is the mean square radius of the gas, and 
( r g> the same for the stars, then 

<'C> <"G> 

Since stellar velocities are generally about one 
order of magnitude larger than gas velocities, the 
corresponding r.m.s- gas radius will be correspond
ingly smaller. 

(b) Rotating galactic systems 

The centrifugal force can support the gas against 
gravitation in the plane of the Galaxy. If one intro
duces cylindrical co-ordinates r. z, 8 in the Galaxy, 
one then has 

* ô 7 *>n 
(5) 

and this expression can be very small such that the 
term W in Equation (2) may also be small (* even 
cold gas could be at large distances from the galactic 
centre). 

fc) Extragalactic cosmk rays 

The pressure term U^jpdV contains gas, PQ, and 
cosmic-ray pressure. The cosmic-ray pressure is 1/3 of 
the cosmk-ray energy density if the cosmic-ray gas is 
tied to the thermal gas by magnetic fields. If cosmic-
rays are universal, then the cosmic-ray pressure terms 
in Equation (2) 

ijpntr-1 

IT* 
" " / • 

fiiVfr* 
3 * 
or 

34' 

If one expresses the ff-component of v in terms of 
i 'circular velocity' [r(3* / dr)],|4 and a *lag velocity' 

[ s P C R r . d S = 0 

cancel. Cosmic rays then have no dynamical effect on 
the Galaxy. 

The problem with extragalactic cosmic rays is of 
course the large energy requirement. Also, observa
tions of celestial gamma riys limit the length L 
through the intergalactic medium (of density n 
atoms/cm 3) at which cosmic rays can exist at the 
galactic energy density to 

(d) Cosmk rays in the Galaxy, halo model 

A discussion of cosmic rays in the Galaxy is inter
esting because of the attempt lo reconcile two 

file:///paV/v
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apparently conflicting results: the short residence 
time of 10* years in an environment of high gas den
sity seems to conflict with the high degree of isotropy 
observed. Thus, extragalactie cosmic-ray models give 
no problem. Halo models Invoke the existence of a 
cosmic-ray halo from which the cosmic rays may 
return (o the disc and thus cause isotropy, and pure 
disc models assume the existence of many sources in 
order to generate isoiropy in spite of the short life
time. 

If PC and B are much smaller outside the Galaxy 
than Inside, the surface Integrals in Equation (2) 
vanish. Consider now Equation (2) for the cosmic-ray 
gas, Interstellar gas and magnetic fields in the gravita
tional environment provided by the stellar compo
nent. 

The r.m-s. 'radius' of the cosmic-ray gas in the 
gravitational environment of the stellar component 
would be 10* times the galactic radius. Confinement 
is possible by the magnetic field, which binds the 
cosmic-ray gas on the one hand and is tied to the 
interstellar gas on the other hand by 'frozen in' field 
lines [Parker, 1968]. 

In Equation(2) the t e r m / p C R d K i n (/becomes 
large, if cosmic rays fill the halo and are kept there by 
magnetic fields which in turn are held in the Galaxy 
by the gas. In order to make 27+ W in Equation (5) 
negative, one has to make vjt large. This means that 
the gas in the Galaxy would be inflated to the dimen
sions observed by cosmic-ray pressure and not by the 
centrifugal force. 

These large lag velocities vj are not observed. One 
thus has either no room for cosmic-ray and magnetic-
field pressure in the virial theorem (and hence no 
large inflated halo), or one has to provide an even 
stronger negative term in Equation (S). The only 
other term to do this is -z(M> /3z ) , and hence a 
large halo is possible only if the gas density there is 
also large (Iff 3 atoms/cm 3). 

If one wants to maintain a halo model, one is 
apparently forced to abandon the Idea of a static equi
librium. Parker [1966,1968] has shown that cosmic-
ray pressure can generate a halo by inflating loops of 
magnetic field, and the rate of cosmic-ray leakage is 
dictated by the excess of cosmic-ray pressure (and 
hence production) over magnetic-field pressure. 

This view allows for both measurements, isotropy 
and lifetime, to be reconciled, because cosmic rays 
have to stream only - 100 pc in 10* years before 

they can leave the disc. Thus, their bulk streaming 
velocity (100km/s) is sufficiently low that it does 
not cause a significant anisotropy due to ihe Comp-
ton-Getting effect (high-velocity clouds). 

However, the problem then remains of filling the 
entire disc with cosmic rays, as is evident from the 
observations of the nonthermal radio emission, ur of 
galactic gamma rays. In order not lu invoke many 
sources of cosmic rays that are uniformly distributed 
in the disc, one can consider free exchange of cosmic 
rays from the disc with those in the halo. However, 
the re-entry problem Is not so simple. If the field is 
varying smoothly from the disc ( f l D ) to the halo (Bu ) 
such that re-entry appears feasible, then the largest 
pitch angle 6 m a x to be found in the weak field is 

s i n ' «max " V * n 

Thus, if pitch-angle scattering occurs in the halo, 
the particles will not return. Furthermore, as Parker 
[1968) has shown, instabilities result in disorder and 
scattering in the weak field. The main problem of the 
halo model is the return of particles from the halo 
into the disc. 

(e) Disc models and distribution perpendicular to the 
galactic plane 

The difficulty of a disc model has been pointed 
out above, namely one has to invoke many soirees if 
the isotropy and lifetime are the values inferred 
from observations. 

In the disc and halo models it is interesting to 
study the distribution perpendicular to the ^lactic 
plane. 

[n order to study the problem we have to apply 
Equation (4) 

(6) 
where g(z) is ii,e gravitational acceleration. 

The solution can be estimated as follows [Parker, 
1966; Spitzer, 1968): 

B 2/8TT J O 

Assume a = — and p = PQRIPQ l 0 he constant 
withz. P G 
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Furthermore. p G = 1/3 p < P * >and£(z^ is asrantd 
to vary lineirly with 2. 

From the observations of stars, 
tdjfU)î/(,d2) = - 2 . 5 x K r " cms"1 pc '. Then, the 
solution of Equation 16) is 

,1 

with 

where < v2 > W = 14 km/s has been taken. A more 
elaborate solution of this problem hat recently been 
given by tollman (19721. and by Thttkeim [1974]. 

Hie effective thickness of the interstellar material 

is then 

2W = V ^ = 230(1+tt+p*)K pc 

ObservatkHially, one finds values close to 230 pc. 

The author would like to thank Ian Lerche for 
illuminating discussions. 
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This than would leave no room for cosmic-ray or 
nMtiKlic-rwM pressure. If both * and 0 have values 
ctuw to 0.3,2W • 370 pc which is too large. 

Fwker 11966] hat therefore argued that <v2 > 
should be reduced ami p increased to a value of about 
5 atoms/cm1 in order 10 a i e * for the coamic-ray or 
wnnrtic-fieM preewre*. Thk appears to be an un
avoidable conclusion of any model (tying to contain 
coamic rays and magnetic fields by the weight of the 
interstelUrffA*. 

(f) AppUcatton to fhctk arm structure 

ConsideratioM like the ones expretaed In para
graphs (d) and (e) have recently been invoked by M*> 
nami «V Fkntel 11974) to explain the SAS-H gamma-
ray observation* in Htm* of a model where the spiral 
acme are filled by coamk rays and magnetic field to 
the limiting pressure that Ike local gat in Hie arm can 
contain. In order to reconcile thek data with this 
model they had to assume a very large ratio In the 
antt-to-mtcrarm gas density of 5:1. 

. Parker, E.N., 196t. Stars and Stellar Systems, Vol. 
VII: Neèuhe mtftomu&mmntr, Univ. Chica
go Fleet, 707. 

Spitaer, L, Diffuse Metier in Space, 196S, Mur-
Kiettce THctt M, lntsrsctanci, 
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InetMutw on Origin of Ceamic Rays, Durit am. 
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DISCUSSION 

SCI AM A: (Comment) 

(i) One can avoid the conclusion that n~ 5 cm' 3 by 
using the obierved Tact that the cosmic-ray and 
magnMic-field distributions are thicker than the 
neutral-liyriiugen distribution. 

(ii) The cosmic-ray and magnetic-field distributions 

might be confined by in-falling extrapalactic 
material accreted by the Galaxy. The upper limit 
on the accrettun rate permitted by various con
siderations, including angular momentum argu
ments, is rougiily 1 M„ per year. If the actual 
accretion rate is close to this, the dynamic pres
sure associated with accretion could be large 
enough to confine the cosmic rays and magnetic 
field. 



INTERRELATIONS BETWEEN COSMIC RAYS AND OTHER BRANCHES OF ASTROPHYSICS 
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Institute of Astronomy. University of Cambridge. UK 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Fortunately, most of the things that I might have 
said have already been covered by preceding speakers, 
so I shall con Tine myself to a few brief and somewhat 
disconnected remarks. 

The branch of 'photon astronomy' which relates 
most directly to the study of cosmic rays is y-ray 
astronomy. Thb is because the main cause of the 
7-rays obseived from the galactic plane is probably 
the decay of JT0 produced by collisions between cos
mic rays and interstellar gas. The measured 7-ray flux 
provides evidence on the density of cosmic-ray pro
tons and heavy nuclei beyond the immediate vicinity 
of the solar system, thus permitting us (at least in 
principle) to check theoretical ideas on cosmic-ray 
production, diffusion and dynamics. Comparison of 
the SAS-2 results with 21-cm radio maps of inter
stellar H1 suggest that the cosmic-ray density is higher 
in the inner part of the Galaxy, indicating more pro
lific production and/or more efficient trapping. But 
this conclusion (though it would by no means be un
expected) is not yet unambiguously established 
[Solomon & Stecker, 1974]. This is because of the 
uncertain (and possibly dominant) contribution 
which might come from hydrogen in molecular lather 
than atomic form. The density of Hj in the inner 
parts of the disc can be inferred from the strength of 
the 2.64-mm CO line, because collisions with H 3 arc 
the dominant excitation mechanism for this line in 
interstellar clouds. The resulting uncertainties amount 
to about a factor of 5. Hj docs appear to be more 
concentrated towards the inner parts of the disc than 
H1, with a clear enhancement — S kpc from the 
centre; and if the maximum H 2 density is assumed, 
then the 7-ray data are compatible with a uniform 
cosmic-ray density throughout the disc. Improved 
information on the Hj distribution, coming from in

frared nr ultraviolet astrum.my, may provide a 
decisive lesl of the 'universal' cosmic-ray incory (and 
this theory can also be tested by searching tor 
;r0-dccay 7-rays from the Magellanic Clouds). It is 
important also to know what fraction of the disc 
7-rays comes fiom discrete sources or from other 
processes such as inverse Complon scattering by relu-
tivistic electrons. Eventually, 7-ray observa m ms 
should be able to lesl how smoothly ihe cosmic rays 
are distributed - thereby discriminating between 'slow 
diffusion' and 'leaky box' confinement theories • and 
maybe even pin-point individual sources of cosmic 
rays. (The capability of dctccling spectral features in 
the 7-ray band - when it is achieved - will of courw 
open up a whole range of new possibilities in high-
energy astrophysics.) 

Evidence on the relativistic electron density 
throughout the Galaxy (and beyond) comes from the 
observed synchrotron radio background. The mag
netic field strength is of course uncertain, and enters 
to the power ffin. However, B can in principle be 
estimated by other astronomical techniques (e.g. Far
aday rotation and pulsar dispersion measures). Il 
should then be possible to test whether the locally 
measured eleclron-lo-pioton rates of —0.01 hold 
throughout the disc. 

Whereas cosmic 7-rays provide direct information 
on the nuclear component of the cosmic rays, radio 
astronomy tells us only about the electron compo
nent. Because of their vastly higher resolution, how
ever, radio observations permit us lo identify discrete 
sites of particle acceleration, and can therefore yield 
uniqueduesas to ihe nalurc of the acceleration me
chanism. Before discussing whai can already be ieariu 
from such evidence, it may be helpful lu suuimatise 
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the various types of acceleration mechanisms that 
have been invoked by theorists who have concerned 
themselves with cosmic-ray origins. 

Di Pacini has already mentioned this type of pro
cess in the context of pulsars and supernovae. 

2.1. SUPERNOVA SHOCK WAVES 

Colgate and his collaborator (1974] have argued 
that .ne collapse of a stellar core would initiate an 
outward-propagating shock wave which blows off tf ie 
stellar envelope, giving rise to a supernova. This shock 
would ipeed up 3% it penetrated into the tenuous 
outer layers of the star, eventually becoming relativis-
tic. The energy spectrum of the resulting cosmic rays 
dep. • ds on the density profile in the stellar atmo
sphere, but could be a power law with about the right 
slope y — 2.6. The chemical composition would be 
more or less that of the original unprocessed stellar 
material. However, the shock would impart equal 
velocities (i.e. equal Lorcntz factors) to electrons and 
protons, so the electron/proton ratio at a given ener
gy would be ( m e / mJf1 unless subsequent efforts 
behind the shock front (e.g. plasma oscillations) 
«•ould transfer energy from nucléons to electrons. The 
efficiency of this mechanism (i.e. the energy per 
supernova transformed by the shock into relativistic 
particles) is a complex and still disputed question. If 
prompt 7-ray burets from supemovae were detected, 
their intensity would teli us the shock strength. 

2.2. PULSAR 'STRONG WAVE' ACCELERATION 

Many authors (e.g. OsInker & Gunn, 19691 have 
calculated the motion ot an individual charge injected 
into the electromagnetic field around an 'oblique ro
tator'. When the parameters chosen are those appro-
Time (o young pulsars (•?-*-=: 10 s rev/s: flSUr(-acc 

~ '.O1 J gauss), particle energies up to — 10 2 0 eV 
seem ^'hievable. This mechanism (in its Simplest 
form) favours protons over electrons: however, ;he 
"test particle' approach is surely a very poor approxi
mation to the -cal situation. In its simplest form, this 
model predicts that particles coming from within or 
near the light cylinder would attain energies that are 
much too high for typical cosmic rays. A modified 
version of the theory in which the particles are 're
leased' at greater distances from the pulsar - for 

Acceleration mechanisms can be categorised ac
cording to whether Uie particles attain their energy in 
a single systematic impulse, or whether they undergo 
a multi-stage stochastic acceleration. 

instance, from the filaments of a young supernova 
remnant - yields more moderate energies. Further
more it is possible to obtain an appropriate power law 
spectrum by integrating over all radii, the energy 
attained by a given particle being inversely related to 
its initial distance from the pulsar (Rees, l971;Kuls-
r u d « j / . . 19721. 

2-3. PUÏ-SAR 'UNIPOLAR INDUCTOR' MECHA
NISM 

Although the available electric potential would 
suffice to accelerate individual charges to the same 
extremely high energies as those attainable in the 
oblique rotator model, it is completely unclear what 
energies would actually be attained by particles es
caping from the magnetic polar caps. Nor is it clear 
whether electrons or ions would be preferred. In 
detailed discussions by Sturrock [1971J and others, 
it was supposed that electrons emerge from some 
regions, and that the circuits were completed by ions 
emerging from other parts of the star. But in an im
portant recent paper. Ruderman & Sutherland 
[1974] have emphasised that the available electric 
fields may be unable to extract ions from the crust of 
a strongly magnetised neutron star, because the sur
face material forms into a tightly bound and very 
dense anisotropic lattice. To extract Ions from this 
lattice would typically require — 10* 2 V/cm, whereas 
the maximum field available is only 
— 10' '(SÎ/ 2ff) V/cm. Except for very young pul
sars, the current circuit is then instead completed by 
an inward-flowing stream of elettrons, electron-
positron pairs being created in the magnetosphere by 
interaction of -v-rays with the 1 0 1 3 gauss magnetic 
fields. The positrons stream outward and escape from 
the pulsar. (The 7-rays themselves result from <-urva-
lure radiation by the electrons and positrons. Cas
cades of electron-positron pairs are produced in local
ised 'sparks', in terms of whose peculiar properties 
Ruderman & Sutherland try to explain several 
puzzling features of pulsar emission). The main rele
vance of this work to cosmic rays is that it suggests a 
mechanism for primary positron production. The 

2. 'ONE STEP'PROCESSES 
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observed cosmic-ray positron flux can all be ade
quately explained as secondaries: indeed, the observed 
dominance of electrons in the cosmic rays land the 

3.1. FERMI MECHANISM 

The most familiar proposai Tor cosmic-ray accel
eration • certainly tuo well known to need any elabo
ration here - is a Fermi process. The acceleration was 
originally conceived as resulting from collisions with 
moving interstellar clouds, but many variants have 
subsequently been considered. The rate of energy 
gain is proportional to energy, and (subject to certain 
assumptions abou* escape probabilities, etc.) all par
ticles injected with an energy exceeding the 'thres
hold' below which ionisation loises arc important 
would establish a power-law spectrum. The propor
tions of different charges accelerated depend on the 
injection, and the fact that the threshold energy may 
not be the same for all species. 

3.2. STOCHASTIC ELECTROMAGNETIC ACCELE
RATION 

There are a variety of electromagnetic processes 
which can give acceleration in turbulent p'jsma. 
Acceleration by strong but randomly oriented elec
tromagnetic waves (induced Compton scattering) is 
another possibility [see, e.g., Blandfoid, 1973|. Un
like the 'traditional' Fermi mechanism, these mecha
nisms generally do not have the property thati '^A'. 
(Usually E decreases as E in r uses). This means that 
they do not give a power law, unless one makes 
rather complicated and ad hoc assumptions about the 
energy dependence of the diffusion. 

3.3. PLASMA TURBULENT REACTORS 
This concept has been discussed extensively by 

Tsytovich and his collaborators [see Kaplan & Tsyto-
vich, 1973 and references cited therein). A *pl a sma 
turbulent reactor' is an optically thick region within 
which radiation is being emitted and absorbed by in
dividual charges. Under fairly general assumptions, a 
quasi-equilibrium particle spectrum with slope 7 ~- 3 
can be set up. the associated radiation spectrum being 
of the form v2'*. (The simplest case of this general 
phenomenon occurs for electrons in a uniform field 

fact that there are nol more positrons) could be used 
to set some constraints on the quantitative details ol 
Rudcrman & Sutherland's model. 

emitting and absorbing synchrotron radiation |Kces, 
1967; McCray. 19n9|). However, this whole scheme 
applies only lu electrons: neither protons nor other 
nuclei would be accelerated at all. The conditions lor 
a plasma turbulent reactor can be fulfilled only in a 
very compact region • e.g. a pulsar magnetosphere or 
a galactic nucleus • so there is in any esse the problem 
uf explaining how the particles can have escaped lu a 
larger volume without their random energies having 
been depleted by adiabatic losses. (This same diffi
culty, of course, afflicts other proposed acceleration 
mechanisms, particularly those mentioned in § 2.1 
and 2.3). 

Dr. Pacini has described the evidence that con
tinuing particle acceleration in (he Crab Nebula is 
somehow energised by the pulsar. Bui ihe objects 
where particle acceleration is occurring on the largest 
known scale arc the strong cxtragalactic sources or 

. synchrolron radio emission. Even though these 
plainly cannot (except conceivably on the 'universal* 
theory) be directly responsible for generating the cos
mic rays in our Galaxy, they may provide useful ana
logies. The characteristic 'dumb-bell' structure of 
powerful cxtragalactic radio sources has been known 
for over a decade. However, new maps with improved 
resolution using the aperture synthesis technique have 
recently provided fuller structural information. In 
particular, the 5 GHz maps of Cygnus A |Hargrave & 
Ryle, I974J reveal that each of the two previously 
known components contains a 'hot spot' £ 2 kpc in 
size c"" much higher surface brightness (and therefore 
presumably volume cmissivity) than the rest of the 
components. (The overall sizes ot the componenis are 
— 20 kpc and their di dance from the central Galaxy 
~- 100 kpc). The synchrolron lifetimes of the relevant 
relativjstic electrons in these hot spots arc estimated 
to be shorter than the light travel time from the 
central Galaxy, indicating the need for continuous 
replenishment or reacceleration of electrons with a 
power*law spectrum 'in situ', liven though the energy 
may come from the central Galaxy, the processes 
establishing a power-law spectrum must operate in 
the components themselves. ,\ similar urgumeni can 

3. STATISTICAL PROCESSES 
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be applied to the source 3C 236 whose very widely 
separated (and so presumsbly long-lived) components 
were recently identified at Westerbork (Willis et ai. 
1974] ; though here the equipartition Held is so weak 
thai the electron lifetime is mainly constrained by 
inverse Compton scattering of the microwave back
ground rather than by synchrotron losses. 

Unless one assumes that the radio components 
themselves contain massive compact objects flung out 
of the central Galaxy (and this suggestion cannot be 
entirely dismissed), the range of possible acceleration 
mechanisms is rather restricted. The fact that the 
spectra of the radio components do not rise with fre
quency in the manner characteristic of synchrotron 
self-absorption shows that the prerequisites for a plas
ma turbulent reactor are not fulfilled. The various 
kinds of 'statistical' acceleration seem to be the only 
tenable alternatives. The precise details of the mecha-
nism obviously cannot be settled until one under
stands the general properties of double radio sources 
and, in particular, the nature of the continuous ener
gy input into the components. One possibility is thai 
this input is provided by well-collimated beams of 
relativistic particles from the central Galaxy, which 
randomise their kinetic energy where they impinge on 
the intergalactic medium [Blandford &. Rees, 1974]. 
The disturbed regions just outside the shock front 
where this randomisation occurs are identified with 
the 'hot spots' in sources such as Cygnus A. 

Although many types of statistical acceleration 
could occur in such regions, there is actually no 
necessity to invoke anything beyond the traditional 
form of Fermi mechanism. The traditional problem 
with this mechanism has been that, even though it 
naturally produces a powei law, the index 7 is deter
mined by the ratio of the acceleration time scale I a c c 

and the escape time scale / e s c (in fact 7 = 1 + 
I'acc/'escl) 1 if> as seen15 the case at first sight, these 
;ime scales are completely unrelated, one would ex-
rect 7 to vary .widely from one region to another. 
Recently Burn 11974], following earlier ideas of 
Sytovatski [1961], has looked at the Fermi process 
from an illuminating new angle and shown that, there 
is ikely to be some feedback which adjusts f a c c so 
lhii a more standardised power law may result. 

To understand this new argument, we can envi
sage a steady-state situation where Fermi acceleration 
occurs in a 'reservoir* from which particles escape on 
a time scale t t K . Suppose that energy is being injected 
into t ;e reservoir in the form of particles with indivi
dual energies E^ at a total rate J > p a r t and that turbu
lent energy is being injected at a steady rate f ; u r b . 

Assume that (i) the escape probability from the reser
voir (i.e. tçsç) is independent of particle encigy E; (ii) 
radiative losses, in the reservoir can be ignored; and 
(iii) the turbulent energy is soaked up by the particles 
via Fermi-type processes (i.c. processes such that 
È Œ £) . If a steady state has been established in which 
the particle and turbulent energy contents of the 
reservoir remain constant, then the mean energy of 
the particles 61 the reservoir (or escaping from the 
reservoir) must be (I + [ftmb/^partl ^"inj* S i n c e m e 

Fermi process always sets up a power-law spectrum, 
the index must be 7 » 2 + ( 'Wtf ' turb) - Thus, if 
f t u rb ^ ppart> , h e n 2 < 7 £ 3. (The precise value of 
the index would change somewhat if radiative losses 
were Included, but the general argument would stfll 
hold). What Is happening in this situation is that the 
turbulent energy density In the reservoir adjusts so 
that r ^ c has the value appropriate to the steady 
state - i f the turbulence became too strong, t K C would 
decrease, and its energy would be soaked up by the 
high-energy particles at a rate exceeding f t U I D ; con
versely, if it becomes too weak, the spectrum 
steepens, so that the rate of consumption of turbu
lent energy falls below Fnirb-

In the Blandford-Rees radio source model, one 
would expect magnetic flux to be transported out by 
the beams emerging from the Galaxy. On passage 
through the shock, the magnetic-field component per
pendicular to the shock front is amplified whereas the 
parallel component is not, so it seems inevitable that 
some kind of magnetosonic turbulence will be estab
lished. If the magnetic field in the beam were of equi
partition strength, this 'turbulence' could contain an 
energy comparable to the total power input in the 
form of particle (i,e. P r a r b Ife-Ppart)- For m e condi
tion J? « £ to be satisfied, the dominant scales of the 
turbulence must exceed the gyro radii of the most 
energetic particles being produced. 

Although more exotic acceleration mechanisms 
(e.g. involving Landau damping or synchrotron self-
absorption of plasma modes) cannot be excluded, the 
simple Fermi mechanism would seem adequate. The 
relative amounts of energy going into protons and 
electrons would seem to depend on the details of the 
'injection* (and perhaps on electrostatic effects at the 
shock front). If some firmer estimates could be made 
of the energy density in the components, this would 
provide some observational constraints on this ratio. 
The surrounding gas should be a source of brents-
strahlung X-rays. Experiments such as those planned 
for HEAO-B should, by 1980, be providing X-ray 
maps with the same resolutions as the best radio maps 
currently available. Such data could elucidate the gas 
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dynamics around the radio components, and perhaps 
set limits on the ram pressure. One could then esti
mate the relativistic proton content of the compo
nents by applying the same kind of dynamical argu
ments as have been used in the case of the Crab Nebu
la [Trimble & Rees, 1970]. 

The morphology of the radio emission from 
supernova remnants (e.g. Cas A and Tycho'sRemnant) 
suggests that relativistic electrons are being acceler
ated in a shell. Gull [1972] has studied a scheme for 
the evolution of supernova remnants, and his work 
suggests that Raylelgh-Taylor instabilities in the shell 
at the Interface between the ejected stellar envelope 
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HOVESTADT: 1 would like to point out some 
similarities between high-ene ay CR and low-energy 
solar CR. 

(a) At the Sun electrons are accelerated during flares 
with a large energy content (possibly up to 
100%), but they very seldom escape into inter
planetary space, while the nucleonic component 
does. This electron depletion seems to be similar 
to the high-energy CR situation. 

(b) Very low-energy solar CR composition is very 
similar to high-energy source composition. 

and the swept-up interstellar gas may create condi
tions propitious for Fermi-type particle acceleration • 
indeed it te conceivable tha: galactic cosmic rays arc 
generated in such shells. The component of cosmic 
rays thus produced would be expected to have ordin
ary 'cosmic' abundances (except insofar as the ac
celeration were influenced by charge-to-mass ratios, 
ionisation potentials, etc.). Thus any evidence for 
anomalous isotopic ratios, or any indications that the 
elapsed time between nucleosynthesis and acceler
ation had to be very short, would suggest that at least 
a fraction of cosmic rays originated in some quite 
different way. 
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REES: At low energies, of course, the diffusion is 
likely to depend on velocity, and not merely on rigid
ity. It is also possible that the abundances of cosmic-
ray nuclei - even at high energies • depend on ionisa
tion potential, since this might afreet their probabil
ity of being 'injected' into an acceleration region. 

(It was, incidentally, remiss of me not to mention 
the potential relevance of solar flares, and of plane
tary magnetospheres, for studies of acceleration me
chanisms). 
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CfcSARSKY: A lew months ago in Frascaii, Kuls-
nui made a similar review of acceleration mecha
nisms. He concluded that Fermi acceleration fails to 
provide the right spectral index in the Galaxy, by a 
factor nl' the ordci of 25. Can you comment on that? 

REES: This is probably the best estimate, and 
would suggest thai the acceleration would have to he 
concentrated in supernova remnants and similar 
regions of enhanced turbulence. (Moreuver, the idea 
ni using the whole galactic disc as the acceleration 
region would perhaps be incompatible with the indi
cations thai Oie grammage, and hence presumably the 
napping time, decreases with particle energy), Kuls-
rud's estimate, however, is a very rough one. There is 
little information on the turbulence on scales be
tween those of interstellar clouds on the one hand. 

and the scales responsible for pulsar scintillation, etc.. 
on the other. 

CESARSKY: About molecular hydrogen, 
synchrotron radiation and y-rays: we (J. Farel, M. 
Cassé & myself) have made a detailed model of the 
distribution of gas, magnetic field and cosmic rays in 
the Galaxy to explain the synchrotron and -v-ruy 
longitude distribution. We find we need to lake 
B1 a a; then, if we assume jVC B , a Af.„ and the 
shape of the spiral proposed by Un, Yuan Jr. Shu, we 
can derive the density distribution; we find a distribu
tion in excellent agreement with the CO line observa
tions of Solomon A Stecker. Thus il would seem that 
the regions of enhanced 7-ray emission have more 
mailer and more cosmic rays. 
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CURRENT COSMIC-RAY PROGRAMS IN THE UNITED STATES 

AG. Opp 

NASA. Office of Space Science 
High-Energy Astrophysics, Washington DC. USA 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The US cosmic-ray research program lias fmir 
facets. These are: 
(i) the in-situ deep-space measurements: 
(ii) the solar and galactic measurements conducted 

from Earth-orbiting spacecraft; 
(iii)lhe heavy-nuclei and high-energy measurements 

from balloons, and 
(iv)the greater than 1 0 l b c V air-shower measure

ments. 

I will not discuss this latter aspeel since it has little 
immediate relation to the NASA and ESRO space 
research programs. 

In deep space we will have lour new missions 
coming up: the first two, the Hclios-A and B, will go 
inwards to approximately 0.3 AU. and the second 
two. Mariner Jupiter-Saturn, will go outwards to Sa
turn at 9.5 AU. 

2.1. HELIOS 

The Helios missions arc a co-operative program 
with the Federal Republic of Germany. The first mis
sion is scheduled for launch from Cape Kennedy in 
December 1974. The two Helios spacecraft will carry 
lOimtruments each to study the extended solar coro
na and interplanetary medium. Of these, two instru
ments from Germany and one from the United Stales 
will measure solar and galactic cosmic-iay nuclei and 

At the present time cosmic-ray instruments au' 
operating in space on the IMP spacecraft. Pioneers-10 
and 11 and on the Mariner Vrnus-Mercury Mission 
Thai is. there are cosmic-ray detectors distributed 
throughout the solar system at 0 . » AU. 1 AL. 5 AU 
and heyond 6 AU. These instruments arc. fur IIK 
most part, solid-state detector tclescnpes and scintilla
tors capable of measuring energy into the hundreds ul 
MeV and elemental composition through iron. The 
specific results from these missions have appeared m 
the scientific literature and 1 will, therefore, not dis
cuss them further. This report will emphasise the pro
grams we have approved for the next five years. 

electrons. These instruments are directed toward a 
detailed underspending of the composition of MeV-
enetgy solar particles and their gradient. Similar 
instruments on Pioneer;-1 Osnd 11 will hopefully pro-
vide simultaneous ebxrvalions near S AU for the first 
measurement of the gradient from 0.3 to 5 AU 

2.2. MARINER JUPITER-SATURN 

The next mission going outward from the orbit of 
Earth will be the Mariner Jupiter-Saturn (MJS) mis
sion. The MJS spacecraft arc scheduled for launch in 
the 1977 opportunity and will arrive at the planet 
Saturn 3.4 to 3.7 years later. The emphasis is. of 
course, on the Jupiter and Saturn planetary systems. 
The spacecraft will also cany a cosmic-iay telescope 

2. DEEP-SPACE MISSIONS 

> 
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in measure cosmic rays and nuclei be I ween 6 and 
500 MeV and electron* between 3 and IOMCV. A 
chargcd-pariiclc detector fur the Jovian and Satumian 
tnugnetosphcres will also provide data on low-energy 
cosmic rays. The great potential of the MJS is tliat it 

Going now Ui the Harlti orbital program, two mis
sions in the next five years promise to provide major 
new information on cosmic-ray isotopes and on very, 
very heavy cosmic rays. These are the C mission of 
the liner national Sun-Earth Explorer and the emis
sion or the High-Energy Astronomy Observatory. The 
International Sun-Earth Explorer has been called vari
ously 1SEE. International Magnctospheric Explorers, 
and Mother-Daughter-Heliocentric. These missions arc 
being carried out in co-operation with the European 
Space Research Organisation (ESRO). 

3.1.ISEE-C 

The Heliocentric mission, ISEE-C. will be the 
primary carrier in the ISEE series of cosmic-rav 
instrumentation, h is planned lo carry five cosmic-ray 
detectors. The spacecraft is scheduled for launch in 
the second half of 1978. In order to provide a long-
term deep-space monitor for 1SEE-A and B, the 
C spacecraft is planned to be sent around the Earth-
Sun libratiun point at 235 Earth radii. 

The major new thrust on ISEE-C will be the mea
surement of cosmic-ray isotopes. One of the instru
ments is a 10-eletiient solid-state detector with a 
multiwire proportional counter for trajectory ana
lysis. Tlic second isotope instrument uses 3 solid-state 
detector matrix for trajectory analysis and also em
ploys a slack of graduated solid-state detectors for 
energy-mass analysis. The first instrument has a reso
lution of 0.2 amu over the range 3l-3°5 MeV/n 
through iron and the second a resolution between 0.1 
and 0.2 amu over the range 2 - 200 MeV/n from 
lithium to nickel. 

The final aspect of our cosmic-ray program which 
I would like to touch upon is our balloon research 

has the possibility of reaching the edge of the helio-
sphcre and thereby of detecting die less-than-
200 Me' " galactic cosmic rays which cannot penetrate 
lo the orbit of Earth. 

ISI-IE-C will also carry a cosmic-ray electron 
detector which is a combination of solid-state detec
tors, Csl scintillators and gas and glass Ccrenkov 
counters. The two nuclei Instruments are a cosmic-ray 
composition experiment consisting of three solid-
state telescopes and a solar-wind low-energy cosmic-
ray instrument consisting of an electrostatic analyser, 
proportional counter and solid-state detectors. 

3.2. HEAO-C 

After ISEE-C the next major mission to measure 
cosmic rays in Earth orbit will be HËA0-C. HEAO-C 
is scheduled for launch in 197° into an approxi
mately 400 km, 40° inclination orbit. The spacecraft 
will weigh about 2500 kg, of which approximately 
half is available for scientific instruments. HEAO-C 
will carry three instruments including: 
(i) a gamma-ray line spectrometer, 
(ii) an ionisation chamber hodoscope and Cerenkov 

counter to measure heavy cosmic rays of Z 
greater than 26, and 

(iii)a high-energy isotope instrument. 

The ionisation chamber hodoscope is aimed at 
gathering significant statistics around the transura
nium elements, and thereby resolving several questions 
of nucleosynthesis. The third instrument is a combin
ation of multiple threshold Cerenkov counters for iso-
toptc and elemental analysis. This instrument em
ploys graded Cerenkov counters and the Earth's mag
netic field as a spectrometer. This technique will be 
discussed in the succeeding papers. 

program. NASA launches approximately 20 research 
balloons per year for cosmic-ray research. These vary 

3. EARTH ORBITAL MISSIONS 

4. BALLOON RESEARCH PROGRAM 
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in size from 3 million cubic feet to 50 million cubic 
feet. The majority are In the 10 to 20 million fool 
range. The balloon program supports both indepen
dent research projects as well as flight i> •.! and cali
bration of instrument types planned subsequently for 
flight on spacecraft. The benefit of balloons is that 
they allow investigators to gain access to space, albeit 

for a short period of observing time, on a mod est 
budget and on a relatively short lime scale. Needless 
to say, our balloon program is very popular with 
scientists in the United States and 1 sec it continuing 
to occupy an important position in our cosmk-ruy 
research until it is ultimately replaced by the Space-
lab in the IQSO's. 
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P.H. Fowler 

H.H. Willi Physics Laboratory, Universiiy of Bristol, UK 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Three major projects in the field of cosmic-ray 
and solar-particle physics and their associated balloon 
experiments are discussed: 

(i) the Saclay/Lyngby isotope experiment lor 
HEAO-C; 

(ii) the ultra-heavy experiment of Ihe University of 
Bristol on the UK-6 satclliteand 

(iii) solar and vcry-low-encrgy galactic particle experi
ments. 

Fur the purpose of litis paper, il is best to cuvei 
(be three topics separately in their original hum. 
rather than present a more unilicd account as was 
attempted at the Workshop. 

2. THE SACLAY/LYNCBV ISOTOPE EXPERIMENT FOR HEAO-C 

The Danish-French experiment has been accepied 
by NASA for launch aboard HEAO-C. planned for 
1979. At this moment all financial problems have not 
yet been solved on the French side. 

The aim of the experiment is to measure the iso-
topic composition of the cosmic-ray nuclei between 
Be and Fe at energies up to - 10GcV/n. The method 
of isotopic estimation lhai will be employed is that, 
first proposed by B. Peiers. making use of the mag
netic field of the Earth. The main experimental goals 
for the experiment can be classified under three main 
headings: 

(0 Isotopic compositions: to be determined for the 
most abundant elements ( / = 3, 4, 5. 6. 7, 8, 10, 
12, 14, 26) and possibly for aluminium and sul
phur in the primary cosmic radiation in the ener
gy range 2- 10GeV/n: 

(ii) Oiemical abundances: lo be determined for all 
elements with precision from lithium (Z = 3 | ID 
zinc {X = 30) and from gallium {Z= i\) lu tin 

(7. = 50) with marginal stutisiies: 

(iii) energy spectra: to search lor energy-dependent 
features in abundance ratios in the energy interval 
2 - 20 GeV/n. 

The intended results on the isotopic constitution 
chemical abundances and energy spectra of the cos
mic radiation from the experiment will be compared 
with (he universal abundance values. Thic comparison 
will contain much dala of great astrophysical signi
fy net; and carries information on ihe following topics: 

(a) density, température and time scale of the ex
plosive nucleosynthesis generating: cosmic-rays 
(SI/S/Fe, F e s 4 / F e S 6 / F e s * ratios, 

fb( sites of cosmic-ray generation ( N M . Na. Ar) 
(c) cosmic-ray acceleration lime scales (Ni/Fe. 

Co/Fe) 
(d) cosmic-ray cunfinenicni and galactic medium 

(Be 1 0 , Mn). 
(e) irregularities in the energy spectra might reveal 

contributions from individual cosmic-ray sources. 
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Figure I. Detector configuration - sketch of in
strument. 

Essential Eléments: 
-- 2 redundant Ccrenkov counters fat 

charge determination (heavy flint glass 
radiator) 

- 3 velocity determinlngCcrcnkovccnin-
tcrs for 3 energy ranges (compressed 
powder and/or aerogels) 

- trajectory determining system (neon 
flash tubes) 

- dimensional envelope (with new struc
ture design) 
rectangle: 1.050X 1.150 m. 
length : 1.25D m along Y axis 

- field of view: ± 35" both sides 
weight: 700 lb 
powei consumption: IS W 
data rate: 3 events per second with on 
board selection on; S events per 
second with on board selection off 
telemetry: 1.5 lb 

SAQjtf/LfNGar COilABOnWION FOR HEAD SACUY/WW coimomnoN FOR HEAD 

IMS EVENTS 

m 
Be B C N O F N e H a F Ht Na Mf 

WLù \xh.i im 
si r s et 

Figure 2. Uncorrected chmge spectn in the instrument. 
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The instrument is based on the double Ccrcnkov 
counter technique Tor measuring the charge and the 
velocity of the particles. The system for determining 
the trajectories of the particles uses a hodoscopr nf 
neon flash tubes. The general arrangement is shown m 
Figure I. 

To prepare the satellite experiment and lo obtain 
some scientiflc data, simultaneously a balloon experi
ment was developed at Lyngby, Saclay being charged 
with providing new types of Ccrenkov radiators such 
as aerogel, compressed powder, etc. On the other 
hand, the experiment to be flown as Isofcr is, to a 
large extent, the engineering prototype for HEAO 
experiments (counters and electronics). 

The balloon experiment built by Lyngby has been 
successfully launched four times. The last launch 
took place last September from Sioux City. In this 
experiment, new types of Cerenkov radiators were 
used: PVT (polyvinyltoluene), aerogel (index 1.06) 
and teflon (index 1.33). The charge spectra obtained 
during the 1973 campaign at Palestine (Texas) arc 
shown in Figures 2 and 3. Figure 2 shows 5.S68 

events from lithium to neon with momentum lower 
than 6(JeV/c. Figure 3 shows high-energy dui;i 
(upper curve), and low-energy data (lower curve), 
both from phosphorous to nickel. They represent 
about lOh of HEAO data. 

The results, even if not yet fully corrected lor 
nuclear collisions, show that all elements are com
pletely separated for Ihc first lime (I guess) in the 
sulphur to nickel region. The standard deviation w til 
the charge distribution was 0.15 charge unils. 
r-urlhcrmorc, they demonstrate that the high degree 
of uniformity of the counters and the photon con
version efficiency is adequate to make tiie charge and 
velocity resolution of the instrument sufficiently hi^'i 
for the precision to he expected in abundance isotope 
ratios to be limited mainly by the statistics that can 
be collected during the experiment. 

Another important result of this flight is m 
demonstration of our capability to construct precise 
calibration maps based on the flight data themselves 
using boron, carbon and oxygen nuclei as shown in 
Figures 4 and 5 (from N. Lund). 

S ACL AY- LYNGBY COLLABORATION FOR HEAO 
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Figure 3. Upper end of ike charge spectra for two different energy bands. 
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Figure 4. In-flight calibration of Cerenkov counter. 
Saclay/Lungby collaboration for HEAO 
(Contours represent 1% changes in sensiti
vity). 
- Upper glass counter (12 phototubes) 
- Calibration map fit using data from 

October 1973 balloon fligftt 
- Data: 30 000 boron, carbon and 

oxygen nuclei. 

In-flight calibration of liquid Cerenknv 
counter, liquid in Lucite box. Saclayj 
Lyngby collaboration for HEAO 
(Contours represent 1% changes in sensi
tivity). 
- Calibration map fit using data from 

October 1973 balloon flight 
- Data: 30 000 boron, carbon and 

oxygen nuclei 

3. THE BRISTOL UNIVERSITY ULTRA-HEAVY COSMIC-RAY EXPERIMENT ON BOARD UK-6 

The satellite UK-6 is not finally approved, and a 
decision should be taken by the end of 1974. The 
proposed satellite should be launched in 1977/78 and 
contains two x-ray experiments in addition to the 
Bristol University ultra-heavy cosmic-ray experiment 
which concerns us here. The techniques to be used in 
this experiment are novel and are not being discussed 
elsewhere at (his meeting, so thai some detail is in 
order for this presentation. 

Tlie genera! arrangement of the detector is shown 
in Figure b. The detector is spherical and has an aper
ture of 4 7isr. which is important since the ultra-
heavy nuclei are rare. having a flux 
~ IP"1 in : srs away from any geomagnetic shielding. 
The whole volume is a single optical cavity, this being 
the only way we could see to obtain a sufficient aper
ture factor of ~ 2 n2 sr in close Earth orbit within a 
restricted payload-The weight is "» 25 kg only. 

Figure 6. General arrangement of UK-6 ultra-heavy 
cosmic-ray experiment. 
1. 16 fast 1,5 in photomultipllers; 2. 1.2 
mm ahmtinium-a?'oy shell; 3. white 
diffuse AI203 paint; 4. Cerenkov plasiic; 
5. scintillating gas; 6. casmic-ray truck, 
ri == 30.4 cm; rt = 36.7 cm; b = 0.5 cm 
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Penetration of the detector by a rclativistic cos
mic-ray nucleus results in the emission of light from 
two sources: 

(a) Cerenkov radiation from the *,hin spherical shell. 
This liglil is emitted promptly. 

(b) Scintillation from the gas. This light is emitted 
with in average delay of ~- 200 ns at the partial 
pressure of Ar -N 1 (p = 300 torr) indicated in the 
figure. In fact, the scintillation has a growth and 
decay form with a peak at — 70 ns. 

The light emission is viewed by sixteen 114" 

pholomullipliers distributed over the surface of the 
spherical detector. The two sources of light muy he 
identified by their different Uni'.- scales of arrival. The 
system is triggered l,y the fast leading edge of the 
Cerenkov emission and light collected between 
t = 75 ns and / = 400 ns is registered separately from 
the total signal, enabling estimates of each compo
nent to be made. 

Whereas built components of the emission vary as 
Z 1 , their dependence on particle energy between 
threshold (~ 0.4 GeV/n) and ~ lOGeV/n are of op
posite sign, the Ccrcnkov emis ion rising continuously 
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Figure 7a. Plot of pathlength througfi the gas against pathlength through the Cerenkov shell as the impact 
parameter p is varied 
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Figure 7b. Plot of scintillation rate per unit pathlength against the Cerenkov rate per unit pathlength as y is 
varied. Hooked form for high y is associated with Fermi relativistic rise in restricted energy loss 
which saturates for y>100. 
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Figure S. Expected range of scintillation <t Cerenkov signals. The gas scintillation signal is plotted against 
the Cerenkov signal. Three loci representing the energy dependence for three impact parameters 
are given. The circles are the impact parameter dependences for y 2. for Z- ZQ and Z = 2Z Tile 
points for any charge lie in a very narrow band in the Cerenkov-scintillation plane. 

from threshold as 0 -* 1. The ratio of the two is thus 
very sensitive to 0. This ratio is clearly also dependent 
on the impact parameter p. The ratios of the radii in 
the sphere are chosen so that the changes due to dif
fering p match those due to differing values of 0 as 
closely as possible. This enables us to make an accur
ate estimate of the charge of an individual nucleus 
without knowledge of its velocity or impact para
meter. 

More detail of this amalgamation of the effects of 
0 and p so that they become one variable is in order. 
Figure 7 plots the scintillation yield against the 
Cerenkov yield as both p (part A) and p* or y are 
varied (part B). 

With the energy spectrum of the cosmic rays as 
they are, and the dA'apdp distribution of impact 
parameters only fairly narrow, parts of each curve 
will be heavily populated. The slopes of each of the 

curves due to variations in 0 and p are nearly the 
same, so that when both are allowed to vary together, 
in the resultant superposition the curves will lie al
most on top of each other. The mismatch is in fact 
remarkably small and should result in a contribution 
to the errors of measurement of AZ/Z ~ \% only. 

In Figure 8 three superpositions are given, and the 
overall trend of scintillation versus Cerenkov his a 
slope close to - 1 / 3 . If this were true throughout for 
the effects of both 0 and p , then the superposition 
would be perfect. The ratio C/Sc would contain all 
the 0 ?nd p information while-Z* « C^(Sc)*.. An 
example of the effects of the folding together of 0 
and p distributions is shown in Figure 9, depicting 
computer simulation of 3 min orbital data at high 
geomagnetic latitude. Nuclear collisions are ignored, 
and only those tracks with Z > 6 are included. The 
clear charge resolution is apparent; it is still better at 
lower geomagnetic latitudes. 
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Computer simulation for scintillation and Cerenkov signals for 3 minutes of exposure at higlt 
geomagnetic latitude. The origin of the matrix corresponds to Z - 6, y = 2. The scales ure 
logarithmic to base 10. The number in each cell is given, A-Z represent 10-35 inclusive and 
higher numbers are filled in. There are IS such cells in the most populated part for carbon nuclei 
and 13 for oxygen. 
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4. INSTRUMENT PERFORMANCE 

The inslrumenl will have an aperture factor of 
2 in : sr in close Earth orbit, and an expected lifetime 
of two years. The present day data are summarised in 
Table i. together with the- number of nuclei that 
would be collected if the full exposure were to be 
achieved. Numerically, it is clear from Table 1 that 
the satellite will provide a veiy significant im
provement in the number of delected nuclei, while 
spanning the whole of the ultra-heavy range al a con
stant sensitivity. At the lower end of the charge spec
trum, where photoelectron statistics dominate contri
butions to errors in charge measurement, a resolution 
ÙZ" 0.3 should be obtained. At some higher value of 
charge, other effects such as inhomogeneities in the 
Cerenkov material, temperature gradients in the gas 
and geometrical imperfections are likely to provide 
the limit to accuracy. These effects might restrict us 
to AZ/Z — 1#, but the magnitude of this figure will 
only be apparent from studies of the flight model. 
The charge determination should also be free of sys
tematic errors. It is based on Cerenkov radiation that 
should not saturate at high charge and gas scintilla-
lion which likewise is free from saturation when 
tested on fission fragments. Problems due to recom
bination are absent at the comparatively low pres
sures used. This may be contrasted with the track 
analysis data in wliich cross-sections depart consider
ably from a Z2 -dependence and there is a nonlinear 
response. Furthermore, we expect to obtain resolved 
peaks and can therefore check any nonlinearities up 

to Z = 50. Thus the charge determination of the 
heaviest and most interesting particles, will be on a 
much surer footing, involving an extrapolation from 
2 - 5 0 only. The instrument will be calibrated con
tinuously in flight on the iron peak and on peaks of 
lower Z. 

In spite of the simplicity of the experiment, we 
believe that it should Rive '«liable data. There appears 
to us to be only one slgnlllcant source of background 
which are cosmic-ray electron showers caused by 
high-energy nuclear disintegration! within the space
craft. A shower of N e electrons would be classified is 
a nucleus of Z « ( N e ) ° ' s . Showers need passage 
through several radiation lengths to develop to signifi
cant size and all paths of cumulative length > 3rl are 
being avoided. The Ni-Cd battery is a concentrated 
piece of material approximately 3W in all directions 
and wiii be covered by an anticoincidence counter. 

The numbers of particles detected up to the time 
of the Denver Conference (August 1973) are given in 
column 2. They have been obtained in 7 years of ex
periments by a number of teams. Almost all of the 
data has come from studies of tracks of cosmic-ray 
particles in emulsion and in plastic, usually flown to
gether as plastic-emulsion sandwich stacks. Only 53 
particles of Z > 30 have been delected in the several 
flights with a large electronic detector and of these 
only 6 had Z > 40. 

Charge Z 
Total 

number 
detected 

Estimated 
relative flux 

in otbit 

Number from 
proposed 
experiment 

2i> _ 10* 5 x 1 0 ' 
30 -.!4 44 4000 ±1000 200000 
3S-39 37 65 ± 2 0 3000 
40-44 46 35 ±14 1700 
4S-49 24 4 ± 2 200 
50- 54 95 8 ± 1 400 
5S 59 68 6 ± 1 300 
60 64 31 2.5 ± 0.6 130 
65 69 26 2.2 ± 0.6 110 
70 74 30 2.3 ± 0.7 120 
75 79 50 4.7 10.7 230 
80 84 20 2.0 ± 0.5 100 
S.S5 24 1.6 ± 0.5 80 
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The relative flux estimates (column 3) are taken 
from the rapporteur paper given at the Denver Con
ference, and are used to compute the numbers of 
particles given in column 4 that one might collect in 
the full 2 year exposure assuming an orbital inclina
tion of 55°. The true flux of Fe nuclei above the 
atmosphere and in the absence of geomagnetic shield
ing has been taken to be 1.0 m~3 sr - 1 s"1. 

Spurious large signals can be generated by passage 
of a cosmic-ray particle through the photocathode or 
through its window. We will therefore demand that 
the biggest pulse from any photomultipller shall be 
close to the average of all 16. 

There is only - 1 g/cmJ of material in the detec
tor su that we should not be troubled by too large a 
number of nuclear fragmentations, within the detec
tor. If in such a star Z -*Z -AZ, we would obtain a 
charge Intermediate between the incoming and out
going fragment, which will clearly be less than the 

There exists a planned US satellite, HEAO-C, 
scheduled for launch in 1979, which will carry the 
Israel/Stone/Waddington heavy-cosmic-ray experi
ment. This is a much more massive experiment than 
the Bristol instrument, making more measurements -
eight estimates of ionisation and Cerenkov yield for 
each particle. The expected track yield, however, is 
only slightly greater because of the 4ir geometry of 
the Bristol instrument At the time of writing, thi* 
experiment has not received final approval. 

It is also possible to carry out experiments of this 
kind from balloons. In the eight years since the dis
covery of UH nuclei, balloon-borne track-analysis 
experiments have acquired only a fraction of the 
event's expected from UK 6 (Table 1). so a large num
ber of balloon flights would be needed to compete 
with the satellite experiment in quantity alone. In 
addition, in all balloon experiments the spectra are 
seriously .degraded by a path of 6 g/cm3 of air. This 
degradation is quite serious since the path traversed 
represents — 50% of a nuclear collision length and as 
many as 25% of all particles detected in these expert* 
ments must be expected to have been secondary frag
ments. Thus the satellite data will also be superior in 
quality to any balloon data. 

incoming charge, which is satisfactory if unpleasant. 
It is important not to overestimate the charge other
wise our ultra-heavy component will be smothered by 
the Fe peak. 

The core of the data is of" course the pulse pairs 
corresponding to the very infrequent ultra-heavy 
nuclei and pulse pairs from normal nuclei recorded at 
around the same time that wc shall use as calibration. 
These form putt of the tape-recorded data, the rest 
being mainly nuclei with Z> IS. This data will be 
relayed once a day, but in addition there will be real 
time data which will extend the information down in 
Z = 6 at an event rate close to 16 sx, As a back-up. to 
preserve the ultra-heavy part of the experiment in the 
event of tape-recorder failure, there is a 16 kbit semi
conductor memory which can store, with adequaie 
margin for fluctuations, the ultra-heavy data from 
one day's exposure together with 29 calibration 
tracks with Z> 18 closely following each ultra-heavy 
event. 

A more appropriate comparison may be made 
with future balloon-borne electronic detectors. The 
largest instruments currently being prepared for flight 
have been built by the groups involved in the HEAO-
C experiment and by the Bristol group, and each has 
an aperture factor of about I0m 2 sr . Such devices 
would require exposure under 3 g/cm 1 atmospheric 
depth for at least a year to yield the same informa
tion content. Balloon flights with high-bit-rale data 
retrieval rarely exceed 24 h duration at the present 
time. 

Naturally, balloon technology is not static. Excit
ing new opportunities for lung-duration flights are in 
prospect using super-pressure balloons. However, 
those being considered Tor operation in the next few 
years offer rather modest payload masses and there 
will be great problems in data retrieval. 

It is therefore considered that this experiment or 
its equivalent cannot be performed economically 
using balloons at the present time or in the immediate 
future. 

5. COMPETING EXPERIMENTS 
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DISCUSSION 

SWANENBURti: Did ymi check on a possible 
change in pulse shape of the pas scintillators with 
ionisation density? 

FOWLER: Yes! At a partial pressure of P= 30 cm 
loi the argon, fission fragments and <> particles gave 
tlie same time structures. At P~ 100cm recombina
tion on the fission tracks produced a long tail 
- 250 ns duration. 

CHARPAK: You could, al relatively low cost, ob
tain the impact parameter for every track. By putting 
a liny spherical electrode al the centre and a very 
transparent spherical grid (at negative potential) on 

the inside of the lucite sphere, you have a spherical 
drift chamber. You will lose some light (say 15%), 
but will it not drastically improve the quality of your 
dad? 

FOWLER: This is a very interesting suggestion. If 
we know the impact trimeter we do not jet signifi
cant improvement in d£ in the main, where thefi-p 
variations compensate well. But at low B near the 
Cerenkov threshold, it would certainly help. The light 
emitted by the drifting electrons would, however, 
very probably be a greal nuisance in our fast/slow 
pulse sépara lion. 
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METHODS FOR THE DETERMINATION OF ?. AND M USING d/:/dv. CERENKQV. 
AN» TOTAL ENERGY MEASUREMENTS 

EC. Stone 

California Institute of Technology, Pasadena. California. USA 

I. INTRODUCTION 

of mass (JW) and charge ('/.) measurements, anil based 
on analysis, try in estimate their possible status by 
1980. To do this I have subdivided this topic into two 
parts: 

1. The determination of M using the dJ-.7d.v-/-" and 
i? X E techniques. 

2.1. iE/ix-ETECHNIQUE 

The first three Figures address ihe dA'/dr-£" tech
nique. Figure I provides a schematic introduction in 
the techniques. Figure 2 is an illustra lion of data ob
tained with the <\Elàx-F. technique, and Figure 3 
contains a summary of the current status of the tech
nique with an indication of the improvement ex
pected by 1980. 

Figure 1 provides a schematic (and simplified) 
illustration of the determination of the mass M of a 
cosmic-ray nuclide with charge Z and kinetic energy 
E by using the dEfdx-L. technique. The particle 
penetrates a detector of thickness L, depositing ionis
ation energy &E in that detector and depositing its 
residual energy E" in a second detector. For the pur
poses of an illustrative calculation, it is assumed that 
the range R of a particle with total kinetic energy E 
(where E= E' + AE) is given by a power law expres
sion. A similar expression is assumed for a particle of 
range R -L and energy £'. 

2. Tiic Jcleiininaiimi oi / ' lor Uli CHMHIC rays usuifi 
the dA'/dr C technique. 

1 havL' ussumed ihat the techniques for determining M 
al hiphei energies (^ 500 MeV/n) will be discussed by 
others. 

As shown, the two expressions can be solved fur 
At. The expression Tor M emphasises the point that 
any uncertainties in ÙE (such as Laundau fluctua
tions), E' (such as scintilhlur irregularities), /. (such 
as unknown incidence angles), or in any of (lie othet 
parameters will result in an uncertainly in the derived 
value for /If. 

Figure 2 illustrates the d/:7dv E mass-identili 
cation technique. The events shown are a small 
sample of — 10* events accumulated during the cali
bration of the Caltcch Electron/Isotope Spectrometer 
which is currently operational on the IMP-7 and 
IMP-8 spacecraft. In this case, ÙE was measured in a 
SQum-thick silicon surface-harrier detector and /;'' was 
measured in a I mm-thick silicon detector. Tracks 
corresponding to * Li. 7 Li, B Li, 1 Be, 9 Be, ' ° B, l ' II, 
and 1 3 B arc evident. The mass resolution, which is 
dominated in (his case by thickness nonunifnrmities 
in the 50fim detector, is c,„ = 0.2 amu. The calibra
tion was done on the 88" cyclotron at the Lawrence 
Berkeley Laboratory. 

2. THE DETERMINATION OF M USING THE ÔElAx E AND C x E TECHNIQUES 
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Figure 3. Typical mass resolutions for various 
recent satellite experiments. 

Figure 3 summarises typical mass resolutions 
reported for various recent satellite experiments using 
the d f / d x - f technique for the isotopes of elements 
up through '/. = 8. On the right there are four lines 
labelled 1:1,2:1,10:1, and 100:1 which are intended 
to indicate the mass resolution required to resolve 
adjacent isotopes with the specified relative abun
dances. 

Also shown are typical mass resolutions which 
analysis indicates can be expected for different ver
sions of the d/f/dx F. technique. The resolution of 
the disc detector systems is limited primarily by vari
ations in the pathlcngth I.. These systems will be able 
to resolve isotopes with /.£%. The Chicago group 
pioneered the use of curved At: detectors in order to 
reduce the uncertainty in !.. The use of multiple M-
measurements will further improve resolution of the 
curved detector system, permitting the resolution ot 
adjacent isotopes up to / === 14. Finally, the use of 
position sensing should provide isotopic resolution up 
through Z * 28. 

2.2. Ôx F. TECHNIQUE 

The è x h' technique is schematically introduced 
in Figure 4, arid the results of an analysis of the cur
rent and possible future status of the technique ate 
included in detail in Figure S for the Fe isotopes and 
in general in Figure 6 for the other elements. Figure 6 
also includes a summary of the current status of other 
techniques applicable in the — 100 to S00MeV/n 
region. 

Figure 4 provides a schematic (and simplified) il
lustration of the CxK method of mass detc:mina-
lion. A cosmic-ray nuclide (total kinetic energy /:'. 
mass M, charge 7,, velocity 0c) penetrates a fcrenkov 
radiator (thickness A, refractive index iV) and stops in 
a detector whii'h measures the energy £". For illustra
tion, the Ah' in the (""erenkov radiator is neglected. 
The expression for the Cerenkov signal C and the 
kinetic energy signal h' are shown, where 
7 = ( l - 0 î ) - « . These two expressions can be solved 
for M as shown. The expression for M emphasises that 
any uncertainty in £(such as due to scintillator resn-
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lutinn). C (photo-electron statistics). K (variations in 
C lipht collection), and /. will result in an uncertainty 
in M. 

)oo un MO WO ton 
CNUGr (Mrvirim:) 

Figure 5. Expected mass resolution for S6F«?. 
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figure 6. Typical mass resolutions ai^lOOMe V/n. 

Figure 5 includes an analysis of the expected mass 
resolution for s *Fe . The upper solid curve corre
sponds to what is probably possible with the current 
techniques. For comparison, the mats resolution ob
tained by the University of New Hampshire group 
several years ago is shown. Adjacent isotopes of Fc 
will not be resolved unless significant improvements 
are made. To Indicate what might be possible, the 
lower solid curve shows the expected resolution if the 
uncertainty in the pathlenglh /. and in the energy K 
could both be improved approximately an order of 
magnitude. Note that in this case, am would be less 
than 0.2 amu for an energy interval of - 50 MeV/n 
above the f threshold. The low-energy limit of the 
curves has been set by an assumed scintillation effi
ciency of the C radiator corresponding to 5% of the £ 
signal for 0= 1. 

The dashed lines mdicate the fraction of Fs 
events which do not suffer inelastic nuclear collision 
in the process of stopping in the £ detector. Approxi
mately 50%, 30% and 20% of the 400 MeV/n nuclei 
would interact in plastic. Si, and Csl detectors, result
ing not only in a reduced detection efficiency, but 
producing presently unknown background effects. 
The evaluation of such systematic background effects 
will require careful calibration. Those events (~ 1%) 
suffering single neutron stripping may be particularly 
troublesome. 

Figure 6 provides a summary of typical mass reso
lutions reported at > 100 Me V/n by a number of 
groups using a variety of stopping-particle techniques. 
Except for the Kiel results which were obtained dur
ing an accelerator calibration, all of these results were 
obtained with balloon instruments. The upper dashed 
line indicates the expected mass resolution for the 
CxE technique with current technology, while the 
lower dashed curve indicates what might be possible 
if the measurement of L and E could be improved an 
order of magnitude. Also shown is the expected reso
lution of the Berkeley multi-element silicon detector 
telescope which will be on ISEE (Heliocentric). 

2.3. TYPICAL ÛEIâx-E INSTRUMENT CHARAC
TERISTICS 

The characteristics of typical future iE/àx-E 
satellite instruments are tabulated in Figure 7. These 
characteristics are compared to representative nuclide 
fluxes in Figure S. Based on these Figures, these com
ments seem plausible: 

(i) By 1980 small satellite experiments should have 
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adequate mass resolution and event statistics to 
provide clem information on the more abundant 
isotopes at energies E £ 500 MeV/n. 

(li) Balloon instruments can provide comparable 
information if the mass resolution can be signifi
cantly improved. 

(iii)For both satellites and balloons, the event statis
tics for Z> 16 will be limited such thai unless 
great care Is exercised the measurement of the 
rarer isotopes will be susceptible to background 
effects such as nuclear interactions. The balloon 
measurements will in any case be limited by at
mospheric secondaries. 

This suggests to me that by 1980 we will have 
high quality information on the more abundant iso
topes, but that similar results on the rarer and, in 
some cases, more interesting isotopes may have to 
wait for iarger, more precise spectrometers on space
craft in the 1980's. 

Figure 7 is not Intended as a complete list of con
firmed experiments, especially in the case of Euro
pean experiments and missions. The numbers are my 
estimates of the instrument characteristics and have 

not been verified with the various investigators. Nuic 
that disc detector systems should be able to resolve 
adjacent isotopes up to Z ^ 8 , curved detector sys
tems with multi-parameter analysis up to /.£ 14, and 
position sensing systems up to '/, ̂  28. 

Figure 8 shows what might be expected fur the 
fluxes of isotopes uf each clement in the — 100 lo 
"- 400 MeV/n Interval at solar minimum. The relative 
abundances were obtained from Tsao, Shapiro, and 
Silberbcrg (Denver Conference). Each nuclide in their 
Tabic I Is plotted. The dashed points correspond to 
the survival o f " A I and " C I . 

Also shown are the minimum flux levels reouired 
to obtain 10 events of each nuclide for three typical 
examples (ignoring nuclear interaction effects). The 
upper dashed line corresponds tn an instrument simi 
lar to the lSEE(Heliocentric) GSFC experiment wit 
an energy interval of 100McV/n. The lower dash 
line corresponds both to a balloon instrument, sinner 
to the UNH C x K experiment, and to a satellite expe
riment similar to the Berkeley instrument on ' EE 
(Heliocentric). The latter line has been ac >ted 
upward to compensate for the reduced fluxes >oiar 
maximum. 

MISSION GROUP aE E' An 
(GM2SR) 

RANGE 
OIEV/ NUC) 

HELIOS (75) GSFC DISK SI - 0 . 2 - J - 2 0 0 

MJS(77) CIT/GSFC/UNH CURVED SI - 6 -2-120 

1SEE (M) (77) CHICAGO CURVED Csl ~2 

ISEE (H) (78) GSFC CURVED Si - 2 -8-120 

C1T POSITION SI - 1 -2-200 

LBL POSITION SI -10 ~K)-5C0 

Figure 7. typical future satellite dk'/dx-E telescopes. 



NUCLIDE aUXES AT 
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Hgiirc S. Kxpevrcd isotope JIHXM of éléments in the — 100 to 400McVfn interval at solar minimum. 

3. THE DETERMINATION OF Z USING THE df /dv-C TECHNIQUE FOR UH COSMIC RAYS 

The determination of the charge spectrum. i.e. 
the elemental abundances, of UH cosmic rays is an 
important objective on which some significant pro
gress should be expected by 1980. The charge deter
mination techniques for lighter elements (Z < 28) are 
already in a more advanced state than for the UH 
nuclei and will not be discussed in this presentation. 

To illustrate the development, current status, and 
expected future capability, I will trace the develop
ment of the Heavy-Nuclei Experiment on HEAO-C. 
The Washington University group piuneered the use 
of a large {\ m : ) d/f/dr-C telescope for the measure
ment of UH cosmic rays. Figure 9 shows the charge 
distribution obtained with the Washington University 
I m2 dft7dv-C telescope in 1970. In this pioneering 
experiment, the charge resolution was o , -~ 0.63. per
mitting the resolution of even —Z nuclei with relative 
abundances of 3 or 4 lo 1. Odd -Z nuclei were not 
resolved. 

We subsequently proposed for the original HEAO-
Aa second-generation experiment which was eventu
ally incorporated into a collaborative experiment in

volving Caltech, McDonnell/Douglas Research Labs, 
Minnesota, and Washington University. The HEAO 
design concepts were subsequently tested in Washing-

16 18 EO 22 24 £6 28 30 32 34 36 

CHARGE 

Figure 9. Oiarge distribution obtained with I m2 

dEfdx-è telescope. 
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ton University's 1072 balloon flights, with results 
shown in Figure 10. The charge resolution was 
o z - 0.33, permitting the resolution nf both even and 
odd -Z nuclei with relative abundances of 2 or 3 lo 1 
for adjacent elements. 

The charge resolution obtained on these bulloon 
flights and that expected with further improvements 

tunm latinidi 

Figure 10. Oiarge distribution obtained with Hk'AO 
second-generation balloon experiment. 

Figure 11. Qxarge resolution obtained for Fc with 
balloon instrument and expected with 
HEAO-C instrument. 

MISSION GROUP 
HSOQmON 

An 
H2SR 

TECHNIQUE 

Uffi BRISTOL -0.3 (FE) 2 SPHERICAL 

1977 -0.8 (PB) d E / d X - C 

HEAO-C CIT/IDRIV -0,5) (FE) 1 PLANAR 

1979 IWHJ -0.36 (PB) d E / d X - C 

HfflOSCOPE 

HEAO-C: EVEfirS/YR 

Figure 12. L'H cosmic rays: planned satellite experiments. 

3 5 ^ Z < 5 0 -30CO 

Z > 50 -JDOO 

Z £ 8 0 ~w 
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on HEAQ-C aie shown in Figure ! 1. This F'IHJTC sum
marises the resolution obtained fo, Fe with the bal
loon instrument and indicates the further improve
ment which should be possible with the actual 
HEAO-C instrument. The solid curve indicates on the 
vertical axis the maximum resolvable ratio for adja
cent elements as a function of the charge resolution. 
Hie dashed curve indicates the same information for 
adjacent n-cn - A nuclei. 

Figure 12 tabulates some of the characteristics of 
the two presently planned UH cosmic-ray satellite 
because of the spherical geometry. The d/T/dx signal 
is measured in a spherical gas scintillation detector 
and the C signal in a spherical shell of Pilot 42S. The 
instni ment is carefully designed su that hodoscope 
information is unnecessary. 

The HI? AO-C experiment is a larger instrument of 

more conventional planar geometry. "Hie d/V/dc signal 
is measured in parallel-plate pulse ionisation chambers 
and the £ signal in a planar lucite radiator. A multi-
wire ionisation hodoscope provides the directional in
formation. 

With the charge resolution and number of events 
shown, there should be by 1980 statistically signifi
cant determination of all of the even ~Z nuci--j up 
through Z * 82 and of fte more abundant elements 
on up to Z *= 96. Howuver, the statistics of the even 
A nuclei with 60<Z< 74 and nuclei such as (/will be 
limited (~ 20 each on HEAO-C), and the odd-£nu-
clci in the same charge range most likely will not be 
resolved because they arc likely to be < 1/3 as abun
dant as the adjacent even —Z. nuclei. Thus, in the 
1980*s 1 expect the study of UH cosmic rays will 
require larger collection factors combined with im
proved charge resolution, particularly for Z > 60. 
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ABSTRACT 

The performance of a large-seal >rcnkov-Cercn-
kov slowing-down set-up for isotope analysis in the 
1 - 2 GeV/n region is analysed. Such a set-up should 
permit isotope analysis of all nuclei between neon 
and nickel with rms mass errors < 0 5 amu and 
< 1 amu over, respectively, =* 250 MeV/n and 
«=50OMeV/n wide energy ranges. The background 

Two classes of methods of isotope analysis have 
been proposed: 

(i) individual-event methods, in which the mass of 
each individual incoming nucleus is measured, 
provided that the instrument has sufficient resolu
tion (<;.g. all slowing-down methods, emulsion 
work, use of an artificial magnetic field); and 

(ii) statistical methods in which the isotopic composi
tion of an element is derived from a statistical 
analysis of the instrument's response to a large 
number of events {e.g. use of geomagnetic field). 

The method proposed here belongs to the first class. 

The Cerenkov-Cerenkov slowing-down method 
makes use of the same physical principle as the more 
classical E-àE/dx, multiple ùEfàx, and £"-Cerenkov 
set-ups for isotope analysis: a nucleus with a given 
charge and incident energy/nucleon (or velocity) loses 
a specific amount of energy in a given target, what-

This work was carried out in collaboration with M. 
Camin. H. Casse, J.J. fcngclmann, I*. Gaulici, P. Goret, L. 
Koch. J.P. Meyer, Y. Rio & A. Soutoul. 

associated with the very high rate of nuclear inter
actions in the instrument (75%) should be eliminated 
by a triple redundancy in the charge measurement. 
These estimates are based largely on experience 
gained from Danish-French balloon flights and from 
runs at the Berkeley Bevatron. 

ever its mass. This energy loss is shared between the A 
nucléons, so that the energy/nucleon change is pro
portional t o / T 1 . 

This method is no more, and no less, direct than 
the use of an artificial magnetic field: in both set-ups 
the nucleus goes through an interaction (cither with a 
magnetic field, or with the electrons of a target) 
whose effect is a function of the charged, the inci
dent energy/nucleon Etn, and of the mass A. In both 
cases the dependence on A is a simple inverse propor
tionality. We believe that slowing-down methods 
should be preferred for isotope analysis below 
= 2CeV/n, because: 

(i) the intrinsic limitations on the accuracy of both 
methods arc quite weak, 

(ii) only slowing-down set-ups can realistically be 
built on a large scale, and 

(iii)the cost of such set-ups is an order of magnitude 
lower than i^at of a cryogenic magnet. 

There is, however, a price to be paid for such 
relatively cheap, large-sized medium-energy isol«pc 

1. INTRODUCTION 
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analysis set-ups: while the interaction of a nucleus 
with a magnetic field is not destructive, that with a 
slowing-down target produces lots of nuclear inter
actions, especially when working al fairly high ener
gies (the interactions are the factor limiting the 
method to energies below =2GeV/tv, sec below). 
These interactions result in: 

(i) y loss of analysable events {typically a factor 2 to 
4). which is not too grave since large sized experi
ments can he built, and 

lit) a very powerful background which would com
pletely smear the da.ta' if the 'interacting events' 
wore not very efficiently identified. 

2.1. BASIC EQUATIONS 

For any nucleus {'/.. A ) ihe rate nf energy loss 
(d/:'/d\-)2/j at a given energy/nucleon /:" can be ex
pressed in terms of thai of a proton of the same 
energy E: 

Hence the amouni of mailer to be traversed to lose a 
given infinitesimal amount of energy /nucléon dfc" is 
proportional to A/Z2: 

A 
^Z.A " z2 ' d v P < : ) 

This can be integrated over any finite energy interval 
(A-'i. Ei ). whatever the energv dependence of dfc"/d.vp 

iEY. 

X/^Uù.E,) = £• XplEt.Ej) (3) 

Lei us now turn to our experiment: a heavy nu
cleus (ZA) penetrates a given target witti thickness 
.V(g/cni")- lis incidem and exit energies/nuckon are 
/Yj„ and rY,m I. We have from (3): 

• v ' /= • V V W ( 4 ) 

'm K 

is the amount of mailer requited to sluw down a 

Based on the experiences of the Danish-French colla
boration, we believe that multiple redundant charge 
and velocity measurement should permit very effi
cient rejection of nuclear interaction!.. 

Of the various possible ways of observing the 
slowing down, we will concentrate here on the Ceren-
kov-Cercnkov method, The reasons for (his choice arc 
threefold: 

(i) the cnergy/nuclcon sensitivity of Ceronkov coun
ters (close to their threshold) is very high; 

<ii) such high sensitivity ranges can be obtained at 
fairly high energies, and 

(iii)Cerenkov counters behave linearly. 

proton from £ m to r ? o u , (Eou\ = exit energy of the 
heavy nucleus). Hence 

•ïpôtw^r 

In some contexts it will be convenient to express the 
'isotopic shift" A £ ' o u t . defined as the difference in 
output energy/nucleon between two neighbouring 
isotopes (Z . . 4 -1 ) and (Z. A) entering the target X 
with the same energy/nucleon /T m . 

To calculate i f O U | . we let F.out be Ihe exit ener
gy of isotope A. It is evident from Equation (3) that 
the isotope (-4-1) will reach the energy £ o u t after 
traversing an amount of matter: 

^ M - o - J f - ^ r - * i ' - i ) (7) 

Before leaving the targe,, it will still have to traverse 
XIA g/cm 1. Willi the approximation that dE/àx does 
not vary significantly between Eom and A ' o u ( 

-Aff o u , (which holds to within 10"3 for cases of 
interest), the additional energy lost by(4—1) will be: 

P o i / t » l . 

2. BASIC EQUATIONS AND ADJUSTMENTS 
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A S o u t M j ) 1 ' * • 

Since (Z/A)1 « 1/4 for all nuclei of interest, the iso-
topic shift A i ' o u t yielded by a given target X is ap
proximately independent of the element lu be ana
lysed (for nuclei leaving the target at u R-xed energy/ 
nucléon £' 0 lit). This property can be easily under
stood: while the relative mass difference between two 
neighbouring Isotopes decreases a s / l - 1 ÏÏ2"1 for in
creasing charges, the cnergy/nucleon losses increase 
asZ'/AZX. 

2.2. ERRORS 

CERENHOV 
SIGNAL 

R O W I N G 

C 10WER 

CERENHOV 
SIGNAL 

R O W I N G y^ c UPPER 

CERENHOV 
SIGNAL 

OOWN / 

ENERGY/NUCLEON 

Principle of using t\vi> Cercnknv counters 
for accurate energy-loss measurements: 
nuclei traversing the upper counter {lower 
index) with energies close to its threshold 
are slowed down in just enough Pb to 
reach the lower counter {higher index) 
close to its threshold. 

Reluming to Equation (6),Z isof course assumed 
to be known without error. The error on A is there
fore related to three independent errors in knowledge 
of the exact amount of matter X traversed, and in the 
measurement of the entrance and exit energics/nu-
cleon / : ' j n and f 0 u t ' '* ' s straightforward to derive for 
Equation (6) that: 

= rd>'.I . SA = {£ ) X [|d/:7tkp(/:in)[ 

«ffmit I 
d£/cU p ( /r o u l ) 

(10) 

counters is limited primarily by pho toe Ice Iron statis
tics, and therefore falls off as yT1 towards lower 
charges (at a given encrgy/nuclcon). 1;> maintain a 
charge-independent isotopic shift AA' 0 U t , one should 
use targets with thickness X increasing as / " ' for 
studying lower and lower charges. However, this tan-
not be pursued too far, since nuclear interaction 
lengths do not increase as rapidly as Z' towards 
lower charges. The present method is therefore bcsl 
suited for the isotope analysis of heavy nuclei, such as 
the iron group or the Ne to Si region. It would pro
bably be difficult to apply il to the study of l.-iso-
topes, for instance. 

2.3. USE OF CERENKOV ENERGY/NUCLEON 
ANALYSERS 

A Cerenkov counter behaves as a good energy/ 
nucléon analyser' for energies/nucléon between its 
threshold and 2 to J times its threshold. To measure 
r:'m and EQUl, one must therefore match the thres
holds of the entrance and the exit Cerenkov counters 
and the target thickness in such a way lliat nuclei 
with incident energies slightly above the threshold of 
the first counter lose just enough energy in the target 
to have exit energies slightly above the threshold of 
the latter counter (f*'ig. 1). Since the rate of enerev 
loss is proportional to Z2jA ZZ, it is evident that 
such a match will only be possible for a limited range 
oïelements with a single target thickness. 

On the other hand, llie resolution of Cerenkov 

* Nolu thai i f o u t i' independent of ilic behaviour of 
dE/dx (f) * Em( throughout the targei. In that senw. 
a f u u | depends on II e ,oial energy lost in the taieet only 

through X. 

Th; method's energy limitation also results from 
nuclear interactions. Indeed, for a fixed numher of 
phuloelecIrons at saturation (i.e. roughly for a fixed 
amount of matter in Ihe radiator), the relative mo-
menlum/nucleon (Z/i at high energy) resolution of 
Ccrenkov counters is independent of their threshold 
Pa (or EQ)- Hence their absolute p (or /:') resolution 
degrades as p0 (or h'„). Now, at high energy the iso-
topic shift A/:"OU| is practically independent of energy 
for a given target thickness (Equation c>). To maintain 
a constant mass resolution, one would therefore have 
to increase X roughly linearly with energy of observa
tion. Again nuclear interactions prevent us îVotn dninj; 
so. We believe that it would be difficult to explore 
energies above 2 f ieV/n. 

We now want to illustrate qualitatively, usmn a 
somewhat oversimplified example, how optimisation 
of the Cerenkov indices and target ihickness i\ ap
proached. We consider a Pb target sandwiched be
tween upper and lower Ccrenkov counters C2 and O , 
wiih indices n = 1.13 and 1..Î.Î, respectively (th res-
hoi !> 1077 and 4S5 MeV/nl. The dependence of tin 
ma--, resolutions (in amu) associated with the slatisti-
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KINETIC ENERGY PER NUCLEON (G«V/n) 

Figure 2. Optimisation ofPb thickness in a simpli
fied set-up. Pie mass resolutions asso
ciated with the energy resolutions of the 
upper (C2) and lower fC3) counters and 
the resulting resolution are shown. 

cal errors in C2 and C3 and of their quadratic sum, on 
the incident energy/nucleon of Fe nuclei, is shown in 
Figure 2 for various target thicknesses X. 

The energy/nucleon and hence mass resolution of 
each counter is highest close to its threshold, and 
falls off smoothly towards higher energies. For the 
reason given above, the resolution of the higher index 
counter (lower counter C3) always degrades faster 
than that of the lower index one (upper counter C2). 
It is hence particularly attractive to extend its range 
of good resolution by using a combination of radia
tors, in the set-up proposed in the next section. 

In Figure 2, the amount of Pb is increasing from 
top to bottom. This does not affect the range of inci
dent energies over which C2 provides good resolution 
(the absolute mass resolution associated with C2 im
proves with increasing Pb thickness, because the iso-
topic shift increases). Furthermore, with littk Pb in
terposed, the nuclei at threshold In C2 reach C3 well 
above its threshold, i.e. in a zone of poor resolution, 
since the resolution of C3 degrades rapidly with In
creasing energy. The incident energy range of isotope 
analysis with 5.4 < 0.5 is then very narrow. For the 
optimum around « 2.4 cm Pb, the nuclei at threshold 
in C2 also reach C3 close to its threshold. For still 
greater Pb thicknesses, only particles above threshold 
in C2 can be used, since those close to threshold no 
longer radiate in C3. However, the range width of 
isotopic analysis does not degrade quickly for more 
and more Pb, since (i) the resolution of C2 above 
threshold does not fall off rapidly, and (ii) the iso
topic shift is being increased. 

This qualitative analysis has been made for a given 
incident nucleus, Fe, and a varying thickness of Pb. 
Changing the charge of the incident nuclei considered 
for a fixed amount of Pb is, to some degree, an equi
valent step: heavier nuclei lose more energy/nucleon 
in a given target, and hence considering heavier and 
heavier nuclei is equivalent to considering thicker and 
thicker targets for a given nucleus. The argument re
lated to the comparative rapidity of degradation of 
the two Cerenkov energy/nucleon resolutions remains 
valid. However, the isotopic shift does not increase 
with increasing charge, but an equivalent improve
ment occurs for higher charges since the Cerenkov 
energy/nucleon resolution improves as2" ' . 

All in all, the mass resolution declines rapidly for 
too little Pb, or too low charges, and only very slowly 
for too much Pb, or charges that are too high. This 
will be made more clear in the following sections, 
which are devoted to the detailed study of a particu
lar set-up. 
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3. TYPICAL SET-UP 

One possible set-up is proposed here for isotope 
analysis from nickel down to neon at energies be
tween 1 and 2 GeV/n. Its main characteristics are 
summarised in Table 1. It is discussed from an engi
neering point of view in Bouffard's paper. 

The charge is first measured by Cl, a polyvinyl-

toIuene(PVT) or F2 lead-glass 'scintillating C'ercnknv' 
counter, i.e. a Cerenkov radiator with a fairly hiph 
degree of residual scintillation, say 30% at reialivisiu 
energies. Such radiators (with pure Ccrenkov indices 
1.59 and 1.64) have a very flat energy response 
Above ihcir 'nominal' threshold, they are roughly 
equivalent lo pure Cerenkov radiators with index 

Tible 1. Vie proposed set-ur 

Element 
counter (MeV/n) Set-up 

Drift ch. Visu. 

CI Z 1.90" 1.65* 

C2 £-m 1.13 1077 

Drift ch. Visu. 

Target Slowing-
down 

Drift ch. Visu. 

C4 ^out 
1.-.9 
1.33 
1.49 

327 
485 
327 

Drift ch. Visu. 

Scintill. 7. 

Thickness Thickness 
(cm) lg/cm') 

Lead glass 
or PVT 

2/3 : 3.7 
1/3 : 7.8 

C'sl or 
polyscyn 

Osl m 
polyscyn 

Resolution* 
(a) 

1.0 

3.1 

Lur.ite 0.4 0.4 
Water 2.4 2.4 
Lucile 0.2 0.2 

F2 le; id-glass and PVT present a fairly high degree of residual scintilla lion. Above iheir noi 
thre.rnold, they are equivalent to pure Cerenkov radiators with index "= 1.90 [Val«-l et ai.. 

Cerenkov standard deviation o = i VO. where Q = Cerenkov signal normalised n 
proton. 

0.23 

0.16 

linui Ccrenk.v 
973 | . 
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= )>>0 jValot a ai. 19731. They saturate very little 
at luph energy. They have been used successfully Tor 
chaige analysis in the Danish-French balloon cam
paigns and investigated m detail at the Berkeley Beva-
itun with oxygen and nitrogen nuclei. Then comes 
the actual isotope separating set-up, comprising: 

lit ("2. which measures Ein: we choose a 6 cm thick 
silica aerogel radiator (Cantin er al. I9741 o f in
dex I.KM threshold 1077 MeV/n); 

(ii) the slowing-duwn target: we choose a Pb slab. 
siiKt* materials niadc of heavy atoms provide the 
highest weight and cnergy-loss/nuclear-intcrac-
non-rate ratios. As seen above, a single target 
thickness cannot permit analysis of a very wide 
range of elements. We therefore choose to split 
our collecting area into two parts (v:malised tra
jectories): 2/3 of the Pb area will be 3,7 on thick, 
M Inch permits good analysis of the nuclei be
tween I = 11> and Z - 28, and 1/3 will be 7.8 cm 
thick in order to cover the range Z * I 0 to 
Z= 1«; 

l iutC3. which measures £ o u l : its essential clement is 
a 2.4 cm thick water radiator of index I -33 
t threshold 4X5 MeV/n). However, as we have seen 
above, the energy range of high resolution of the 
lower counter always tends to be too narrow 
when compared in that of the upper one. We 

We shall evaluate the set-up on the basis of real is-
ii. photoelsctron statistics from the counters 
OaMi 11 and of other sources of errors (Section 5). 

The isotopic shifts AA' o ui arc typically of the 
order of = l S and * 30 MeV/n for the two Pb thick-

Figures 3 and 4 show, for the sei-up proposed, 
lois in the mass (.standard deviations'! expressed in 

I n.-w u t ,.iil> .udi-t- .)l iiuçmiuik- (nr rcK-rvrui-. As tin-

ijiludir* c : .mil CÏ art indi-tii I hick, the slmvinp Uown 

uiilmi ihtm i- in>i .itcliiuWc. Suite their resi'imit is tlit 

Hit i-ncisio t",„ jint F , m t lo In- tiiUn lo taltulait A E „ m 

. j«i\ft K- dcl'iiitil MitH''->- Hii l t t thi- lolknvimi (liiwiv | . 

Iherefoic decided to use a composite radiator, 
and to delibetately thicken the lucltc box (index 
1.44, threshold 327 MeV/n) containing the water 
to achieve additional velocity resolution below 
the threshold of water. Wc choose 0.4 and 0,2 cm 
for the upper and the low e i lucite walls. 

It -! uld be noted that In such a set-up *hc 
slmvir: ..own in 02 and C3 is not negligible wi . 
irsneu io that in the Pb. 

The remaining counters, two inorganic scintilla
tors (Csl or Polyscyn), are used to provide additional 
mhii niation. in order to detect nuclear interactions 
very efficiently. Such redundant counters give consis
tency checks both on the charge and on the mass. 
This additional information on the mass will not, 
however, be considered here. 

Finally, wc can visualise tire trajectories with four 
x-y proportional chambers, with resolution 
= 0.5 mm. Such accuracies are required to know pre
cisely the exact amount of Pb traversed by inclined 
particles. Drift chambers of the type proposed have 
recently been tested at the Berkeley Bevatron with 
nitrogen nuclei, and îhey seem to provide the ex
pected resolution. 

eNERGY/NvJCLEO'. <G«V/n) 

Figure 3, Mass resolution as a function of incoming 
energy for Fe nuclei incident with a IS3 

zenithal angle (most probable incidence/ 
in the J.7 cm Pb absorber. Erran in the 
mass associated with the energy resolu
tion of both Cercitkov counters, with 
Landau fluctuations, with multiple scat
tering and with realistic mechanical 
tolerances arc specified. Vie 'bumps' arc 
due to the composite character of the 
tower counter Ci. 

4. GLOBAL EVALUATION OF THE SET-UP 
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As Figure 3, for Mg nuclei incident on the 
7.8 an Pb absorber. 

amu as a function of incident energy/nucléon on the 
detector- The various independent causes oferror ate 
singled out, and their quadratic sum is given. These 
figures refer to Fe nuclei through the 3.7 cm thick Pb 
and to Mg nuclei passing through ihc 7.8 cm thick Pb, 
with an angle of incidence of Q0 - 13° (mosl prob
able incidence in the telescope envisaged). We have 
explicitly drawn the energy ranges over which mass 
resolutions better than 0.5 and 1.0 amu are obtained. 

These energy ranges Tor < 0.5 and < 1 amu mass 
resolution have been plotted for the various elements 
aiid for 3.7 and 7.8 cm Pb in the left parr or" Figures 5 
and 6 (0 O = 13°). The widths of ih t . j ranges are 
plotted for each element on the rigjit hand side. 

As is evident from Figures 3 and 4, the mass reso
lution is governed by the counter fluctuations. For 
the sake of simplicity, we shall therefore discuss the 
global behaviour of tl.c set-up, keeping only these in 
inind. The other causes of error will be discussed 
below. 

In both situations analysed in detail in Figures 3 
and 4, the lower energy limit of the range of analysis 
is given by the threshold of C3, i.e. the nuclei enter
ing the Pb at the threshold of C2 come out below 
that of C3: there is slightly more Pb than optimal. 
The gradual increase in die rrror associated with Ç2 
results from the gradual dejvadalion of its energy re
solution for threshold. The behaviour of the compo
site counter C3 is more complex. For instance in 
Figure 3. it starts responding for particles with inci
dent energy l21GMeV/n which reach the uppei 
Incite sheet right at its threshold (327 MeV/n). The 

' At higl'i'i irncrgjc-t, «I mursc. ilie saturated signal ci( tliu 

lueiic bov ..((induce some addiiwnjl fluctuations which 

slipliily dcpratlc (IK- resolution, but tlm effect is compara

tively unimportant. 

Figures, lùivrgv ranges (ami width <>J range) of 
nuiss resolution better than <U ami 
I ainu for various nuclei incident with a 
l.f zenithal angle (most probable angle} 
in Ihe 3.7 cm Pb absorher. 

ENERGY/NUCLEON (G*V»nJ 

Figure 6. As Figure .5 but far Mg nuclei incident on 
the 7.S cm Pb absorber. 

résolution then quickly degrades, since the thin Incite 
shed does nol yield many photoelcclions. Ai 
1270MeV/n incident energy, the particles haw 
327 MeV/n when they reach the bottom Incite sheet, 
they begin radiating in this second sheet also: the 
resolution first improves and then declines again. Ai 
l320MeV/n incident energy the panicle* jmvsc^ 
485 McV/n when they reach the water itself, and the 
resolution steadily improves until 13'JOMcV/n where 
the nuclei start radiating throughout the wak'i. I his 
multiple Cercnkov counler permits a considcruble 
widening of the range of goor&velocity resolution of 
C2 and hence isotope analysis. With water* alone, 
one would have obtained a signal only above 
13IOMcV/n incident energy (of course one would 
have then used less Pb). 

i now turn to r iguies S ; r Mnei 
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nuclei, the energy loss is comparatively low and the 
nuclei at threshold in C2 reach C3 well above its 
threshold. The lower bound of the energy range of 
isotope analysis is therefore provided by the thres
hold of C2, and is indépendant of charge. However, 
the range of isotope analysis quickly narrows for 
lighter nuclei, since (i) the resolution of C3, which is 
being used far from its threshold, degrades faster with 
energy than that of C2, and (ii) the energy resolution 
of the counters degrades rapidly with charge, while 
the isotopic shift is charge-independent. Going to
wards heavier and heavier nuclei, and hence larger and 
larger energy losses, one reaches a point where nuclei 
at threshold in C2 reach C3 at its threshold: this is 
about the optimum. From then on, the lower b jurtd 
to the range of isotope analysis is governed by the 
condition that the nuclei must teach C3 above its 
threshold, and therefore increases linearly with Z 

since the energy loss is proportio- . to Z7/AZZ. 
However, for nuclei heavier thp- optimum (i.e. for 
which there is loo much. Pb) •' v resolution degrades 
only very slowly because (0 the resolution of C2, 
which is being used well above its threshold, degrades 
only slowly with energy, and (11) the Intrinsic energy 
resolution of the counters improves for high charges. 
It is particularly noteworthy that in the Mr optimised 
arrangement (Fig. 6), the energy rar*^ in which 
6,4 < I amu does not decrease significantly from op
timum to nickel*. 

All in all, it can be seen that the optimisation is 
not very critical. With the proposed combined set-up 
(3.7 + 7.8 cm Pb), all nuclei between Ne and Ni can 
be analysed with àA < 0.5 amu over a 200 to 
300 MeV/n wide energy range, and with 6,4 < I amu 
over a 400 to 5S0 MeV/n wide range. 

5. DISCUSSION OF THE PROBLEMS 

5.1. LANDAU FLUCTUATIONS 

We have to consider Landau fluctuations in the 
Pb as well as in the (thick) velocity-measuring radia
tors themselves. Landau fluctuations amount to typi
cally 1 to 2 MeV/n, independent of energy, compared 
with isotopit shifts of the order of 15 to 30 MeV/n. 
As shown in Figures 3 and 4, they result in a small 
energy-independent error on A. 

S.?. MULTIPLE SCATTERING 

Again we have to consider the multiple scattering 
both in the Pb and in the two velocity-measuring 
counters. But here, due to the fact that the relation 
length A'o of Pb is much smaller than that of the 
lighter materials constituting the counters, the scat
tering in the Pb itself is largely dominant. 

<Ti+L>(Ti-l) 
zi .2L \ <TI-I)(TI+I) .. n r 
A 938 U , 1 w 1 . \Xo 

( I D 

For a thin target, this expression reduces to the 
more c ssical expression 

. I) ' x' 
7 

(12) 

as an asymptotic form when T S -* y For Vb 
(A'o = 5-8 g/cm 1) and Z/A = K, this equation reduces 

(13) 

Mean square angle of scattering T 

After Rossi & Greisen | I 9 4 1 | , the mean-square 
angle of scattering f of a nucleus (Z. A) entering and 
leaving a slab of thickness AXg/cm2) with Loreniz 
factors 71 and y2 can be written 

where A- is in g/cm 1, f i n MeV/n, Tin rad. For quick 
orientation, f{£) has been plotted in Figure 7. Rele
vant typical values of T in the energy range of good 
isotopic analysis are given in Table 2. 

Tile laic of nuclear interaction Ivcomcs very high for 

iicavy nuclei in I hick tarpets-

Deiour dXi 

The resulting mean-square detour 5Xy for traver. 
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sal of a fixed distance along the incident trajectory 
(fixed slab perpendicular to the incident trajectory) is 
evident from the integration over the running co-or
dinate Ç: 

FfE>f: 

with 
-\: 

d£ 
cos T « ) 

Tm=T(X)-^W = T-^/X 

cos no * i - arftr 

we obtain 

8XL = X' Ç- (14) 

which agrees with Yang's [I951| result. 

This detour, and the associated fluctuation which 
is of the same order of magnitude, are of second 
order in T. Typical values are given in Table 2, from 
which it is clear that they are negligible. 

Lateral displacement and its consequences (SXfi) 

Multiple scattering also leads to a lateral displace
ment. From Rosw [1952], we obtain -the mean-
square lateral displacement 

v5 

Typical values of the displacement R are given in 
Table 2. 

SOD 900 IOOO 1200 t*oo 1600 iaoo 
E [heV/n] 

figure 7. Ratio F(E) between the mean-square 
angle of scattering 7 (rad) in a Pb sheet 
and the square root of its thickness X 
(g/cm7), as a function of the energy/ 
nucléon F. Energy loss within the Pb is 
neglected. 

This lateral displacement R has very severe conse
quences: as shown in Figure 8, the slab thickness to 
be traversed along the incident trajectory fluctuates 
with me lateral displacement for inclined particles 
(zenithal angle 00 * 0). If v is the azimuthal angle of 

Table 2. Multiple scattering 

i>Xi &Ei h A i P. Angle hXg «fi> 6,4^ 5 
Ig/cm1) (McV/n) (amu) (mm) (°) 

0 

(MeV/n) 

0 

(amu) 

0 0 

(MeV/n) 

0 0 
Fein 22 m »d = 0.005 0.09 0.006 0.46 13 0.0B4 1.60 0.10 
3.7 cm Pb 1.3° 27 0.235 4.20 0.23 

0 0 0 0 
St in 32 m rad = 0.022 0.23 0.007 1.39 13 0.270 2.80 0.09 
7.8 cm Pb 1.8° 27 0.732 7 70 0.21 
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Effect of multiple scattering in the Pb on counter 
intrinsic response 

We neglect the scattering in the counters them
selves. The exact calculation shows that the mean-
square 6 cosO error resulting from a random fluctu
ation with mean-square value 7' in the direction of 
incidence at 0 =0o is 

Figures. Path-length variation associant} with 
lateral displacement produced by mul
tiple scattering, for inclined particles. - £ 4" .f, v: 

tin- spatial displacement (with ^ = 0 or 180° in the 
plane defined by the incident trajectory and a normal 
iu the slab). 

6A> (~f) = K - t g 0 o -cos^ (16) 

Quadratic averaging over <f yields 

&Xt * -'-_ -R -igtfo (17) 
v -

Introducing R from Equation ( 15) 

&Xt X T_ Ltg_0 o 

We have again a seconJ-order effect Tor 0o =0 and a 
first-order effect for 00 > 0. The figures given in 
Table 2 show that the error is at most 0.6% for Fe, 
and 0.9% for Si. Such figures are much lower than the 
errors associated with photoeleclron statistics for 
velocity-measuring counters being used close lo their 
threshold. For charge '.paralion, we recall lhat in 
linear elements (Cerenkov) the differences in signal 
between Al and Si and between Mn and Fe are 14% 
and 8%,respectively. In nonlinear plastic scintillators, 
ihey may be as low as « 7% and = 3%. 

Furthermore we shall see that the hodoscope will 
permit excellent correction of the effect of multiple 
scattering on the counter response. 

where ,V includes the cos 0n increase in path length 
with respect io normal incidence (note that the iso-
lopic shift is increased by the same amount). 

This fluctuation is of first order in 7", and may 
therefore become important. Being proportional to 
i g 0 o . its importance increases roughly linearly with 
the angle nf incidence. The resulting fluctuations are 
given m Table 2 lor 0„ = 0°. 1.1° (most probable 
aiigie) and ' 7 , ) (maximal angle of our telescope): 
they are of the order nf 0.1 amu for the most prob
able angle nl incidence, and of 0.2 anui fin the maxi
ma! ancle*. 

If we wish ui sum the fluctuations associated with 
the demur laeioi and with the lateral displacement 
loi inclined trajectories, we arrive at 

7.R mi l'h larger. Hie lateral dis l̂ace-
n lo be measurable with drift tliambet? 

Bevatnn checks 

In a very recent campaign at the Berkeley Beva-
tron, a 7.7-cm thick l*b target was inserted in the 
GeV/n nitrneen beam. The spread in the emerging 
nuclei, as observed by drift chambers 50 cm from the 
target confirmed the mean-square angl" of scattering 
"alculated for this set-up ( * 2°). 

The target was then lilted by 30°, and the in
creased spread in the exit energies was measured. Pre
liminary values again confirm our calculated estimates 
(«E * 3.8 MeV/n). 

Conclusions on multiple sivltering 

The only important consequence of multiple mut
tering is that resulting from the fluctuation in the 
thickness of Pb traversed by inclined particd asso
ciated with their lateral displacement. 
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i-ïgurc 9. As Figure 4, for maximal angle of inci
dence 27°. Error due to multiple scatter
ing is increased. 

The result of the complete calculations (without 
any hodoscope correction) for Mg in 7.8 cm Pb at 
0 O = 13° and for Fe in 3.7 cm Pb at 90 = 13° and at 
0o = 27° are shown in Figures 4, 3 and 9. The in-
crease with 60 in the mass error due to scattering is 
evident. However, even at 27° the scattering, while a 
major source of error, is not at all prohibitive. Its 
importance decreases towards higher energies, since 
the mean-square angle of scattering itself decreases. 

These calculated estimates are confirmed by the 
preliminary results of a test campaign at the Berkeley 
Bcvatron. 

5.3. ROLE OF THE HODOSCOPE 

The role of me liodoscopc should be considered 
from iwo points of view: 

(il Correction of the counter responses 

For the correction of the counters' superficial 
inhomogeneities in efficiency and of the cos(T l 

lengthening of the trajectories, our precision of 
0.5 mm is superfetatory. A 1° error in 0 at 27°, cor
responding to a 1% cos0~ l error, represents a lateral 
deviation of 7 mm between two chambers 40 cm 
apart! 

In considering multiple scattering in the Pb, wc 
have placed two chambers on either side of the Pb. 
Therefore, even with multiple scattering in the Pb, 
the cos 0 error in our counters will be corrected for 
completely. 

(ii) Correction of amount of Pb traversed for slowing 
down 

Here, as we have seen, lateral displacement asso
ciated with multiple scattering is by far the most lim

iting factor. This displacement can be observed only 
by chambers very close to the Pb. As we have seen, a 
0.5 mm precision permits correction for displace
ments > la (corresponding to 6A > 0.20 amu at 27°l 
for 3.7cmPb target, and for displacements > 0 . 4 a 
(corresponding to 6A > 0.08 amu) lor the 7.8 cm Pb 
target. 

5.4. MECHANICAL TOLERANCES 

The experiment lias to be realisable within realis
tic mechanical tolerances, in particular on the Pb 
thickness. Figures 5 and 6 show that with realistic 
tolerances of 0.08 mm on the Pb thickness and 
0.10 mm on both velocity-measuring counters, the 
associa* ;d mass error is quite acceptable. The increase 
in the mass error at high energy is not associated with 
the slowing down, but with the increased error in 
velocity associated with a fixed relative error in the 
signal of the counters. 

5.5. !• "INST ATI STIC A L ERRORS IN COUNTERS' 
RES: J N S E S 

Nonstatistical errors in the counters' response in
clude uncorrected superficial variations in the counter 
efficiency, cos0 errors, PM and electronic drifts etc. 
They are currently kept within = l'ï in the Danish-
French payloaos. In the present project, the improved 
hodoscfipe will make the cosff error negligible (in 
spite of the scattering in the Pb). 

It is also important to ,ivifc iliat the essential 
velocily-measuring counters are particularly insensi
tive to systematic errors: they work close [<> thres
hold in modes where the error associated with the 
comparatively poor pho lue Ice iron statistics domi
nates systematic errors of the order of \'/'. 

5.6. HOMOGENEITY AND STABILITY OP THE 
REFRACTIVE INDEX 

We make use of the very high sensitivity of the 
Ccrenkov signal lo the energy/nucleon close to thres
hold. The signal al a given energy/nucléon is also, ol 
course, an extremely sensitive lunclinn of the idnc-
tive index. 

If (3 is the velocity/r and M = in. rl = 0.'J3H GeV. 



where we have defined f<E> 

" mp + MHB+MQ 
(22) 

which is plotted in Figure 10. 

if we tolerate art error ol I MeV/n in both the 
upper and the lower counters (the isotopic shifts in 
our set-ups are 16 and 32 McV/n), we need to know 
the indices at any place and temperature to within 
« 1.5 x IfF* for the aerogel and x 10"* for the 
water. We will discuss the spatial and the temperature 
problems separately. 

(i) Spatial homogeneity 

Such spatial homogeneities are no problem for 
conventional solids and liquids, but irt porous pow
der or aerogel radiators they still give rise to some 
difficulties. 

At the Berkeley Bevatron, it has been observed 
that powders can be made homogeneous to better 
than 3 x I0" 3 liinney er al, 1973]. We currntly 
observe inhomogeneities of the order of Iff3 in aero
gels, which are greatly improved after the aerogel has 
been heated. We do not have measurements available 
yet for heated aerogels. For this reason, we do not 
think we wfll be ready to me «regels for isotopic 
analysis in the immediate future. We will restrict our
selves to somewhat lower performance, but still 
interesting experiments at lower energies (700 to 
lOOOMcV/n) where the isotopk shift is limited by 
the range of indices available in conventional liquids 
and solids. We are, however, confident that we will 
achieve the required homogeneities (or mapping of 
smooth iflhomogeneiries) by 1980. 

(ii) Temperature dependence 

For materials with refractive index close to I, the 
temperature (7>deperidence of the index can be ex
pressed in terms of the dilatation coefficient 

dn . 
QT ' ( n - 1 ) . dr (23) 

For water, dn/dT"'* 0.5 x lff*/DC, which is excellent 
for out purpose. (For conventional faons, 
d n / d r = 3 x lff*/°C, which is acceptable with good 
temperature control). 

For acrogeîs,dp/p/d7*is not yet known, bat we do 
not expect it to be large, since aerogels, though po
rous, are solid structures. Furthermore, 

dn*4Ê xf(£)dE 

ftgure JO. Rttm flE} between the relative error in 
the refractive index and the resulting 
error dE (GeVfn) in the energy estimate. 

(f i-I) « 0.13 « { » - ! ) - 0.33 for water. 

5.7. NUCLEAR INTERACTIONS 

Nuclear interactions are our main concern. For 
the set-up proposed, typically 75% of the incident 
nuclei of interest interact 0b to a / s of them interact 
in the Pb, the others in the counters). 

As shown in Bouffard & Engelmann's technical 
paper,"the loss of analysable flux is so t serious: with 
the scale considered here, we have a tot of nuclei over a 
year. But the rejection of nuclear interaction back
ground must be considered a serious problem. 

We first note that only fairly peripheral interac
tions are dangerous: if a nucleus loses a lot of charges, 
the interaction will be easy to detect The probability 
of an Fe nucleus losing one neutron or one proton in 
a nuclecr collision can be estimated as about 4% to 
5% and 3% irrespective of the target nucleus, which is 
stili considerable with respect to the lienintetaetrng 
flux. 

A nucleus interacting, for instance, in the lead 
wil generally not give a signal In C3 consistent with 
the predicted signal for ihe tootopes of the element 
identified in CI. So, in some sense, C3 itself already 
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gives a redundancy in the charge. However, this re
dundancy is not completely safe since there is a finite 
probability that the interacting nucleus will simulate 
an isotope of the incoming nucleus in C3: by losing 
tome charge in the Interactions, it will be slowed 
down less than expected, and its greater velocity will 
compensate Tor its lower charge in the formation of 
the C3 signal. 

We therefore wish to add two inorganic scintilla
tors (to saturate as little as possible) which have the 
convenient property of having an energy dependence 
inverse to that of a Cerenkov counter: [.ere, if a nu

cleus interacts, loses charges and is slowed down less, 
both the charge and the vclocii 'Icpendencc of the 
scintillator signals will tend to > -Id responses lower 
than expected. 

Hie Danish-French balloon campaigns have given 
us some confidence in the rejection of nuclear inter
action by multiple-charge measuremt ' \ 

We arc, of course, conscious thai he additional 
scintillators could also yield isolopic it rtnation. but 
this aspect has not yet been explored. 

6. SLOWING-DOWN EXPERIMENT PERFORMED AT THE BERKELEY BEVATRON 

A slowing-down set-up consisting of a liquid freon 
counter with Index 1.238, a 53 g/cm1 Pb block and a 
Pilot 435 Plexiglass counter with index * 1.46, has 
been introduced into the Berkeley Bevitron oxygen 
beam for 850 and 770 McV/n incident energies. The 
observed pulse heights and resolution with and with

out Pb arc shown in Figure 11. The observed Ceren
kov resolutions imply mass résolu.ions of 0.95 and 
0.45 amu at 850 and 770 McV/n, respectively. The 
best resolution In this arrangement is expected for 
620 MeV/n incident energy. 

Pulse heights and resolutions observed 
with oxygen nuclei at the Berkeley Beva-
iron (after Ref. 12). (a • b): mean pulse 
height vs i/0* orllptp0 (reduced entrance 
and exit momenta) for FC88 liquid and 
Plexiglass respectively, (c): signal fluctu
ations vs square root ofmea.i pulse height 
(in terms of signal of a relativistic pro
ton). 

PLEXIGLASS 
• WITHOUT /BSORBER 

WITH 

\ 

Yi 
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7. CONCLUSION 

Wc believe thai the kind of set-up proposed here main difficulty, the high rate of nuclear interaction, 
should allow, within a reasonable budget, isotope ana- should be overcome by multiple redundancy in the 
lysis of all nuclei between neon and nickel in the 1 to charge measurement. 
2 GeV/n rction, with a high collecting power. Its 
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ISOTOPIC ANALYSrs OF HIGH-ENERGY COSMIC-RAY NUCLEI 
IN THE GEOMAGNETIC FIELD 

B. Peters 

Danish Space Research Institute, Lyngby, Denmark 

Isotope analysis in the rclativistic (or ncar-rclativ-
istic) energy region involves a large number of experi
mental difficulties, not all of which can yet be con
sidered as resolved. 

The ionisation range of nuclei In absorbers, or the 
rate nf their slowing down close to the end of their 
range, both depend on their mass, but they cannot be 
used for mass analysis as soon as their energy is so 
high that this range becomes large compared to their 
mean free path for nuclear interaction. Roughly, this 
occurs somewhat below 1 GeV/n, and thus a mag
netic deflection is essential for isotope analysis in the 
high-energy region. 

The deviations from a straight path of two nuclei 
of different mass, but with the same charge Z and 
velocity 0, traversing a magnetic field of length L, 
differ by 

S V n - 3 0 0 0 ( 7 ? } {W TXeeVfc) L m 

where p = @y is the momentum/nucleon. 

The resolution (Sif/Hf) depends therefore for a 
given velocity on the ratio of the field-line integral 
HL and the precision OS of position-sensitive track 
defectors. Presently attainable values arc 
HL — 5 fcGjTi and fiî»200f(m (for electronic in
struments), and these are quite insufficient to resolve 
masses in the relativists region with instruments of 
characteristic dimensions/."-1-2 m. 

The weight of cryogenic magnets with TH* 5 is 
close to the carrying capacity_of stratospheric bal
loons. A substantial increase in HL for balloon experi
ments therefore seems_to be precluded for the pre
sent Magnets with HL ~ 20, but not much larger, 
could be envisaged for Spacelab. 

Improvement (a factor of the order of ten) in the 
precision of electronic position-sensitive dctctuirs 
seems most desirable. It may well be possible in in
coming decade, but promising leads have still lo ho 
established. 

As a result, isoto|. ; analysis in the relativists 
region with man-made magnets is feasible unly with 
track recording devices (nuclear emulsions or plastic 
sheets). Experiments of this type n.re very difficult 
indeed and have a very low data-acquisition rate, but 
they do represent a possible approach. Nevertheless, 
the development of belter electronic track locating 
devices appears to be unavoidable in the long run if 
the masses of incident relativislic cosrnic-ray nuclei 
arc to be determined over a large part of the charge 
spectrum. 

The measurement accuracies for l and p also 
enter into the determination of SAf/Af; they no longer 
present major difficulties. Fortunately, '£ is a para
meter quantised by nature and it can therefore be 
determined with infinite precision (errors in charge 
assignment must, of course, be kept very low). 

The condition 5p/p <hf4jM can nowadays he 
salisfied in the relalivistic region by measuring the 
tight output of Cerenkov detectors, chosen so that 
their threshold lies only slightly below the velocity 
region of interest. As an example, Figure I shows the 
velocity analysis of a beam of particles with rigidity 
3.6GV/c containing a mixture rf Be7 and Be 9 , pro
duced at the Bevatron in Berkeley. 

The radiator produced in France is a disc oTconi-
pressod fused silica powder with refractive index 
n = I , i7. Tliis corresponds to a cut-off momentum/ 
nucléon Po = 1-65 Mpc-Velocity resolution sufficient 
for resolving isotopes even at higher energies seems 
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Figure J. Data from 3.6GVfc Bevetron test of 
powder counter (Measurements due to 
Linney, Soutoul et al). 

ailainabîe with Cerenkov radiators, bat has not yet 
been demonstrated. 

While awaiting improvements in track location 
devices, to be combined with man-made magnets, one 
may try to obtain isotope information by using the 
geomagnetic field, since for it the line integral 
HL -~J/JÏEarth' s |arg e-

Figure 2. Penumbra structure (Palestine, Tex.). 

If there existed a window )! 
bra of suitable widfli w. 

M 

the Earth's penum-

one would have essentially the same situation that 
prevails in the Bcvatron - Bevalac, i.e. a rigidity ana
lysed beam for particles of a known charge which 
then splits into its mass components when analysed 
according to particle velocity. 

Theoretically at least, such windows exist, al
though the forbidden rigidity intervals adjacent to the 
beam may not be blocked completely. They are often 
laced by very narrow allowed rigidity intervals 

i&p^QA GV/c), whose relative position fluctuates 
rapidly with zenith angle and azimuth. As an example 
consider the ngure representing calculaiions by Shea 
& Smart (Fig. 2). 

The existence of well-defined windows in the cal
culated position, which furthermore can be traced 
over a significant solid angle in the sky, remains to be 
demonstrated. Instruments with high velocity resolu
tion in the region of the expected window are neces
sary to verify their properties. 

However, even before the existence of such pre
dicted windows is verified, isotope analysis in the 
Earth's magnetic Held is possible in regions where the 
separation between allowed and forbidden rigidities is 
quite sharp, in such a region, a velocity analysis 
should reveal characteristic absorption edges; for each 
charge-to-mass ratio and therefore lead to sharply 
defined steps in the velocity spectra of complex ele
ments near cut-off. 

Clearly, more statistics will be required to estab
lish the relative height of these steps in the velocity 
spectrum of in element with several isotopes than are 
necessary to estimate the area under individual bumps 

http://fi.ni
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0.1 i.o r loo 

Figure 3. 

in a velocity spectrum which has been measured near 
a rigidity window. 

It is easy to estimate the statistics necessary to 
obtain a desired precision in isotope ratios in the case 
oi" a sharp cut-off. They are shown as the dotted 
curve in Figure 3 and 4. They have been calculated 
for the case of I i as a function of the isotope ratio 

r = L i 6 / U 7 (Fig. 3) 

and for the case of Fe as a function of 

(with the additional assumption that the abundance 
of other iron isotopes is negligible). Long balloon 
flights may give fairly j jod isotopic composition data 
for the most abundant elements. However, satellite 
exposures of a year or so are evidently desirable for 
this approach. 

The use of regions of zero penumbra width for 
isotope analysis has its peculiar difficulties. The 
penumbra width is zero in two regions: 

(a) in the low-latitude region where the rigidity cut
off lies above 11 or 12 GV/c; 

Figure 4, 

(b) in the region wîieie the Earth's shadow cone 
limits the permissible particle trajectories. 

In the low-iatitude region, the experimental diffi
culties are two-fold, a low particle flux and the need 
for high precision in velocity measurements in a 
region which lies somewhat higher than thai for 
which the ability to achieve the requisite precision 
has already been demonstrated. 

The use of the Earth's shadow cone has the disad
vantage that it appears only close to the horizon 
0 ^ 6 5 ° ; (although the possibility that in some 
regions for which calculations are still lacking, the 
edge may occur at somewhat higher zenith angles can 
not be excluded. 

Figure 5 shows the shadow cone at Palestine, 
Texas, as calculated by Shea & Smart. 

There is therefore a need to reduc- the overlying 
data by confining oneself to data obtained with bal
loons at very high altitude. In addition, even when 
viewing the Earth's shadow in the particle stream 
from a satellite the cut-off edge will be sheathed in a 
narrow lining to which only those particles of a given 
rigidity are admitted which have skimmed the upper 
layer of the atmosphere. The Earth's shadow is not 
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Hgiirc .">, The shadow cone for balloon altitudes at 
Palestine. Texas. Tlic shaded area con
tains those trajectories that immediat
ely intersect the solid Earth. 

sharp for panicles, but has a width of the order of an 
atmospheric scale height (S == 7 km). 

This lends to an angular interval contaminated by 
break-up products of nuclear collisions in the atmo
sphere, with an angular width 

Afl % „ S == 2.7 mr 
V(R + h)2 - R2 

fi is the radius of the Earth, and h is the height of the 
satellite orbit. 

A still less ambitious use of the Earth's field for 
isotope analysis consists in analysing the velocity 
spectra in those regions where the penumbra width is 
not zero, but consists of many unresolved alternating 
narrow bands of allowed and forbidden regions. Here 
one is no longer confined to low latitudes or large 
angles of incidence. One may group together data 
from all regions of latitude, longitude and arrival 
directions, for whiclt the effective rigidity cul-offs are 
reasonably equal <say within 25%). 

The shape of the rigidity spectrum in the penum
bra region for such a collection of data is not known. 
However, even then, isotope analysis is still possible, 
if one makes a detailed comparison in the penumbra 
region of the shape of the velocity spectra of complex 
elements with the spectrum of a reference element 
having only one stable isotope. 

The statistics necessary for obtaining a given ac
curacy becomes larger than for the case of a sharp 
cut-off, firstly because the shape of the composite 
penumbra region has to be measured in the experi
ment itself with the help of the reference element, 
and secondly because the predicted steps in the 
velocity spectra due to individual isotopes arc no 
longer sharp, but somewhat 'washed out' and 
rounded. 

The necessary statistics arc represented by the 
solid curves in Figures 3 and 4. The need for a very 
large number of measurements Is not, however, the 
only difficulty that arises when using this method of 
isotope analysis. Differences in thr measured shapes 
of the velocity spectra of two elements are produced 
by differences In the charge-to-mass ratio, but they 
may also be due in part to the fact that their inter
planetary rigidity spectra do in fact diverge signi
ficantly fa the relevant rigidity interval (defined by 
the lowest edge of the Stôrmer cone and the highest 
edge of the main cone encountered in the region from 
which the data for the construction of a given veloci
ty spectrum have been collected). A correction seems 
possible, if one admits that the divergence deduced 
by measuring the relative abundance of the two ele
ments over a large latitude interval can be applied to 
the relatively narrow rigidity interval of the penum
bra. Differences in the shape of spectra may also arise 
from differences in the velocity resolution of the 
instrument for particles of different charge. Very 
complete calibration for different charges over large 
well-defined velocity intervals seems essential. 

Finally, differences in the measured spectral 
shape may arise as a result of the practical need to 
eliminate events for which instrument response is 
confused by signals due to the products of inter
actions of the particle in the apparatus. The effect of 
nuclear interactions where the particle changes charge 
can be eliminated by measuring the charge before and 
after traversal of the velocity-measuring device. Since 
the cross-sections in the relativisUc energy range de
pend only very little on energy, the distortion of the 
velocity spectra of different elements relative to each 
other due to this selection criterion is, therefore, 
presumably insignificant. This holds also for the 
(fairly frequent) collisions which lead to s loss of 
neutrons only, i.e. those which cannot be detected by 
redundant charge measurements. Since the fragment 
retains its original velocity, the inclusion of these 
events in the data does not falsify the velocity spec
tra. Trouble arises when additional acceptance criteria 
have to be used such as an upper limit on the total 
number of electrons accompanying the particles. In 
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general, since for particles of a given velocity and 
trajectory the number of electrons of given energy 
and direction varies like the signal from the particle 
itself, i.e. as Z2, Ihc signals due to these electrons do 
not distort Ihe velocity spectra of two elements with 
respect to each other. 

However, if an acceptance criterion is used which 
limits Uic absolute number of accompanying 6-rays, 
then since their effect increases both with charge and 
velocity, such a criterion depletes the high-velocity 
part of the spectrum for heavy clenunts more than 
for light ones. 

Only aftc all these effects have been properly 
eliminated can differences in the measured velocity 
spectra be interpreted in terns of the presence of 
components with different charge-to-mass ratios. 

Some of these difficulties, in particular those aris
ing from Z-depcndcnt velocity resolution uf ihc 
instrument, can be greatly reduced if one simplifies 
the analysis still further and, instead of comparing the 
velocity spectra of two elements in Ihe penumbra 
region, simply measures their relative abundance 
under two conditions: 

(a) All particles are accepted which penetrate the 
geomagnetic field (R\). 

(b) Only those oarticles are accepted of which the 
velocity exceeds some value {pc) which must lie 
comfortably above the region where the effect of 
the Earth's field reduces the interplanetary flux 

(V 
The quotient of the two abundance ratios mea

sures a quantity 

*-».[£/3] 
Here K\ is the relative abundance of the isotope with 
mass AI, in element Z; the subscript zero refers to ihe 
reference element (presumed to have a single stable . 
isotope only). 7j is the spectral index of the compo
nent of charge Zand massA/j, when its interplanetary 
spectrum in the neighbourhood of the velocity cut is 
approximated by a rigidity power law. 

This index can be measured only under the 
assumption that all Isotopes of element Z have the 
same rigidity speclra. The uncertainty in the mea
sured value of y will be reflected in a non-negligible 

uncertainly in ihe isotopic composition parameters 
Kv 

A'j itself depends (for diverging rigidity spcclia! 
on the region of the energy spectrum where the abun
dance ratios arc compared and has a well defined 
meaning only when they both refer to the same ener
gy region. This is the case when they arc measured 
under conditions where the fluxes arc equal, i.e. when 
the cut-off in momcnium/nucleon pc is chosen sud: 
mat the integral flux for the reference clement 
0{>pc) = (!\, ihc same as that used for determining 
the abundance ratio R . 

This the simplest of the available methods for iso
tope analysis in the Earth's field yields only a single rela
tion between Ihc charge-to-mass ratios of the two ele
ments and therefore permits complete analysis only 
in those cases when the element to be analysed pos
sesses at most two stable isotopes (i.e. He, Li, lî. C". 
N...). 

The statistical weight of the data required for a 
given precision in isotope ratios is an order of magni
tude larger than that needed when comparing the dif
ferential speclra in the penumbra region (Fig. 6). 

01 * »0 

Figure 6. 
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The requisite collecting power can hardly be 
achieved with balloons, and a satellite experiment of 
a year's duration is necessary. 

The experiment designed in collaboration by the 
Spa C-njup at Saclay and the Danish Space Re-
sem.-'. ' -te for HEAO-C will, in principle, be able 
to utf. • "'i the methods discussed here for isotope 

8ADHWAR: With regard to structure oi the 
penumbra, we hove found (see Ap.J.. 15 Sept. 1974) 
that it is necessary to take account of this, if we are 
to understand the magnetic deflection distribution 
observed with a magnetic spectrometer. The cal-

analysis in ihe geomagnetic field. The precision that 
can be achieved will therefore depend not only on 
attainable perfection in instrument stability, in instru
ment calibration and data analysis, but also to a large 
extcn: on the progress that can be achieved in ob
taining information on the structtifc of the geomag
netic penumbra region. 

ciliated transmission coefficient agrees with what is 
necessary to understand this detlection spectrum. 

PETERS: This is very encouraging. 

DISCUSSION 



SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNETS FOR SPACE FLIGHT 

R.L. Golden 

NASA - Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texis, USA 

(read by G.D. Badhwar, NASA-JSC) 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Superconducting magnet spectrometers are now 
being routinely flown on high-altitude balloons. 
Three different groups have flown four different mag
nets on ten successful flights. Planning for experi
mentation during the 1980's on the Space Shuttle 
must certainly include magnet spectrometers. In this 
paper we discuss the general characteristics of large 
superconducting magnet spectrometers, the motiva
tion for using them in cosmic-ray research, problems 
associated with space flight of magnets, and speculate 
on how they might best be used on the Space Shuttle. 

We begin with a description of a typical large 
superconducting magnet. Figure ] shows the magnet 
presently flown by the JSC Cosmic Ray Group. An 
almost identical one is being used by the UC Berkeley 
Group. The magnet coil is made of II 100 turns of 
0.7 mm copper wire embedded with 24 strands of 
Nb-Ti superconductor. When carrying 120 A of cur
rent, this coil produced 30 kG magnetic field at the 
centre of the coil and 10-30kG in the experiment 
region. The cryostat uses a liquid-nitrogen inter
mediate heat shield. Aluminised mylar insulatipn is 
used both between the helium and nitrogen cryostats 
as well as between the nitrogen and the outer shell. 
The total system weighs 150 kg. It operates for about 
30 h without refill or the 80S helium reservoir. The 
system Is rated to take 5 g impact shocks in any direc
tion. 

The electrical circuit is shown in Figure 2. A 
superconducting switch made of bare Nb-Ti wire is 
used to short'circuit the power leads for operation 
without external power. A switch heater consisting of 
a coil of manganin wire wound concentrically with 

the superconductor provides 1.2 W of heat when car
rying 200 mA of current. This is sufficient to keep 
the switch from being superconductive and thus open 
when external power is being applied. Carbon resis-
tors are placed at various depths in the dewar to 
monitor helium quantity. When carrying I mW o( 
power, these resif m have about 15U0 Ï2 resistance 
in liquid helium and about 130012 when in cold 
gaseous helium. Charging the magnet is achieved by 
first heating the switch to make it open. Then a 

nS~TT ELECTRICAL 
>*F*JJ AND CRYOGENIC 

CONNECTIONS 

Figure I. 0.6 m SO H magnet. 
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potential of 2 V is applied to the coil from the power 
supply. The SO H inductance of the coil prevents an 
instantaneous large current through the coil. Instead 
the current slowly rises to its normal 120 A operating 
level. As the current rises the applied voltage is de
creased slowly to a level of 0.8 V at iQO A- ït has 
been found that charging 'he coil with large applied 
voltages causes excessive heating in the coii due to 
flux migration and may lead to a transition of the coil 
back to the resistive state. 

Onco the measured current is readied, the applied 
potential as measured at the coil is reduced to 
O±0.01V and the switch is allowed to become 
superconductive- This traps the current in a zero-rests-
lance loop and allows removal of the external power 
supply. This process takes Î • 2 h. 

When used in conjunction with a spatial detector 
system of 200 pm resolution, such a magnet is 
capable of providing a 3O0cmsr geometry factor 
with a 100 GV maximum detectable rigidity (p max). 
In general, magnetic spectrometers measure deflec
tion of a particle as the particle passes through the 
magnetic field. Since this deflection becomes very 
small at high rigidities, the resolution Afllp, becomes 
increasingly worse. The general form for the resolu
tion of a magnetic spectrometer is 

p p p coulomb P a

m a x | 
14 

( I ) 

Typical values are 0.1 for the coulomb term al

though with low mass detector systems it can be as 
small as 0.01. As mentioned before pmax can be as 
high as 100 GV with electronic detectors, it can be 
much higlier with the use of emulsion; 600 GV was 
the design goal on a recent JSC flighl. 

The field of the coil is of course very nonuniform. 
However, it can he cornpated as the suai of H 100 
individual 120 A current loops. The calculation has 
been found to agree with measurements to within the 
1- 2% measurement accuracy. For analysis of data the 
field is computed from a subroutine which contains a 
field table. The field table contains field values at 
points separated by dbout 10 cm and assumes that 
the field is axially symmetric. In this way the field 
nonuniformity is found to be only a minor incon
venience. 

The major limitation for magnetic spectrometers 
is that at high energies they get increasingly less 
accurate, Monte Carlo studies have shown that the 
ability of a magnetic spectrometer to distinguish a 
change in spectral index of ± 1 essentially disappears 
at pjnjjj .'2. In addition, systematic errors in the align
ment of the spectrometer can very easily give rise to 
apparent changes En spectral index. The best safe
guard against such systematic errors is to shut the 
magnet off at the end of the experiment and accumu
late sufficient undefiected data to determine the 
alignment of the spectrometer directly. Further 
design and operational details can be found in the 
references at the end of this paper. 
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2. SCIENTIFIC MOTIVATION 

The principal advantage of a magnetic spectro
meter is thai il makes a very direct measure 01 a 
particle's rigidity without disturbing the particle. This 
enables the use of additional systems lu identify the 
particle such as shower counters for I i + /E~ identifica
tion, scintillators for charge identification and Ccrcn-
kov dclcctors for velocity measurement. The com
bined measurcmcnl of rigldily and velocity or rigidity 
and energy allows measurement of a particle's mass. 

With the use of a magnetic spectrometer, it 
should be possible to separately identify electrons, 
protons, individual nuclides (including separation of 
isotopes) as well as dislEnghuish between particle and 
anti-particle. Along with the identification one tan 
relate a well-determined rigidity. Tills wealth or infor
mation will undoubtedly not be gathered by a single 
experiment, but will rather be Ihe result of a sus
tained effort on behalf of a large number of investiga
tors. Bui the end product should contribute strongly 
to such topics as: separation of source and propaga
tion phenomt.ia, measurement of galactic storage 
mechanisms and their possible energy dependence, 
confirmation of the 3°K radiation by its influence on 
the electron spectrum, average characteristics of the , 
cosmic-ray sources and possible identification of dif
ferent source mechanisms, and the possible existence 
of primordial antimatter. 

Magnetic spectrometer experiments are thought 
to be possible in the following areas: 

charge composition and its possible energy depen
dence 
isotopic separation up to several GeV/n 
electrons and positrons energy spectra 
galactic secondary anti-protons 
searches for primordial antimatter 

- searches for substructure in energy spectra 
- gamma-ray astronomy. 

Each of these studies requires a certain exposure 
factor to obtain data in excess of a given ligidity. 

•ISOTOPE, P 

.CHARGE C O W 

iPWSEW TYPICAL EJPEPIUIWT 
a . 7 U * Ï S O Ï I I E F U G . " 
C d O O V SOOTIE FlKîKT 

VB FREE FLYER 

b'igurc A. Kxposurc factor required to 
events above a given limit. 

Assuming all particle.; lo have about the same power 
law rigidity spectra, one can prepare a graph i>! ex
posure factor required io perform a given study with 
10 particles beyond the limit of resolution. Thk 
graph may be found in Figure 3. As one can see. mag
netic spectrometers will be capable of a large amount 
of physics on the Space Shuttle. 

Because of the limited maximum useful rigidily. 
most cxperimerts can be done on the 7-30 day Space-
lab missions. Thus we expect free-flying magnet expe
riments to be performed only in the late l'JSO's when 
there arises a need for the maximum possible statis
tics. It is worth noting that a magnet designed !'• : 
7-30 day operation is much simpler and cheaper than 
one designed for ! yea' operation. 

The limitations of a magnetic spectrometer, its 
decreasing resolution with increasing energy and ils 
limited geometry factor, mean that this device will 
play a complementary rule to such devices as the nu
clear calorimeter and large area detectors when stu
dies of extreme energies are punned. It is in th range 
of 300MV-100GV where the magnetic spectro
meter can be expected to play a majoi role in hîgn-
energy astrophysics. 

3. OPERATIONAL MATTERS 

The storage of liquid helium in zaio-g fci periods 
of 7-30 da's should not be an especially difficult 
problem. Other disciplines will also have helium 

storage requirements and it can be expected that 
some general-purpose helium cryostats will b'- avail
able for use on the Shuttle. There is a special f.oblem 
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associated with magnets, however. The Berkeley 
Group has pointée1 out that diamagnetic effects will 
drive liquid helium away from the magnet coil with 
forces up to 0.3 g. In the case of the Alvarez HEAO 
experiment, this problem was to be overcome by 
using the spacecraft spin to force the liquid onto the 
coil. Such alternatives are not available using the 
Shuttle as our experiment platform, but the problem 
does not appear insurmountable. First of ail it shodd 
be recognised that a magnet does not have to be in 
liquid helium to work, it only has to be cold. Don 
Reames at Goddard Space Flight Center has suggested 
that the magnet could be pooled by drawing a mix
ture of cold gas and liquid from a master supply 
dewar through the magnet coil itself and then out of 
the magnet vent system. This technique would vastly 
simplify the magnet cryostat design and at the same 
time minimise loss of liquid helium in the case of a 
magnet transition. 

A magnet test and development program is under 
way at JSO using our present balloon-borne magnets 
as well as a prototype HEAO magnet being built by 
the Airesearch Corp. a'id UC Berkeley. We most 
heartily invite participation in this programme by our 
European colleagues. 

As many of you may know, magnet charging does 
not require unreasonably large power supplies. Our 
present magnet system can be charged about 6 times 
from silver-cell battery pack weighing about 25 kg 
and occupying perhaps 0.1 m 3 . Designshave been in
vestigated for an automated charging circuit, but-al 
this time the job appears to require manned control. 

Stray magnetic fields from the magnet will un
doubtedly be the determining factor in the size of the 
magnet. In the five years of operating magnetsaUSC 
we have found the following general rules of thumb 
for operating equipment near magnets: 

Field Problems 

0.3 G Unshielded photo tubes are affected. 
1O0-1SOG Ferrite cores star! losing their per-

fo:Tnance. 
3O0-60OG Relays and solenoids start sticking. 

5" photomultiplier tubes become 
hart to shield. 

3 - 5 k G All photo tubes impossible to shield. 
Some circuits may be affected by 
EMFs induced by wire motion or 
vibration. 

Based on this experience, i*. is felt that magnet 
experiments on the Shuttle should be limited to no 
more than Î0Q G slray fieîà" on any adjacent Shuttle 
structure. This value seems acceptable to the Shuttle 
engineers, but of course it is subject to later review 
and revision on their part 

For a simple coil-type magnet, the stray field, the 
distance from the coil centre to the stray field peint, 
and the magnet central field strength, are related 
roughly by: 

g s * 0 . 4 f l f l ( ^ ) 3 (2) 

where Rm is the radius of the magnet. Using our 
upper limit of Bs < 0. t kG for the Shuttle and setting 
Rs ^ 2.5 m (radium of the payload bay), we find 

fl0^<3.7SkGm3 (3) 

or, for a given central field strength 

^m l So 
(4> 

Typical Bt available are now =s30kG. This is 
about the size of the magnet flown by Goddird Space 
Flight Center, and slightly larger than those used i t 
3SC and UC Berkeley. The geometry &cior associated 
with such a coil depends ofcourae on specific designs, 
but generally G^60BoR^ (cm 2 sr) and the maxi
mum measurable rigidity associated with that geo
metry is = 10 B0Rm. An experimenter trying ' 3 
establish magnet design parameters would almost al
ways want the largest possible geometry factor and 
the highest possible resolution. Thus for BB =: 30 kC 
he would almost always want Rm = 0.5 m on the 
Shuttle. The value of B0 is essentially a measure of 
magnet technology. As new wire and techniques are 
developed, B 0 will increase. Such improvements will 
make the optimum magnet slightly, smaller (to keep 
down the stray fields, see Equation 4), but provide 
net increases in geometry factor and resolution. Some 
typical values are given below: 

B . Rm G pmax 

30 0.5 4S0 ISO (present technology) 

60 0.4 S76 240 (prêtent wire at lower 
temperature) 

120 0.3 692 372 (Nb-SawireV 
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It is worth noting that ihc size of magnets used in 
high-energy astrophysics is also restricted by length of 
light pipes and scintillators used near the magnet. If a 
magnet is appreciably greater than 0.5 m in radius, it 
then becomes difficult to place a tube shield near 
scintillation detectors without excessive loss of light 
by absorption in the plastic. 

Another problem associated with space flight of 
large magnets is their torque fn the Earth's magnetic 
field. The magnet presently used in our balloon pro
gramme has about 10 Nm torque in the Earth's field 
jt a latitude of 30 degrees. This torque would be 

From the foregoing discussion it seems that molt 
of the magnet properties are determined by such con
sidérations as limiting the stray field and eliminating 
the torque on the spacecraft. Fortunately, the magnet 
that meets these requirements is capable of alio meet
ing what appears to be reasonable requirements for 
doing some physics. This situation naturally leads us 
to think that only one magnet design is necessary for 
the Shuttle, and that this magnet could be operated 
as a facility. A concept for such a facility is shown in 
Figure 4. The size Is chosen as one Spacelab pallet 
section. The magnet, gondola and basic power sup
plies could be built in the fashion of a balloon pay-
load, only somewhat bigger. Extensive use would be 
made of Spacelab power, thermal and electronic 
systems to keep the payload as simple as possible. 
Experiments built by independent investigators could 
be installed at both ends of the magnet. The experi
ments could be readily changed from flight to flight. 

Figure 4. A possible Spacelab magnet facility. 

sufficient lo orient the Shuttle. Though it could bt 
easily overridden by the spacecraft orientation sys
tem, the fuel consumption would be undesirable and 
(lights of the magnet together with telescopes or 
other pointed experiments would be very inefficient. 
It seems îhat use of two coils charged in opposite 
polarity within the same container, separated by 
several radii would be the optimum solution to this 
problem. Their torques would cancel, but they would 
be far enough apart so as not to cancel each other's 
fields, This also makes a convenient arrangement lo 
accommodate several experiments on one flight. 

To further increase the flexibility, of the system, a 
space-rated version of NIM and CAMAC electronics 
should be available for use by experimenters. Finally, 
it also appears that it would be helpful to include as 
standard equipment a system for supplying low pres
sure gas to spark chambers and proportional counters. 
A prototype of this concept has al'eady been built 
and successfully flown on a balloon. We are presently 
planning to use the balloon gondola as a facility and 
our first user is the Naval Research Laboratory, 
Washington. 

It should be mentioned that this concept has been 
presented to the NASA Working Group, but has not 
been explicitly accepted. Instead, the Working Grouj. 
feels that magnet experiments should very definitely 
be carried out but does not address the issue of what 
is the most suitable means for doing so. The appropri
ate time for such a decision is probably during experi
ment selection. Our present plans are to propose to 
build the facility and our experiment and also pro
pose that NASA choose other experimenters to use 
the facility along with us. We are very open to other 
ideas. Our wish is to do good physics as cheaply as 
possible. 

It should be emphasised that the spaceflight mag
net system discussed here is only an idea. It is not an 
approved NASA project. A NASA experiment solici
tation and approval has not taken place for Shuttle 
experiments and there are presently no approved 
cosmic-ray experiments or facilities. 

4. DESCRIPTION OF A POSSIBLE SHUTTLE PAYLOAD 



5. PROJECTION OF CAPABILITIES INTO THE I980's 

Hie technology of superconductors is changinn 
rapidly. H is well worth discussing what impact this 
may hsve on magnets used on the Shuttle. We can 
expect substantial improvements in superconducting 
wire. The new wires can be expected to carry more 
current in higher fields at higher températures. As 
discussed before, ihis new wire will lead to significant 
increases in geometry factor and resolution. We can 
expect the improved wire to allow the design of 
simpler cryostats and lighter weight coils, fhe new 
magnets should also be even les* likely to transition 
than the present ones and should charge and dis
charge more rapidly. 

The area of most promise for improvements in 
the ability of magnet spectrometers to reach higher 
energies is the spatial detectors. Improvements in 
spatial detccto.s allow both increases in resolution 
and geometry factor since the lower fields at larger 
distances from the magnet could be utilised. Spatial 
resolutions of 100 - 200/im in large systems are now 
becoming possible and wc can expert that by the 

198Q's gaseous spatial detectors will be performing 
near their theoretical limit - the average ion pair for
mation distance • of around 60 urn. This will mean 
rr^asurement of rigidities up to 3ÔÛ-5QOGV. In 
addition, new detectors such as noble liquid chambers 
may achieve resolutions of lOfrm aitj measure rigidi
ties of up to 1000 GV. li" i!".r «xpe-.ted improvements 
in magnet wire are also achieved, rigidities of over 
1OD0 GV will be measurable even with gaseous detec
tors. 

During the 1980's we can expect the uniquely 
direct rigidity measurements of the magnet spectro
meter to play a key role in charged-partieie astrono
my from energies of a few hundred MV to well over 
500 CV. Detailed measurement of isotopic abun
dances, exploration of the E + / E " ratio, measurement 
of th" P*{f~ ratio, and a complete mapping of the 
ratios of secondary and primary galactic nuclei are 
only a few of the existing research topics to be pur
sued with superconducting magnet spectrometers dur
ing the I980's. 

Golden. R.L et al. Ballooning with superconduc
ting magnets. Ptoc. of the 12th International Con
ference on Cosmic Rtn-s. Hofmt. Tasmania, 
p. LÏ71119711. 
Smith. L.H. et al. Superconducting magnet spec
trometer for cosmic ray nuclei, fier. Sci. 
Innrnim.. 43, 1. No. 1 ( 1972). 

3. Golden, R.L et al. A simple magnetic spectro
meter for cosmic-ray studies to 300 GV, Nad 
Imtrum. and Meth.. 3, 113, p. 349 (Dec. 1, 
Î973). 

4. Pope. W.L et al.. Superconducting magnet and 
cryostat for space application. Lawrence Berkeley 
lab. Report LBL 2699(April 1974). 

MOSES: How is the achievable flight duration 
limited by helium boil-off due to thermal leakage? 

BADHWAR: About 30 h in the present magnet. 
It couM be increased, if it did not have to survive a 
' S acceleration from all directions. 



SOME NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN TRANSITION-RADIATION DETECTORS 
FOR HIGH-ENERGY PARTICLES 

Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, New York, USA 
and 

CERN, Gene», Switzerland 

A review of some recent technical developments 
in transition-radiation detectors is given, and both 
existing detection methods and some involving quite 
novel techniques are described. Good separation of 
pions from protons at 100 - 250 GeV can be achieved 

by employing radiator-wire chamber systems. Novel 
methods utilising superconducting grains and linn 
scintillation foils for the detection of transition ;ad-
iation are also described. 

1. REVIEW OF SOME PRINCIPAL CHARACTERISTICS OF TRANSITION RADIATION 
AND IMPORTANT ACHIEVEMENTS IN RECENT INVESIIGATIONS 

It would be helpful to review briefly some of the 
basic characteristics of transition radiatiet! in order to 
appreciate fully the reasons for its importance in its 
application to the detection and identification of 
high-energy particles in the relativistic region. Now let 
us consider a reiativistic charged particle, moving uni
formly in vacuum and traversing into a medium of 
dialectic constant < (assuming its magnetic permea
bility n = 1). Energy is lost by the particle at the 
interface between th~ two media (vacuum and the 
medium with dielectric constant e) and this energy 
loss is emitted in the form of electromagnetic radi
ation known as the transition radiation [1]. The ener
gy of the transition radiation emitted per unit solid 
angle and per unit of frequency interval from the 
interface, at an angle 8 from the direction of the 
traversing particle, is given by 

i2W = £_ fl* sin* 6 cos3 6 
dîîdw n i c ( i - 0*cw 2 0) a 

fe- 1)(1 -g» spy/? *tf) 

( ecos f l+Ve- th\*$)(l + pVe- am* 0) 

where fl=vfc is the velocity of the particle and e is 
generally a complex qyantiîy given by 

e ( u ) - l - ( < 0 * p M w + :*)J 

and where w„ is the plasma frequency of the medium 
given by 

u , p = 4 * A p / m c 

and 5 is related to the inverse of relaxation lime 
which is quite small (he ~-0.2eV). For aluminium 
(?Wp)Al = 34 eV. The + sign refers to the backward 
emission, and the - sign refer? to the forward emis
sion. 

The frequency of the transition radiation extends 
from below the radio frequency region, upward 
through the optical region and to an upper limit given 
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by jjjp. where y is the Lurent* factor 
( 7 * i /V ' - T » - For a particle with 7 = 1000. this 
upper frequency limit is — 34keV for aluminium, 
which is well into the X-ray region. 

By integrating Equation (1) over all angles, assum
ing #** i , Garibian obtained ver>' simple expressic..; 
for the total energy of the transition radiation emitted 
from a single interface, 
ta) for the optical region 

1fopt = 7 * ( l n 2 T - 3 / 2 ) û « (2) 

where Aw is the optical frequency range; and 
(h) tor the X-ray frequencies. 

«"X-ray s -3^' y <3) 

In both cases (a) and (b), U;* total energy of the 
transition radiation is a funcrion 0I7 !nst*M of func
tions of the particle velocity fi, as in the cue of ionis
ation energy loss, or of Cerenkov radiation. Of par
ticular importance in the X-ray region, the total ener
gy of the transition radiation is Unenrly proportional 
to y of the charged particle involved. It is to be re
membered, however, that the probability of emission 
of a single photon from an interface by a charged 
particle is ~* 1%. so that a large number of interfaces 
are needed to obtain a sufficient number of photons 
for the delection of a single particle. In general, a 
stack of thin foils, with small separations, is used as 
radiators. 

The angle flm at which the maximum intensity of 
transition radiation is emitted, with reference to the 
direction of the traversing particle, is ~* Ifa, and there 
exists a minimum thickness of the medium (materia 
or vacuum) that the particle must traverse before the 
transition radiation can be created, an according to 
predictions from theory. This latter minimum thick
ness is known as thî tbrmation zone Z and is given, 
for relativi«i= particles, by 

Z - f _ J <4) 
« 0M 2+W(wpM 

This is essentially the distance over which the particle 
field and the photon field interact coherently. 

In a recent visit to Erevan, I was happy to hear 
from Prof. Garibian thai he and his colleagues have 
worked out the formuU for the X-ray transition radi
ation produced in an irregular stack of plates, taking 
into account the self-absorption; It is presented in a 
form convenient for numerical calculation {2]. 

Mow I shall list some of the major experimental 
achievements accomplished during the past few years, 
which are of considérable significance in the under
standing of the batte nature of transition radiation 
and in the application of such radiation to the detec
tion and Identification of charged particles in the rela
tivists region. These are as follows: 

(i) Establishment of feasibility of measuring transi-
lion radiation from a single charged particle, 
both in the optical and in the X-ray region, by 
using muitilayered radiators with régulât or irre
gular «pacings. 

(U) Verification of the logarithmic dependence of 
the optical transition-radiation intensity on 7 for 
the charged particle. 

(iii) Vérification of the linear dependence charac
teristic of the X-nty transition-radiation intensi
ty on 7. 

(iv) Verification of the 8m * \{y relationship both 
in the X-ray and in the optical region of the 
transition radiation. 

<v) Measurement of the transition radiation energy 
spectra for different ?'s in the X-ray région is in 
reasonably good agreement with theoretical pte-
dictione. This holds fcrw for both regularly and 
irregularly spaced radiators. 

(vi) Verification of the formation-zone effect is the 
transition-radiation intensity both in the X-ray 
and in the optical region for air and for material 
media. 

(vii) Verification of the total transitkm-radiition in
tensity emitted a» predicted by theory in both 
the X-ray and optical region. 

(vUi) Eswmial élimination of the Landau tail of the 
ioniiaikm k>» spectrum by means of a simple 
computer device. 
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2. PRESENT OWECTTVES IN THE APPLICATION 
OF TRANSiTION-RAD1ATION DETECTORS 

As the Investigations in particle physics and nos-
mie rays go Into higher and higher energies, the iden
tification and discrimination of the particles involved 
become more and more difficult with conventional 
detector systems, die resolving power of which is a 
function of the velocity 0 of the particle and thus 
decreases with the particle energy, whereas the resolv
ing power of a transition-radiation detector increases 
with r , i.e. with the energy of the particle. In many 
cu/rent high-energy accelerator and coimic-ray expe
riments, one often finds the need to separate high-
energy electrons from pions, protons from pions and 
muons, etc. It Is for applications such is these that we 
are trying: (i) to devise a practical transition-radiation 
detector system using present techniques, and (11) to 
investigate further new approaches to such methods. 

2.1. INVESTIGATIONS WITH PRESENT TECH
NIQUES 

2.1.1 - Measurement of total X-ray transition radiation 
without the presence of the charged partklc 

In this case, a stack of 1000 - 2000 thin foils of 
light material is used as radiators, together with a 
magnet to deflect the charged particle away from the 
X-ray detector entrance. A series of such detector 
systems (1 - 5) can be easily realised in the beam-
transport system of a high-energy accelerator. Good 
accuracy on 7 of a charged particle can be expected 
from such measurements. The energy spectrum of 
10 GeV electrons measured with a Ge (Li) detector in 
a single stack system is shown in Figure 1. 

2.1.2. Measurement of X-ray transition radiation with 
the presence of the associated charged particle 

When studying high-energy reactions or cosmic 
rays, particles under investigation can enter the detec
tor system from any direction; thus the detector 
system employing a magnet as described above is no 
longer applicable. We are obliged to resort to a detec
tor system which should be able to measure the ionis
ation loss of the charged particle as well as the associ
ated transition radiation in comparable magnitudes. A 
workable 'sandwich' system transition-radiation 
detector was devised in our laboratory some ten years 
ago as a compromise measure. Today, such a system 
still seems to constitute the generally accepted practi
cal method. The system consists of a successive series 

Figure I. Energy spectrum of transition radiât Un 
by 10 GeV electrons. 

Figure 2. Separation of electrons and pians ai 
2 GeVff with 10-cliamber sandwich 
detector. 

of stacks of radiators interposed with thin X-ray 
detectors such as multiwire proportional chamhers. 
The number of radiator foils in each sandwich stack 
should be such that a detectable low-energy phi it on 
emitted from the first foil should be able to traverse 
the rest of the foils in this stack without being 
absorbed, and reach the detector. The thickness of 
each MWPC (multiwire proportional chamber) detec
tor should be thin enough to give an ionisation loss 
signal comparable to thai given by transition-radia
tion photons. Optimisation of such a system for spe
cific applications has been extensively studied [3 | by 
varying such factors as the radiator material and 
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Comparison of transition radiation with 
ionisation loss caused by JO-GeV elec
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thickness, the foil spacing, the number of foils, the 
thickness and gas mixtu» • in the wire chambers, and . 
the number of sandwich stacks, etc. 

Some of the earlier results showing the separation 
of elections and pions at 2 GeV/c with a 10-chaunber 
sandwich (argon-methane MWPC) and the effect of 
transition radiation caused by lOGeV electrons in 
comparison with the ionisation loss in a 20-chamber 
sandwich system, are shown in Figures 2 and 3. The 
latter result made use of the geometrical mean com
puting device to eliminate the Landau tail effect. A 
schematic of the computing device is shown in Fig
ure 4. 

2.1.3. Transition radiation from lithium radiators 

Figure 4. Schematic diagram of the geometrical 
mean computing device. 
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Energy spectra of transition radiation 
usinga sodium-iodide detector. 

The yield of transition-radiation is expected to be 
higher from radiators made of material with a low Z, 
owing to the low self-absorption in the radiator mate
rial. Yields of transiiion-radiatiofi from lithium foils 
[4] have been measured using a MWPC as well as 
using a î h » Naî (0.S mm thick) detector with elec
trons of momentum 0.5 - 3.5 GeV/c, i.e. a y value of 
1000 - 7000. The radiaion* used consisted of 1000 
50 ji thick lithium foils with a spacing of 0.5 mm. 
These measurements were carried out by out group at 
the Brookliaven AGS. (Members of our group are: P. 
Alley, F. Dell, a Uto and L.CL, Yuan). 

The results obtained using the Nil dettetor aie 
shown in Figure Sa and Sb, Figure 5» ihows the ener
gy spectra of the transition radiation from lithium, 
mylar, and background radiators, respectively. In Fig-

LffHIUM 
MVUfl 
•ACKQMUNO 

Figure 5b. Average detected energy as a function of 
electron energy. 

flic lithium wdiattm w 
V. Badica. 

ure 5b, the average detected energy including back-
e loantd by Dn. W. waii* and ground k plotted at a function of electron energy. 

The N»! detects SOkeV of «anîtikwi radiation at 
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2 GeV/c. However, the ionisation loss is ~ 250 kcV. 
A thinner Nal detector (~ 75 /i thick) would yield a 
much better signal-to-background ratio. 

In Figure 6, the average detecled energy of transi-
tion radiation as a function of electron energy is 
shown. Figure 6a gives the observed values of transi
tion radiation detected by three different MWPC's 
(1.3, 2.1 and 4.2 cm) Tilled with 90% argon and Iff.; 
methane. There is good energy dependence. Figure 6b 
shows calculated theoretical values. The expérimental 
values are lower, probably because: (i) experimental 
results are usually -*- 70% of theoretical predictions, 
and (ii) there is a deterioration of the lithium radi
ators (transmission of 6 keV X rays decreased notice
ably with time). 

Fipurcs 7a and 7b show the pion-elcctron separa
tion effected by a lithium radiators/argon chamber 
and a lithium radiators/xenon (357c Xe. 55%!ie. 
10% methane) chamber, respectively. A good pion-to-
etectron rejection ratio is clearly evident. 

2.1.4. Experimental studies of proton- and pion-
separation in the 100 GeV to 250 GeVregion 

These experiments were carried out by our group 
at Brookhaven at the Fermi National Accelerator 
Laboratory in Batavia, Illinois [S| . One of our objec
tives was to study the separation of the hadrons and 
letpons for different numbers of radiator-MWPC ele
ments (from 1 to 30 elements), so as to obtain the 
optimum design for a practical transition-radiation 
detector. 

The experiments are still in progress and only 
some initial results are presented here (Figs. 8 - 10). It 
can be seen that the separation of pions from protons 
increases with energy, and that at 250GeV/c pions 
and protons can be completely separated even with 
an argon MWPC. The MWPC filled with xenon or a 
xenon mixture would give far better separation than 
that indicated by the present results. 

2.1.5. Cosmic-ray experiments i, 
sithn-radialion detectors 

10 15 20 25 30 (fceV) 

figure 7. Comparison of argon- and xenon-filled 
chambers. 

progress using tran-

A 15-element radiator-MWPC sandwich detector 
system is being set up at Mt. Climax, in collaboration 
with the Louisiana State University group and using 
their energy spectrometer. A 3-element radiator-
MWPC sandwich detector system has been set up at 
Mt. Aragats in Armenia by the Erevan Physics Insti
tute Group. A brief discussion of their preliminary 
results will be presented. 
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Figures. Transitionradiation from protons and 
pions at lOOGeV/c. 

Figure 9. Transition radiation from 200 GeVphns. 

Figure 10. Transition radktfanfivm 250 GeVpions. 

2.2. INVESTIGATION OF NOVEL METHODS OF 
TRANSIT10NRAD1ATION DETECTION 

2.2.!- Utilisation of superheated superconducting 
grains far the detection of transition radiation 

With the present methods of transition-radiation 
detection, two majoi effects limit detection efficien
cy; 

(t) the self-absorption of the radiator foils, which 
absorb most of the low-energy transition-
radiation photons; 

(ii) the thin chambers used to maximise transition 
radiation/ {âEfâx} do not detect all X-rays, 

The method of transition-radiation deiection [6 | 
described below is a very novel one in which the 
radiators also serve as detectors with ÎQ0& efficiency 
for detecting the more abundantly produced low-
energy X-ray photons. 

Certain Type-! superconducting materials such as 
indium and mercury, when broken up into small 
granules of a few to Ï00 fi » s i» , can remain in a 
superconducting state even when brought above the 
critical temperature and field. This state it called the 
superheated superconducting state, and it remains 

• 1 WhVNCunve 
' * ' 3 0 * tCOM MEAN 

m.n 

stable (but actually a roetastabfe state) until some 
external energy perturbation causes it to become nor
mal. The Orsay groap [6] has succeeded in making a 
colloid containing such metallic granules embedded in 
a medium of polyethylene. Since the granules and the 
surrounding medium have different dielectric con
stants, a high-energy charged particle crossing the 
interface between the polyethylene medium and the 
metal grain would emit transition radiation X-rays 
which would be immediately absorbed by the high-
density grannies. The absorbed energy cook? be suffi
cient to change the superheated superconducting 
state of these granules to the norma! state. Since the 
energy spectrum of the traniition radiation X-rays as 
well as the probability of photon emission is a func
tion of the 7 of the charged particle in question, the 
number of granules in the path of the particle that 
would be converted from tile superheated supercon-
dacUtlg state to the normal state would also be a 
function* of y. Thus u would only be necessary to 
measure the number of granules À8, changing state in 
order to determine y for the particle. An can be 
determined: 

In s siaciiaktB with frof. Gtdbbri of the Erevan institute 
of Physics, he pointed out .hat for 7 > wf/c, where rh, 
the îadiiis of the gfanak, thtt eoftéMan miy so longer 
hold true. 
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eil. frequency change dw to flipping of 
states in superconducting granules as a 
function of magnetic field, without 
source. 

(a) by measuring the change in the resonance fre
quency of an LC circuit, L being the inductance 
of a pick-up coil surrounding the colloid; or 

(b) by measuring the d^/d/ caused by the 'Meissner' 
effect, i.e. exclusion of the magnetic field from 
the superconducting granules. 

The frequency of the LC circuit is higher when the 
granules are in the superconducting state than in the 
normal state, also because of the 'Meissner' effect. 

Collaboration has been effected between our 
group at Brookhaven and a solid-state group at Orsay 
to investigate jointly the practical application of this 
novel method for the detection and measurement of 
T Tor high-energy particles. 

Some preliminary tests have been made at Orsay 
and the remits are very encouraging. Figure 11 shows 
the resonance frequency of an ; X circuU of the pick
up coil surrounding an Indium granule/polyethylene 
colloid as a function of a magnetic field (measured in 
terms of the current in amperes in the coll of a sole
noid) which envelopes the colloid sample. One can 
see that the loop, similar to that of a hysteresis loop, 
signifies the superheated superconducting state on the 
upper portion and the supercooled normal state on 
the lower portion. In Figure 12 the solid lines show 
the resonance frequencies of the LC circuit as a func
tion of tin'e for different states of superheated super
conductivity and of supercooled normal conductivity. 
The resonance frequencies are in the region of 
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Figure 12. Frequency change due to flipping of slates 
caused by an x-ray source. 

9.8 MHz, whereas the frequency measuring devi je is 
able to detect a frequency change of a few cycles/ 
second (Hz). It can be seen that both the superheated 
and the supercooled r*ates remain extremely stable as 
a function of time. However, when an X-ray source 
( 1 9 8 I r ) was brought near to the colloid sample to 
simulate the transition radiation X-rays, the reso
nance frequency dropped very sharply in time, as 
shown by the dotted lines. These results serve to 
demonstrate the potential feasibility of such a 
method for the detection of transition radiation pro
duced by a charged partie e. Furthermore, a colloid 
simple containing a singh granule of mercury has 
been tested recently at Orsay and at CERN with a 
special low-noise amplifier, and the flipping of a 
single granule from its superheated superconducting 
state gave a highly detectable signal. 

Preparations are being made jointly with the 
Orsay group to make direct tests with high-energy 
electrons (7 values from 1000 to 10 000) at the 
DESY electron synchrotron (Germany). 

2.2.2. Use of thin scintillation foils as both radiators 
and detectors 

As staled above, an ideal transition-radiation 
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detector would consist of a system in which each 
radiator serves both as radiator and detector. The 
radiator-detector foils must be efficient in detecting 
X-rays and yet v.ust be ihin enough I" yield compara
tively low ioi nation signals from the primary par-
tide. We have in the past used a ihin (500 u) Nal 
crystal detector, the thinnest available at the time, 
but il proved loo thick for this purpose. Recently, 
the Space Physics group, headed by Mme Uly Koch, 
at the Centre d'Jitudes Nucléaires de Saclay. has suc-

111 For detailed references, cf. Luke C.L. Yuan, 
Recent progress in transition radiation detector 
techniques. Invited talk presented at the Int. 
Qtnf. on Instrumentation for High-Energy Phy
sics, Frascati, 1973 (Lab. Naz. CNEN. Frascati, 
1973). p. 334. 

12) G.M. Garibian. L.A. Gevorgian & C. Yang, The 
calculation of X-ray transition radiation generated 
in regular and irregular layered media, submitted 
to Nuclear Physio. 

\3] Some of the earliei studies were contained in 
Ref. 11J. Some rm*re recent investigations by our 
group are in the process of being published, and 
those by Loriktan et ai are published in the Inter
nal Reports of the Erevan Institute of Physics. 

14| L.C.L. Yuan. P.W. Alley, A. Bamberger, G.F. Dell 

BAkBlELUNI: Do you have some news on the 
dynamic radiation of particles in crystal media? 

YUAN: We have performed a series of experi
ments to investigate the dynamic radiation, which 
had been claimed to be 100 limes higher in intensity 
than ihe transiiiim radiation. Using various crystals in 
different numbers of layers and using electrons with 
energies up tr - 12 GeV, we have found no evidence 
of detectable dynamic radiation in the measurement 
of the total integrated energy from the crystal layers. 
In a recent discussion with Prof. Garibian at Erevan, 
Armenia (USSR). I was given the explanation that 
dynamic radiation expected in theory is indeed — 100 

ceeded in fabricating extremely thin I u plastic scin
tillator foils. In a collaborative effort, they made for 
us a sample stack of 10 such foils, each 1 u thick, 
with a 0.9 mm spacing. We made a preliminary test in 
the 50 GeV pion beam at the Fermi National Ac
celerator Laboratory at Batavia and found that quite 
detectable signals were obtainable from the ionisation 
loss of the primary particles. Investigation is con
tinuing. 

& H. Uto. Transition radiation from lithium foils, 
in preparation. 

[51 P.W. Alley, G.F. Dell, H. Uto A L.CL Yuan. 
Observation of transition radiation from pions ai 
100 - 250 GeV, in preparalbn. 

[6| First suggested to us by A.K. Drukier.C. Vallette 
& G. Waysand of the DépL Physique des Solides, 
Faculté des Sciences d'Orsay, who are now colla
borating with us in uV-sc investigations. 

Refer also to the same authors' contributed 
paper: Development of particle detectors using 
superheated superconducting colloids, Proc. Int. 
Conf. on Instrumentation for High-Energy Phy
sics, Frascati, 1973 (Lab. Naz. CNEN, Frascati, 
1973), p. 441. 

times higher than the transition radiation, but within 
an extremely narrow energy band. Thus it would 
agree with our experimental measurements of the 
total energy that it would not be detectable. The con
tradictions with earlier Soviet results are still to be 
reconciled. 

CASSE: Is the Z2 proportionality of the transi
tion-radiation signal completely settled? 

YUAN; As far as 1 know, the Z2 proportionality 
holds true, but in the region where the effect of the 
formation zone enters in, there may be some question 
as to the Z2 proportionality. 

REFERENCES 

DISCUSSION 



NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN CERENKOV COUNTERS 

I. Koch 

Centre d'Etudes NucWaires,Scrvice d'Electronique Physique. Saclay, France 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The methods presently used or under develop
ment for measuring the elemental and isotopic abun
dances of high-energy cosmic rays rely on Cerenkov 
coynters for identification of *he charge and/or the 
velocity of the cosmic particles. 

The intensity of emission of Cerenkov light is a 
sensitive function of the velocity of the incident par
ticle only near the threshold of the Cerenkov radi
ator, it is therefore important to be able to choose 
Cerenkov radiators with a threshold (i.e. a refractive 
iiidex) which matches the velocity range of the par
ticles of interest (Fig. I). Control of the refractive 
index is possible with gases by means of s pressure 
increase, but the risk of explosion limits the pressure 
to 50 aim, the corresponding refractive index being 
1.05. Liquids at room temperature have refractive in
dices greater than 1.23. The gap has been fitted, with 
porous solid structures of silica with structural 
inhomogeneities very small compared to the wave
length of the optical light. Their refractive index lies 
between that of air (Ï.G0) and that of silica (1.48). 
and is proportional to the density of the porous solid. 

Cerenkov threshotd in momentum/nu-
deon and atetgy/mtcteoa as a function of 
refractive index. The range of refractive 
indices covered by gases, porous Mca 
structures, liquids fat room temperature) 
and solids is shown OR the abscissa. 
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. THE POWDER COUNTER 

The first approach was made in 1972 by Unney 
& Pcim 111 with compressed silica powders. They 
demonstrated that powders with a grain size of the 
order of 70 A, much smaller than the wavelength of 
light, may be compressed 1o produce media with 
refractive index between 1.10 and 1.24 (Fig. 2). Fol
lowing this demonstration, experiments hive been 
performed to verify that such materials are suitable 
for use as Ccrenkov radiators, using singly charged 

Refractive index plotted against density 
for compressed silica powder. 
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Figure 3. (impressed silica powders. Mean Cerenkov signal as a function of / /£* using: (a) pions, fb) 
oxygen nuclei. 

Table I. Performances of silica aerogel and powder Cerenkov couniers 

Refractive index 
(range of produced 

samples ) 

Thickness* Diameter* 
Compressive 

strength 
kg/cm3 

Tensile* 
strength 
kg/cm1 

Silica powder 

Silica aerogel 
nonsinlered 
sintered 

1.10 to 1.19 

1.02 to 1.06 
1 . 0 6 t o l . 2 4 " 

1.4 

6 
3.5 

20 

18 
10 

200 ±50 

1 0 ± 3 
160 ±30 

18 ± 6 

1.5 ± 4 
22 ± 6 

For refractive indices of respectively 1.17, 1.06 and 1.24 
* Homogeneity to be studied in this range 
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particles at CERN [2] and the 2.1 GeV/n oxygen 
beam at Berkeley [3 | (Fig. 3). The measurements 
with oxygen nuclei were performed on a 200 mm dia
meter disc, providing an opportunity to investigate 
the degree of uniformity of the refractive index 
across the disc. The variation was found to be less than 

Aerogel of silica, a polyconrlensation of nrtho-
silicic acid. Is obtainsd by hydrolysis of methyl ortho-
silicate. The aerogel results from the elimination of 
[he methanol solvent at a temperature higher than its 
critical point. In this way, open structures of silica 
with densities in the range 0.04 • 0,30 arc easily pre
pared, (he corresponding refractive indices ranging 
from 1.01 to 1.06 [4] (Fig. 4). 

Thermal sintering of the aerogel raises its density 
(eventually up to that of bulk silica) and greatly im
proves its mechanical proper' : ;s . 

Measurements of the amount of light produced 
hy the Cerenkov effect have been made at CERN 

INDEX OF REFRACTION 

Figure 4. Refractive index of silica aerogel as a 
function of density determined by the 
Cerenkov response and by the optical 
measurements. 

0.3% between the centre and iwn ,)«ints 7 cm i>n 
cither side of the centre. The diffusion and absorp
tion lengths are of the order of ! cm, and therefore 
the light collection degrades for radiators more than 
2 cm thick. Table 1 gives the main characteristics of 
the silica-powder-produved samples. 

with protons and pions, and at Berkeley with a 
2.1 GeV/n nitrogen beam. The linearity of the res
pond with 1/01 and the fact that the threshold corre
sponds to the refractive index measured by optical 
means is consistent with a pure Cerenkov emission 
(Fig. 5). The homogeneity of the index has been 
tested optically. It is better than 1% from the lop lo 
the bottom of a 3 cm thick sample. The diffusion and 
absorption lengths are of the order or 4 and 70 cm. 
and therefore the light collection is good for quite 
thick radiators. Table 1 gives the main charuc I eristics 
of the acugel-produccd samples. Preliminary lesis 
show that the homogeneity of the refractive index is 
better after thermal sintering. 

SYMBOL DENSm THICKNESS 

CL3 1.55 cm 
oie 2 * err 
0 1 3.2 c -

I 0.Î66 
0.I8S 3 cm 

ISO 

100 

to-

^ure 5. Cerenkov signai (and number of photo-
electrons) observed for singly charged 
particles traversing silica aerogels of 
various densities, as a function of Iff?. 

3. THE AEROGEL COUNTER 
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A mosaic of S60 mm diameter made of hexagons 
18 cm across and 3 cm thick was successfully tested 
on two flights from Sioux City, lasting 15 and 60 h, 
on August 27 and 16-19 September 1974.Calibri-
tion of the aerogel radiator was effected with muons 
at sea level. An average of 10 photoelectrons was 
obtained for each muon detected [Sj . The instru-

1. Linney. A.D. & B. Peters, 1972, NucL tnsir. and 
Merit., 100, 545. 

2. Linney, ,vD., L. Hugon &. J.P. Stroot, 'Measure
ment of Cerenkov radiation in compressed silica 
powder', to be published. 

3. Linney, A.D., M. Cantin, L Koch, Y- Miubras, P. 
Mestreau, D. Roussel, A. Soutoul, P. Valot & M. 
Delserv, The performances of powder Cerenkov 

BARBELUNl: What is the attenuation length of 
litis material? 

KOCH: The attenuation length in silica aerogel is 
of the order of 70 cm, and the diffusion length of the 
order of4 cm. 

SCHMIDT: What aie the lateral inhomogeneities 
across the Cerenkov materials? 

ment flown consisted or four Cerenkov counters and 
a neon flash tube hodoscope. Preliminary results on 
the aerogel behaviour during flight show a scintil
lation background lowsr than 2.5% of the Ccrenkov 
yield at saturation for buron to iron nuclei. 

Further improvements in homogeneity and trans
parency arc under study. 

counters, 13th Int. Cosmic-Ray Conference, 
Denver, 1973. 

4. Cintin, M., M. Cassé, L Koch, R- Jouin, P. 
Mcstreiu, D. Roussel, F. Bonnln, J. Moutel & SJ . 
Telchner, 1974, NucL Instr. and Afe/fc., 118, 
177-182. 

5. Lund, N-, private communication. 

SIMON: Is there a principal problem in producing 
larger areas or is it just a v "stion of technique? 

KOCH: As far as ' sw, it is only a technical 
problem. Dimensions of produced samples corre
spond to those of the autoclave used to extract the 
solvent from the gel. Large areas can be made with 
mosaic of hexagons. 

REFERENCES 

DISCUSSION 

KOCH: Of the order or less than 1%, but the 
precision of our measurements at the moment is lim
ited to 1%. 



DRIFT CHAMBERS 

G. Charpak 

CERN, Geneva, Switzerland 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A drift chamber is a device in which electrons 
liberated in a medium by ionising collisions can be 
moved away from their initial position by appropriate 
electrical fields and transported to well-determined 
positions where they are duc ted . 

The most commonly used medium so far has 
been the gaseous state, although liquid drift chambers 
merit serious consideration Tor many applications, 
since the considerable effoit invested during the few 
years in ihe investigation of the properties of liquid 
gases as detection media for ionising particles has 
shown many properties similar to those of gases. 

The displacement of the electrons can serve many 
purposes: 

(i) If the precise creation time of the initiai ionisa
tion is known, then the measurement of the time 
interval between production and detection yields 
the position of the initial electrons. The impor
tance of drift chambers stems from the (act that, 
as shown in the very eariy work on this subject, 
spatial accuracies of the order of 100 urn and tim
ing accuracies of the order of 5 ns can be achieved 
by rather simple means. 

(ii) The transport of elections along well-defined lines 
of force may be used to match a given geometri
cal siîuation where one wants all the electrons 
produced along a line of force to give a unique 

inagc. We will see an application of tins in the 
spherical drift chambers, where all the electrons 
produced by soft X-rays along straight lines pas
sing by the centre of a sphere piodtice a single 
image. 

(iii)Drift spaces may be filled with divided soliJ mat
ter. The solid is used to give rise to appropriate 
reactions with charged or neutral panicles. The 
secondaries are detected in the gas in which the 
matter is embedded; the ionisation electrons are 
milked out from the gas and transferred to a pro
portional chamber. Very promising, efficient de
tectors for neutral radiations seem feasible, and 
applications for the construction of high-energy 
calorimeters can be foreseen. 

(iw) Large drift volumes offer interesting possibilities, 
All the information contained in a trajectory, 
namely the three-dimensional position of every 
electron cluster and the energy loss along the 
track, can be measured after the transfer of the 
initial electrons to a muWwire chamber Tim is 
the best approximation ta a purely electronic 
track chamber. We will examine an interesiinj! 
application for a relatively simple measurcmen, of 
the rclativistic rise of ionisation loss of charged 
particles in chambers of several cubic metres, and 
for identification of secondary particles emerging 
from a bubble chamber. 

2. DRIFT CHAMBERS FOR POSITION AND TIME MEASUREMENTS 

When a charged particle traverses a gas it liberates electrons by ionising collisions. If an clectnc field is 
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applied to the gas, the liberated electrons can be 
drifted towards a positive electrode. This positive 
electrode can be the wire "f a proportional chamber, 
which delivers a pulse when one electron gives rise to 
an avalanche. The drift time can then be measured, 
and there exists a relation between the position oT the 
initial electron and the time at -hich the pulse is 
observed. 

U. us examine the succession of events between 
the crossing of a chamber by a fast relativistic particle 
and the detection of a pulse. 

2.1. TUB PARTICLE CROSSES THE GAS; ACCUR
ACY OF AN IONISATION TRAIL 

Tie ionising particle liberates primary electrons 
along the trail. These electrons have a limited range r 
in the gas. Typically in 1 cm of argon about 35 prim-
ary collisions will occur. Each primary electron will 
iibe>ate two or three secondary electrons before being 
stunpcd. These secondary electrons drift towards the 
wire. The accuracy in the measurement of the posi
tion of the trajectory will depend, among other fac
tors, on the range r. In 1 cm of a gas such as argon at 
NTP. the most probable loss of a relativistic particle is 
about 2 keV. The primary electrons have energies 
around 70 eV. close to the position of the maximum 
ionisation cross-section 4 x 10" ' 6 eni ' .ascan be seen 
from Figure 1. They have a mean free path for ionis
ing collision of 10"1 cm. Tile range of most of the 
electrons .all thus be of the order of a few microns at 
most ai NTP. However, occasional large transfer col
lisions may occur (Landau fluctuation) leading lo a 
tail of electrons with energies well above the average 
one. However, even at 6 keV the effective range in 
argon is below ISO urn, because of the large multiple 
scattering of such low-energy electrons. Tie accuracy 
wili depend to some extent on how the time informa
tion is extracted from the first electrons: it can be the 
centre of gravity of the succession of avalanches pro
duced by all the electrons liberated along the trajec
tory. So far, to my knowledge, everybody takes the 
beginning of the pulse which is produced by a vari
able fraction of all the electrons, depending on the 

Figure I, lonisatkm cross-section of electrons in 
noble gases. 

sensitivity of the electronics. One thing is clear, the 
thinner the chamber, the smaller the energy loss, and 
the smaller theprobabiUtyof aaaccidental long-range 
5-electron giving a large error in the position. This 
statement has to be tempered by the fact that long-
range electrons may also be produced outside the 
chamber or in the walls. These simple considerations 
show, however, that as soon as we are interested in 
accuracies far below 100 pm, we have to worry about 
the range of the primary ionisation electrons. The 
domain of these great accuracies has to be carefully 
investigated in the near future because of the impor
tance, in the 100 GeV range physics, of high-accuracy 
detectors. With present drift chambers, where thï 
accuracy is at best 50 pm, the initial track thicknesc 
appears as infinitely small. 

2.2. THE ELECTRONS DRIFT IN THE GAS: SOME 
CHARACTERISTIC PARAMETERS 

The mass of the electrons is so low compared to 
that of the molecules among which they move that in 
elastic collisions they retain a large fraction of their 
momentum. Even in low electric fields the electrons 
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Figure 2. Drift velocities in some gases. 
(a) Illustrates the influence of small im
purities 
(b) Illustrates the contrast in behaviour of 
some gases, very common in proportional 
chambers (taken from Ref. 2 ) 
(c) Same as (b) 
(d) Illustrates the strong dependence on 
the composition of the gas mixtv es 

will retain energy gained from the field, i .d their 
velocity distribution, which affects their mobility, 
will be very different from that of the surrounding 
molecules. This subject is treated in all book: related 
to electrical discharges in gas. It has been r:viewed 
extensively in a recent article by Palladino an Sadou-
lei [11. 

2.2.1. Some experimental facts on drifting >f elec
trons m gases 

Because of their considerable practical ani theo
retical value in the field of gas discharges, f -* laws 
governing the drifting of electrons in g?«s uuicr the 

E/p tv/cm • mm Hg) 

•300 « » 2000 WOO 
OnH WO [v/wi • o i l " ] 

influence of electric fields have been (he subject of 
extensive studies [2 ,3) . 

Since the beginning of the century a great variety 
of methods have been applied. Where one now reads 
the description of different types of electron shutter 
methods used in dus field, one wonders why drift 
chambers were not invented much earlier, to localise 
fast particles. This is an obvious case where more 
interaction between experimentalists in different 
fields would have accelerated progress. 

Figure 2 shows the drift velocity of electrons in 
different gases. Some salient features of the laws 
governing the drifting of electrons are the following: 

(a) The drifting in many pure gases is strongly modi
fied by impurities, even in small quantities. The 
effect is striking in noble gases. The addition of 
1% Ni to argon changes the velocity by a factor 
of 5 (Fig. 2a). In most detectors, complex mix
tures arc used and the data concerning high-purity 
gases are of little use. 

(b) The dependence of the drift velocity on the dec-



trie field varies widely with the composition of 
the gas mixtures and their nature (Fig. 2b). Very 
typical in this respect is the case of Ar-COa mix
tures and Ar-isobutane (Fig. 2c). 

In one case the drift velocity is a growing func
tion of Efp. while in the other case It nearly 
becomes a constant. The consequence is the differ
ent time distribution of the pulses produced in a 
proportional multiwire counter filled with these 
two mixtures. In the first case its distribution is 
wry peaked 'n the short tinv-region (correspond
ing to the large fields around the wire) with a long 
lait in the long time-region (corresponding to the 
low-field region between the wires). In the second 
case, it is an almost rectangular distribution with 
sharp edges, corresponding to the nearly constant 
drift velocity. 

In the absence of an electric field, the electrons 
reach energy equilibrium with the atoms. The veloci
ty at equilibrium at 300° K is of the order of 
10' cm/s. 

In the absence of electric fields the bask laws of 
interdiffusion of two gases are applicable to electrons 
diffusing in a gas. The relation r = Vfl defines 
the coefficient of diffusion £>: T is the flux density of 
the electrons due to a density gradient Vn of the 
electrons; thus r is the net number of electrons cros
sing a unit of area normal to Vn in a unit of time, 
with n the electron number density. 

From the condition of continuity. In the absence 
of sources 

In the drift chambers, where the ambition is to 
measure the position of a particle from the time 
of drift of the electrons to the sense wires, it is 
uear that one has to find gases where the velocity 
is independent of the electric field, unless the 
measurements are limited to a region of constant 
field. 

Depending on the structure of the chamber and 
the accuracy, this requirement is more or less 
stringent. 

(c) There exist (Fig. 2b, d) admixtures of gases where 
the drift velocity is nearly a constant. Our mea
surements show that over a range of Efp extend
ing from 1 to 20, the drift velocity changes by 
less than 1% in the gas mixture we are using: 
argon (67.2%), isobutane (30.3%), methylal 
(2.5%). 

If one wishes to understand the detailed beha
viour, one is faced with some difficulties. A com
plete kinetic theory of the drift velocity in elec
tric fields has lu take into account many complex 
phenomena. 

1. Diffusion without electric field 

No electric field, 
random diffusion 

leading to the diffusion equation 

v-(ovit)j£ * 
if D is constant throughout the region of diffusion, 
which is true under conditions of small values of n 
and Vn, it takes the simple form 

dn 
bt DV*i 

If the density of free electrons grows too high, space 
charge is produced, and D is not constant. This is the 
situation reached close to the wires of raultiwire 
chambers. 

Experimentally, pure diffusion experiments are 
difficult to realise. Usually a combination of diffusion 
with electric field drift is encountered in most prac
tical cases. Experiments were carried out by 
Townsend and Tizard in 1913, where the diffusion is 
at right angles to the field. The equation must then be 
written 

T = -DVtt + nw 

wlu'i i? iv is the drift velocity. 

The method compares the mobility of the elec
trons in the longitudinal direction, caused by the elec
tric field, with the lateral spread due to diffusion. 
Since the lateral diffusion is cylindrical^ symmetric 
for a point source, a central collecting disc with two 
successive collecting rings is used. Comparison ol the 
currents in the ring as a function of the electric fields 
makes it possible to obtain the value ofD/w \2]. 
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It should be emphasised that in drift chambers 
the situation is different. The diffusion of electrons 
which is measured and appears as the main factor 
limiting the accuracy in the position determinatior of 
ionising trajectories, is Uic diffusion in the direction 
of the electric field. (We will see that the diffusion 
stays of the same order for the lateral and the longi
tudinal directions). It leads to a broadening of the 
initial lateral distribution of electrons along a track. 
Drift chambers are in fact one of the most precise 
methods of measuring of the different parameters of 
drift velocities or diffusion under different conditions 
of electric or magnetic field intensities. 

The distribution of electron» In space and time 
under the influence of diffusion Is: Nx = Nat\/itDt 
c*p (-tf»/4Z»)d>', where Na is the number of elec
tron:; at r~ 0 and t * 0. The square root of the aver
age squared displacement along an axis is 

o = s/^~= *JWt (see Ref. 2, p. 200) (2) 

The coefficient of diffusion D is a function of gas 
density, pressure, temperature, and mass. The kine
matic theory derivation yields 

a - o w * * ! ^ (3) 

where y s f c 1 ) ^ is the average velocity of the elec
trons, and / the mean free path, 

where k = Boltzmann's constant and T = temperature. 

In air the diffusion coefficient is S x I 0 3 times the 
coefficient of negative ions; De = 259 cm1 Is. In 1 ps, 
y/x*x 220 um. This gives the correct order of magni
tude of the effect of diffusion in many other polyato
mic gases at NTP. 

At constant density, with variable temperature, D 
will vary like y/T. Since m/M« I the dominant 
term in the dependence of D with respect to m stems 
from v, since v varies as Ifs/m. D is proportional to 
y/(m + M)/Af = y/TTm/M. The influence of the ato
mic mass of the gas is negligible. 

2.2.3. Diffusion in an electric field 

Electron drifting in an 
electric field 

, .^-v? £-,/*, fj Ee 

Despite the highly random motions of the elec
trons, the drift speeds are surprisingly sharp, Each 
electron experiences the same average advance per 
second despj.e the fact that for every centimetre of 
advance in the field, it ><as travelled many mean free 
paths at very different speeds. This is related to a very 
general law. If a physical phenomenon is the result n! 
many events described Individually by a Poisson dis
tribution, it takes a well-defined value. 

The drift velocity is defined us 

w = (cx) = \cxF{r.c,t)& 

where F[r,c,t) is the velocity distribution of the elec
trons at the point r and at lime /. 

1 he mobility is defined as the drift speed divided 
by the electric field /J = w/E. ft is dependent un the 
gas density and the quantily usually described m ifie 
literature is 

Vo: 
7o P 

where y0 is the mobility at 273°K and 760 mm Up 
pressure. 

For atomic ions, the mobility was found to be a 
constant, independent of E/p. For electrons this is true 
only for very low values of E/p < 10"1 V (cm torrf1 -

The electrons do not usually exchange kinetic 
energy with the gas molecules in the collisions be
cause of the considerable ratio of their masses and ihe 
requirement of momentum conservation. The result 
of this is that in electric fields the electrons have a 
temperature much higher than the gas lempcraiure. 
The electron temperature is defined as for gases Inim 

, 3*r. 
1 

Ml 

X =Wt 

The electron is treated like a highly attenuated com
ponent of a gaseous mixture- The distribution func
tion f{c), where c is the instantaneous velocity, need 
not be Maxwcllian to give a meaning to Tc. 

In the case of a Maxwcllian distribution the drift 
velocity is 

w-as i s îÊ 1 
m v 

giving the well-known Einstein relation 



A correction of about 10% is introduced if the Druy-
vesieyn distribution for electron velocities is assumed. 
Some measurements of O/fi as a function of E/p at 
several gas temperatures are shown in Figure 3. What 
is plotted is the value of a parameter frequently en
countered in the literature on gas discharges: the 
characteristic energy c j . It is simply the quantity 
€&- = eO/n. We see from the above formula that it is 
closely related to the electron temperature, but it Is 3 
directly measurable quantity since experiments can 
yield the quantity Dip. These curves show a value 
equal to k T, with 3" the gas temperature at 
Efp - 10"3 V (mm tonf ' . With increasing E/p, the 
valus of Din rises. Al the highest value of Efp, a 
partial levelling-off occurs in some gases, due to the 

;>ini£'1 _-'«»J—, K-^tFtw. ;i 

' •».*( . £ ? = i ^ ! î = F ^ " 
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Some experimental values ofDfr in some gases. 
(a)Helium; (b)Argon; (c)CO). /Worn R.W. Warren 4 J.H. Parker Jr., fhys. Rev. 128, 2668 
11962)1 

fact that elections are gaining so much energy that 
they can produce electronic excitation. In each colli
sion, the electron loses a large fraction of its kinetic 
energy and regains it after many mean free paths of 
drift. The large losses of energy are sufficient to slow 
the rate of rise of the mean electron energy. 

We wfll see that characteristic energies of the 
order of 1 eV are common around 1000 V/cm tX 
NTP. This corresponds to average election velocities 
of 10* cm/s, 20 lo 100 times greater than the drift 
velocity al this field value. 

In order to have a feeling for the influence of the 
physical parameters, it is interesting lo examine the 
results of a rough estimate of w in argon, assuming 
that the momentum transfer mean free path is inde
pendent of the velocity and that the distribution in 
energy is narrow. 

The calculation by Pallidlno and Sadoukt [1] is 
done by attaining thai die collisions have an effect 
surùsar to that of a friction force, and simply writing 
that the energy gaina d in the field is equal to the 
energy lost by collision: 

e£w*(Aei'//> 

where Me) it dw sntan fractional energy low in a 
collision, at a function of energy. Then kinetic theory 
yields, assuming a narrow energy distribution, 

WTï 
V AT«~ 

2 V -L" ^ 
3/V m 
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characteristic energy and the drift velocity. Wc see 
(5) thpt over 5 orders of magnitude, the expérimenta! 

results are reproduced. These authors have tried to 
make such a calculation for a gas mixture commonly 
used in drift chambers, namely argon-isobutaiie. for a 
low (7%J and high (38%) isobutane concentration. 

The shorter the mean free path, the lower the 
drift velocity, the mean thermal velocity, and the dif
fusion coefficients. A large mean fractional loss per 
collision results In a large drift velocity, a small ther
mal velocity, and a small diffusion. We can thus 
understand the strong effect of complex molecules 
with low-lying vibrational and rotational levels. 

How valid is such a simplified picture? The result 
of such a crude model for argon is presented in 
Figure 4. It reproduces, grossly, the behaviour of the 
experimental curva at large Efp. Its interest, as we 
will see, is that it gives support to the hypothesis that 
the lateral and longitudinal diffusions are equal. 

PaJJadino and Sadoulet, among other authors, 
have tried to take into account more realistic hypo
theses for the cross-section and for the electron distri
bution using computers for the calculation. In fig
ures 5 and 6 wc have represented the cross-section in 
argon, and the final results of the calculation for the 

E (V/cm. atm.) 

I01 I0 2 I0 3 I0 4 I0"„ 

Figure 5. Cross-section for the momemum transfer 
of electrons in argon. We observe a char
acteristic Ramsauer effect. The argon is 
very transparent to electrons around 
0.3 eV. 
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Figure 4. Comparison of theory and experiment for 
argon. The theory described in Refer-
ence 1 assumes a crOiS-section indepen
dent of energy and a narrow energy distri
bution. 

Figure 6. Rigorous computation of the drift velo
city and the characteristic energ}'. Vic 
calculation described in Reference ! takes 
into account the experimental cross-
section of Figure 5. 
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Ooss-section for elastic collisions as a 
function of electron energy in ChHb and 
CiH* (taken from Ref. 12). 

Unfortunately, as the cross-section for isobutane 
is known only above 1 eV and with only an estimate 
of €jr for 25% isobutane of around SOOV/cm avail-
able, they have had to extrapolate a somewhat arbit
rary estimate of the total cross-section and excitation 
cross-section as a function of energy. They get results 
in good agreement with experiment. However, the re
sult is very sensitive to such data as the excitation of 
collision cross-sections of molecules for low-energy 
electrons, and these data are so scarce for most of the 
gasef that an experimental approach is the only reaHy 
safe way to test the influence of a given gaseous com
ponent. An example of these excitation curves is given 
in Figure 7, which shows the complexity of the exact 
computation. An approximate calculation for the 
gases used in our drift chambers is shown in Figure 8. 

2.2.4. Optimum parameters for a drift chamber 

Practically, we want to minimise ax=->j2Dt. 
From the preceding formulae, after 1 cm of drift ox*> 
•s/lejJeE. If ejt is proportional toE,ox'*z constant. 
Wc have to work in conditions of low e^. We see from 
Figure 8 that a lugh concentration of isobutane is fa
vourable. This is true, however, only for a constant 
field. With a higher concentration of isobutane, we 
have to increase the drift voltage to be on the plateau, 
thus increasing the characteristic energy and losing 
our apparent benefit. 

2000 

E (V/cm-aim I 
Characteristic energy of electrons in 
argon-isobutane mixtures (calculated in 
Ref. I). 

We see, however, that in our gas mixture 
€fc~ElA; this leads to a very small dependence of 
ax on E. The most favourable operation is, never
theless, at the beginning of the plateau. The Equa
tions (5) give a sufficiently good representation of the 
behaviour of ej. at the beginning of the plateau to 
lead uc to admit the relative validity of one of the 
hypotheses underlying the equation*, namely the iso
tropic character of the cross-section. 

If we compare our results with those obtained by 
measurements in diatomic pases and giving a measure 
of the lateral diffuâon, we find similar results. For 
instance, after 1 cm of drift in H2. N 2 and COj, we 
have from Rotsi (3] : 

HÏ N t CO* 

250 pm 270 pm 100/im 

These results concern the effect of the lateral diffus
ion. We shouM not expect a strong difference in the 
longitudinal one. Such a difference would result from 
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strong anisotropy of the electron distribution with 
respect to the Held direction after each collision. 
However, the gross validity of die model with con
stant and isotropic cross-section to reproduce the fea
ture of the characteristic energy at high E/p for argon 
indicated that we can ignore this anisotropy. Tins is 
confirmed by the experimental results. 

1 3 . DIFFERENT TYPES OF DRIFT CHAMBERS 

The possibility of using the space-time correlation 
to interpolate between the wires of mu'Mwire cham
bers wis discussed in the earliest répons on this sub
ject |4 - 6 ] . Measurement of the space and time ac
curacy in uniform fields and the demonstration that 
spatial accuracies of 100#m and time accuracies of 
5 ns were feasible was reported in 1969, and 1970 
J7 -9J . The development and operation of drift 
chambers in experiments was pursued simultaneously 
in two European laboratories along two quite distinct 
lines: the multiwire drift chambers by the Heidelberg 
group, nnd the large drift spaces In uniform fields by 
the Saclay group. The remarkable success of these 
two developments has contributed greatly to the 
interest in drift methods. 

One method relies on the simplicity of the con
struction of single multiwirc chambers with a large 
wire spacing (one to several centimetres) and 
cathodes at a constant potential (Heidelberg croup) 

[10- 13], This group partially succeeded in over
coming the main defect of these chambers, the inho-
mogeneous electric field. A more recent and impor
tant development along similar lines lias been the con
struction of large drift chambers for neutrino experi
ments by a Harvard group working at NAL. 

The second method relies on the advantage of 
having a constant electric field over all the measuring 
surface [14-16). Drift lengths of up to 50cm arc 
used. Such a method relinquishes one main advantage 
of drift chambers, namely the accuracy well below 
1 mm. It has the virtue of maximum simplicity in the 
read-out. A beautifully simple detection system of 
this type is used with the 1 GeV nuclear spectrometer 
at the Saclay accelerator. 

During the last few years, a small group at CF.RN, 
mainly under the responsibility of F. Sauli, has beer 
concerned with the optimisation of drift chambers in 
view of the construction of a large detector in the 
Omega magnet for the type of physics foreseen with 
the 300 GeV machine. The specific requirements 
were related to the high accuracy, the high multiplici
ty of each event, and the operation in a magnetic 
field. The CERN group came to the conclusion that 
large detectors with a 100 pm accuracy seem feasible 
under these conditions, and a realistic test with a 
module of chambers 220 x 150 cm 2 , with six gaps in 
different orientations, is under way. The mechanical 
tolerances on such a module have been brought down 
to 50pm in order to match the expected accuracy. 

EQUIPGTENT1ALS 

Figure 9. Potential lines in a multiwire drift chamber. Sensor wire separation 6 cm. A potential wire of 
150 fun diameter set at -2000 V separates the sensor wires. Sensor-wire to cathode distance 
J.S cm; sensor-wirepotential+2600 V. 
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At ihc same time, this group has deepened our 
understanding of drift chambers by the systematic 
sludy of the various parameters influencing the oper
ation. 

Practical methods for the construction of two-
dimensional chambers t.jve been designed. They can 
be of importance for cylindrical configurations winch 
arc usually difficult to construct, but seem of interest 
for many experiments around storage rings. This is an 
ideal tool fir image representation of spatial distribu
tion of very tow-cncrgy electrons or protons. 

Low-pressure drift chambers have also been stu
died. They are a promising instrument for low-energy 
nuclear physics. 

2.3.1. Tfie mu'.livAre drift clwmbers with cathodes at 
a constant potential 

These chambers arc of a structure similar to that 
of ordinary multiwirc chambers. The wire spacing is 
brought to a maximum compatible with the thickness 
of the chamber; it is of the order of the chamber 
thickness. In order to suppress the region of zero field 
which exists between sensor wires in no; mal cham
bers, a thick wire at a negative potential is placed 
between them (10-13}. Figure 9 shows the potential 
lines in such a structure. 

The nonuniformity of the field has several conse
quences. 

(a) The gas filling has to be chosen in such a way as 
to make the nonlinearity of the response (lime 
versus position) a minimum. 

(b) The nonlinear response can be taken care of by 
either hardware or software methods. In the first 
case, simply and cleverly illustrated by the Heidel
berg group's use of nonlinear clocks matched to 
the response curve, it can be done only for 
tracks at a given fixed angle, preferably orthogo
nal to the chamber. 

Another important unknown with these field con
figurations concerns the separation power for closely 
spaced trajectories. The exist nee of low-electric-field 
pockets, together with a relatively high thickness, 
should give rise to delayed trains of avalanches vari
able with the position of the trajectories. This may 
limit the possibility of multitrack readout by a single 
wire*. 

• Mr. Marcl, at SaeUy. is gathering precbe information on 
(his subject. 

However, for many applications where moderate 
accuracy is needed, this is u '•elector of a simplicity 
and cost similar to those of spat\ chambers, and with 
considerable advantages in some uuicr respects, such 
as counting rate. 

Some special two-dimensional drift chambers of 
this type also have the attractive feature of simplicity 
113]. The second dimension is obtained from strips 
orthogonal to the sensor wires. The very strict timing 
correlation of the induced pulse and of the pulse 
from the sensor wire permits correlation of the two 
co-ordinates of an avalwchc when several simultane
ous particles are detected by several wires. This avoids 
the usual set of inclined co-ordinates needed to re
move ambiguities arising from multitrack detection. 
The larger the wire spacing, the better the method. 

The extension, by the Harvard group [17,18], of 
this type of construction to much larger structures 
brought to light new problems that have not yet been 
completely cleared up. In order to have a detector at 
very low cost, they increased the distance between 
sensor wires lo 10 cm. and the total thickness to 
S cm. One cannot simply scale up the Heidelberg 
chambers, with 1 cm or 2 cm wire spacing, to the 
Harvard chambers simply by multiplying the voltages 
by 5 or 10, since the mean free path is kept constant. 

To maintain the same configuration of electrical 
fields, one has also to multiply the wire diameter by 
the same coefficient, and those working with these 
large chambers find it necessary t ° have wires with a 
diameter of at least 50um(Saclay) or 100 urn (Har
vard). If the wires are kept too thin, it is impossible 
to achieve a sufficient drift field without entering in
to a region of fields around the wiie, producing a 
spontaneous permanent discharge. However, some 
rather unexpected phenomena occur with thick wires. 
The pulses obtained in the proportional mode cannot 
reach the same level as with the thin wires. The gra
dients are smaller and the positive ions move more 
slowly. Since only the fait components of the pulse are 
being used, even an avalanche of the same total ampli
tude will give rise to smaller pulses in the fail low-
input-impedance amplifier. Hence the apparent ina
bility of chambers with thick wires to tjve large pro
portional pulses. As soon at the pulses reach a given 
low level, a new mode sets in: a Geigcr pulse propa
gates over about I cm. An investigation has recently 
been carried out in collaboration with a Saclay (roup 
building such chambers [19]. It shows that a dead-
time of 300ps, localised to about 1 cm, is prodded 
by these pulses. It is an interesting new type of dis
charge. It is, however, fatal for the multilrack detec-
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tion. The paradoxical fact is that thresholds of 
0.25 mV have to be used to give a sufficient effi
ciency, and at the same time these huge pulses can be 
produced when the avalanches grow beyond a rather 
small size, giving, for instance, a 15 mV pulse on a 
1000 i ï resistor. 

The considerable interest in the construction of 
Itrge drift chambers for neutrino physics Is boosting 
some further study, and the Saclay group [19] is 
trying (o introduce simple mechanical modifications 
giving the possibility of some independent adjustment 
of the drift fields and the amplifying fields around 
the sensor wire*. 

2.3.2. The drift chambers with a uniform field 

In such chambers the measuring volume is em
bedded in a constant electric field. This field can be 
produced ty wires ut a rising potential or by thin 
metallic strips. The I GeV spectrometer group at 
Sacliy is using this method extensively [14, IS] . 
They achieve a 10"* momentum resolution at 1 GeV, 
with a simplicity of the detection methods thai could 

hardly be achieved in other ways The electrons drill 
over distances of 25 cm on 50 cm. Pur»1 methane ii 
used now as a filling gas. The drift velocity is 
10 1 cm/s. Figure 10 shows an early calibration curve. 
They have to apply a total drift voltage of 60 kV. 
which would obviously be a nuisance in some oases. 

The accuracy is degraded to 1.5 mm after 50 cm 
of drift. This is acceptable in their experiment be
cause of the magnetic dispersion. The magnet was, I 
think, designed before the properties of drift cham
bers were known. It seems to be that now that il is 
proved that 100 jim is an accuracy that can indeed be 
achieved in experiments, and not only with proto
types discussed at conferences, the design of new 
spectrometers should be seriously reconsidered. A 
study of chambers with 25 cm drift has also been 
described in References 16 and 17. 

2.3.3. Vte multiwire drift chamber with an adjustable 
electric field without magnetic fields 

In this typo of chamber, extensively sti'dicd at 
CERN [20], the wire spacing of 5 cm is kept moder-

N*267 
AX * 0 .6 m m 

5 

N-517 
AX = 0.8 mm N*758 

AX* 0.8mm 

N=991 
AX* 1mm 

N = 1187 
AX= 0 .8 mm 

» 15 » 
Figure 10. 2S cm drift spice in a uniform field. Calibration points with a beam of 0.6 mm widlfi. Almost no 

broadening is observed over 25 cm, showing that the intrinsic accuracy is much better than the 
beam width (Refs. 14 and IS/. 
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Figure 11. Structure of a multiwire chamber with adjustable drift fields. A resistor divider distributes the 
potentials on the cathode wires. 

Figure 12. Variation of the field in the chamber re
presented in Figure 11. If te electric field 
wrics as a function of the distance to the 
wire. 

ate, compatible with a lOOfim accuracy. The cham
bers are 0.6 cm thick. The electric field is produced 
by wires at a rising potential (Fig. 11). A thick wire at 
a potential equal to the maximum potential of the 
cathode wires is plared between the sensor wires. It 
helps to maintain a sharp separation between adjacent 
drift regions Dr. Atac at NAL advocates the advan
tage or replacing this wire by a strip of metal [21, 
221-

Figure 13. Space-time relationship in a drift cham
ber. Perpendicular tracks. Perfect linear
ity over the whole range. 

In such chambers the electric field is far from 
constant .Figure 12 shows the variation in field 
as a function of the distance to the sensor wire, in the 
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Figure 14. Accuracy as s function of distance. 
Standard deviation of the dispersion of 
the distance to the wire. Perpendicular 
tracks. The electronic contribution, not 
deduced from the data and due to finite 
time résolution of 1 ns, is also sho wn. 

ce* , jrtmetry plane {23,24). H has taken some 
ti. .o, as can be seen by comparing the results given in 
References 20 and 23, to reach a situation where the 
drift velocities are rigorously eonsiunt within our 
accuracy of 100 fim. This was achieved by optimising 
the gas composition (75% argon, 23% isooutane, and 
2% methylal) and by choosing a working point where 
the drift velocities are saturated (Fig. 2c). 

A detailed account of the properties of these 
chambers is given in References 20, 23 and 24: 1 
would like only to present the most saîUnt features 
of these chambers. 

(a) For tracks orthogonal to the chamber planes, the 
response is rigorously linear, even very close to 
the wire (Fig. 13). The accuracy is limited by the 
resolution of the electronic sys'.em, 1 ns, corre
sponding to i constant error of SOjum. The total 
error is at most 100 pm at a distance of 2.5 cm. 
There is a slight Increase in the error at the wire 
position, possibly due to the fluctuations in the 
distance between primary ions(Fig. 34). 

(b) For tracks at an angle to the chamber plane the 
response Is a combination of two linear responses, 
one shifted with respect trr the other, and 
one with a different slope close to the wire. What 
is important is that the response curve is indepen
dent of the position, and it Is predictable from 
the geometry a'one, with art incredible accuracy 
as seen in Figure 15. What the chamber measures 
is the distance from the wire to the nearest electron 

2 5 0 
0 * / 

2 0 0 19-4 m te/mm 

150 - / 

100 - / y • 

5 0 -\ HV, 

HV, 

• 3 5 k V 

+ 1.7 kV 

n f , 

Figure 15. Response to inclined tracks. An expanded 
view of the time-space relationship is 
shown for tracks at 0" and 42" to the 
clamber. A two-strutght-Une fit repro
duces the data perfectly. 

of the trajectory. For trajectories further away 
than L sin B, where 2 i is the chamber thickness, 
it is the distance along one cathode plane along 
which the closest electron has to (ravel to reach 
the wire. The path of this electron reproduces 
faithfully all the irregularities of the line of force. 
This is visible in Figure 16 where, the cathode 
wires being too far apart, a small moduialion of 
about 100 urn is introduced. 

(c) The time resolution cf the chamber is much 
better than the time for running over the full drift 
distance, as we will see in Section 23.5. 

2.3.4. The muitiwire drift chamber with an adjustable 
electric field in magnetic fields 

in a magnetic field the electrons arc submitted in 
an additional force EH between successive collisions. 
For magnetic fields parallel to the sense wires a com
ponent to the drift velocity in the direction E'B 
tends to deviate the electrons. In Reference 20 it was 



shown that by rotating the electric field it is possible 
to compensate for this effect and direct the electrons 
towards the wire. 

References 23 and 24 give 3 more complete study 
of the effects of the magnetic field. 

The deflection of the electrons in various gases 
has been achieved by a method very similar to the 
on» used by Townsend and Tïzud In 1913. The elec
trons had to cross a slit A to reach a measuring elec
trode. We use a source of 5.9 keVX-rays to produce 
localised photoelectrora, and we count the electrons 
crossing the slit as a function of E and B (Fig. 17). 
The results obtained are illustrated by the curves of 
Figure 18 for argon-iiofautane mixtures and xenon-
isobutane mixtures. This method can give us very 
rapidly the characteristic angle of deviation for any 
gas used in drift chambers. 

It is interesting to compare these results with 
theory. 

If one evaluates the drift velocity In magnetic 
field:, with the simplifying assumptions that lead to 
Equations (3) and (4), namely purely elastic isotropic 
collision, one finds 

Figure 16. Modulation effect of the cathode wires: 
they introduce a field modulation that is 
visible for inclined tracks. This effect dis
appears with more closely spaced wires or 

' with cathode strips. 

where ? is the mean free rime between collisions: 

W(E,B)= 0.815 J 

vn 

0 Source of 
X-rays 

fe 
vy 

J • Srsnai 

Figure 17. Method of measurement of the effects of 
magnetic fields. A sourceof5.9 keV X-rays 
produces well-localised photoelectrons. 
The electrons have to pass the slit A to 
enter a counter. The angle 6 is a function 
ofEandB. 

Ù> = sBfm is the iarmor frequency. 

Since these calculations rely on the hypothesis of 
purely elastic collisions, we may imagine that they are 
invalid for electron temperatures where inelastic colli
sions play an important fele,'but that they are rela
tively valid for low electric fields. 

We cm calculate r from our measurements of the 
drift velocity at B= 0. Assuming T is independent of 
8, we have plotted the drift velocity and the angle 0 
as a function B. We see that for E * 0.5 kV/cm the 
agreement is indeed very good, but gets worse for 
larger fields (Fig, 19). 

If, however, we take the measured value of 5 and 
the measured drift velocity, the relation 

W(E,B) = 0.815 I sln0 (£-,£) 

is remarkably weîî satisfied. 
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Figure 18. Deviation angle of electron swarms in magnetic fields for different gases. We sec thai for xenon-
isobutane mixtures, the angle of deviation is reduced by a factor close to 2 with respect to 
argon-isobutane. 

We can then say that the angle 0 by which the 
electric field has to be rotated is reasonably guessed 
by using the simple relations deduced from the old 
kinetic theoiy of gases, assuming Maxwellian distribu
tion of the electron velocities. We have tried to look 
for gases in which the mean free collision path is 
smaller, In order to reduce the effect of the magnetic 
field. ¥fhile aft increase in the proportion of isobutane 
plays only a small role, we see that with xenon the 
effect is high (Fig. 18). At 15 kG, the angle is reduced 
by about a factor 2, This is very interesting when 
using drift chambers in very strong magnetic fields, of 
the order of 50 kG. At 15 kG, the following tables 
give the stability that has to be reached in three para
meters of a drift chamber filled with the argon-iso-
butane mixture in order to introduce an error of only 
50junin the measurement: 

Afl/fiatlOkG :±Kr%±lkG 
àB/E it 1.2 kVfcm :±16% 
ÙP{P (proportion of isobutane) : ±33% 

With xenon, rather large inhomogenitics in the mag
netic fields could be tolerated while main mining un 
accuracy of 100jum. 

2.3.S. Tone measurements with drift chambers 

If the position of a particle is known, dun the 
space-time correlation yields the time of creation of 
the ionising trail. In the drift chambers with adjust
able field, the spatial accuracy of iOO/jm corresponds 
to a timing accuracy of 2 ns. Now, the best way to 
obtain the position is also to use drift chambers, if 
the particles come from a given direction, one single 
additional drift chamber is sufficient, provided the 
zero time is given by a scintillator. In this case, one 
does not really need the additional drift chamber in 
order to know the time. It has only the virtue of 
giving a second piece of time information that per
mits the rejection of particles accidentally crossing 
the chambers while the electrons corresponding to 
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Figure 19. Drift velocities and angles of deviation: (a) Em0.5k V/cm; (b)E'lk V/cm. The points we experi
mental Tlie lines correspond to a simple theory assuming* moan cotiiskm time independent of H 
and the validity of Equations (6) to (8). 

the event tagged by the scintillator are drifting. From 
the point of view of accidentals, two drift chamber» 
in series thus correspond to a very sharp detector 
with Sus resolution. An example of such use is given 
by Waknta and Heintze [25] with proportional 
chambers with wires spaced every 5 mm. They report 
un accuracy of 6 ns (FWHM), which has to be tem
pered by the fact that as the response is not Causait* 
(ro be expected with an inhomogeneous chamber) the 
real resolution time for 100% efficiency is close to 
25 ns. 

IT the two chambers are staggered by half a wire 
spacing, one has the additional advantage of resolving 
'he right-left ambiguity which plagues multiwire drift 
chambers. Figure 20 shows the resolution obtained 
with two staggered chambers, 2 m x 2 m, Aith a wire 
spacing of S cm in a magnetic field of 18 kG. 

If, however two drift chambers are used to mea
sure the position by measuring the difference in the 
detection time between two staggered chambers, then 
the third one gives the time. This can be seen in Fig
ure 21: three chambers with parallel wires are stacked 
so that the central one has its wires displaced by half 
a wire distance with respect to the other two. Sup
pose a particle traverses the chambers, at any angle, at 
the unknown time t0, and let the drift times in the 
three chambers be ri - t0, f j - ; 0 . and t3 — ta. The 
following relation holds (for constant drift velocity): 

Figure 20. Time rmobjtion of stamgarod drift chum-
ben. The picture shows the twin disthbu-
tkms A mid M oftwo chambers in *bmm 
The wire spacing is 5 cm. The two cham
bers (about 200cmx200cm) are stag
gered by hUf-a-wtre spacing in M magnetic 
field of 18 kG. 1 horizontal division 

aJ00ns. The ftak C is the distribution 
of the sum of the drift times T=Ti +T2, 
obtained by hardware moans. We see that 
two such chambers define the time of 
passage of the particle with a very high 
accuracy. 

f o - [(ri-»:) + ( f j - ' j ) | - i T (7) 

where T is tte maximum drift time (time to drift half 
the wire distance). Hence, by using the central cham
ber as a time definition, and recording fi - t2 and 

r 3 - 11, one obtains the zero time t0 - t2 and then a 
unique track reconitruction. With the measured lime 
acci.«-acies for each irift time, one may expect to 
define the time refennce to within about 4 ns. It is 
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Figure 21. Stacking of three drift chambers, Tills al
lows, complete resolution of the right-left 
ambiguity ami also provides the time i 0 

of passage of the particle: 
to-tt^'ÂHU -h) * (h -hhHTl. 
(See Réf. 20). 

also possible with three such chambers to select a 
given sagitta in a magnetic field, thus pern ^tting a 
rapid momentum selection. Again, with the n --asurcd 
average 100 pm accuracy per chamber, wh three 
chambers 10 cm apart, a I GeVfc momeniun should 
be measured to about 2%. 

2.3-6. Two-dimensional drift chambers 

We were interested in two-dimension;., drift 
chambers for many reasons. One was the demand for 
a practical cylindrical drift chamber. After so-ne stu
dies of a current division method £20, 26] , « ; came 
to the conclusion that thin delay lines, ol about 
1 mm to 2 mm diameter, placed in the cathod plane 
and as close as powible to the sensor wire, ere a 
good solution [27]. The pulses induced on t ; line 
«re sizeable and easy to detect at each end. Vith a 
trantit velocity of 3 to 4 ns/cm, accuracies ol a few 
mtilhnetres were achieved for a 120 cm long clumber. 
Cylindrical chambers with the sensor wires pareJeJ to 
the axis and to the magnetic field can thus be built, 
the co-ordinate relevant to the momentum me-sûre
ment being measured with precision by the drift 
method, while the co-ordinate along the wire i: mea
sured with 9 lower accuracy. Ho» ever, »r h lieve 
that this accuracy can be quite good. 

With a smaller chamber (15 cm) wc obtained) an 
accuracy of 150 JMI along the wire. This can be of 
extreme importance for the imaging of low-energy 
radiation, such as electrons, since it gives a contin

uous response in two orthogonal dimensions, uniike 
the MWPC, which usually gives measurements in dis
crete steps for the direction orthogonal to the wires. 

2.3.7. limiting counting rates in drift chambers 

With CERN chambers of 0.6 cm thickness, the 
electrons arrive relatively well grouped to the sensor 
wire. For inclined tracks, there is indeed a succession 
of avalanches, but they are well grouped and the 
pulse is clem and narrow. 

Two different sources of loss may occur; one due 
to the inability of the amplifiers to deal with pulses 
that are too closely spaced, and another due to the 
dead space produced by the space charge of the first 
avalanche. 

The double track separation was studied using 
backscattered electrons selected by an appropriate 
telescope to produce closely spaced trajectories effi
ciently. Despite die great difficulties of such an expe
riment, satisfactory information was obtained. 
Figure 22 shows examples of double tracks, and Fig
ure 23 the time separation of tracks 2 mm apart. 

It is found that the results can be interpreted b> 
admitting a dead region, due to space charge, nf 
0.2 mm along the wire. The loss is independent of 
track distance (I.S mm to 7 mm in the direction per
pendicular to îhe wire). However, if some unknown 
source of loss were present in this experiment, it 
would appear as giving an exaggerated value for this 
dead region. 

The chamber was irradiated by a beam of 0par-
tides of 3 x 10 s/s cm 2 during one week of con
tinuous operation. Signs of degradation in the effi
ciency appeared after this time. Indeed we have to 
expect the drift clumbers to be more delicate than 
MWPCs in this respect since one wire sees, in our case, 
25 more avalanches than does a chamber with 2 mm 
wire spacing. Recent measurements show a loss of I % 
for s counting rate of 2 x Kfjcm2 (24], 

2.3.8. low-pressure drift cliambers 

Some preliminary experiments at CERN (28] 
have shown that drift chambers can be operated at 
low pressures (20 torr) with pure vapours (methybl). 
Some further experiments, unpublished, by Breskins 
at the Weiszman Institute, have shown that 150pm 
accuracy can be obtained at such pressures for 
a-partfcles. For heavily ionising particles, it is a prom
ising method of localisation and we may expect much 



Figure 2 Examples of multitracks. One division 
corresponds to 2.S mm of drift. 

Figure 23. 7htcifcj separata! by 2 mm. Trigger on 
two simultaneous electrons separated by 
2 mm Distribution of the time interval 
between two pulses an the same wire. 

higher accuracies to be within reach with such par
ticles. 

2.3.9. Vie right-left ambiguity in drift clambers 

When electrons aie collected by a wire, it is very 
difficult to know from which side they have been 
collected. This gives rise to an ambiguity peculiar to 
drift chambers, which can be overcome by different 
means with different merits depending on the condi
tions of utilisation. 

One method, introduced by the Heidelberg group 
[10, 11], uses a triplet of wires: one thick wire be
tween two 20 um sensor wires 0.5 mm apart. This has 
several advantages, including simplicity and electro
static stability. It has the disadvantage of some inac
curacy, of the order of 0.5 mm, around the sensor 

A similar method involves having two sense wires 
very close together. Experiments show that, owing to 
space-charge effects, the first wire collecting an ava
lanche 'paralyses' the adjacent wire. The disadvantage 
is in the electrostatic repulsion of the wire forbidding 
long lengths, unless a delicate binding the two wires is 
undertaken. 

By having three chambers at 120° to each other, 
the right-left ambiguity is solved at the same time as 
the ambiguity arising from the multiplicity of tracks 
[17). 

Several other methods of removing the left-right 
ambiguities can easily be imagined: for large drift 
spaces, one additional multiwire clumber could easily 
give the right-left information with a minimum of 
electronics, all wires corresponding to one side being 
connected together. Scintillation hoaoscopes could 
serve the same purpose. 

2.3.10. Electronics for drift chambers 

Considerable effort has been invested in the de
sign of special electronics adapted to drift chambers 
of high accuracy. While inexpensive systems can be 
easily imagined in the simple case of chambers detect
ing one or two particles simultaneously, the problem 
becomes more complicated when one realty wants to 
fully exploit 1he intrinsic accuracy of the chamber 
and be able to handle high counting rates and record 
events of high multiplicity. 

Three schemes are at present being actively pur
sued at CERN: 

- An analogue method put forward by Rubbia 
[30] ; the time stretcher. It transforms the short 
time intervals to be measured into long time inter
vals that can be measured by conventional, cheap 
scalers. 

- A 'scalers per wire* digital method, where one or 
more time-measuring devices [31] are attached to 
each wire, so that aU wires are then independent. 

- The digitron scheme, where a set of scalers hand
les all the pulses from a chamber or a set of wires 
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[32 | , and records the time intervals and the 
address of each pulse simultaneously. 

These last two schemes measure times with an accura
cy of 2 ns, but in order to avoid scaling al a rale of 
500 MHz they rely on an interpolating method for 
the improvement, by a factor of 4, of the lime resolu
tion of the scalers. 

The cost of the last method is estimated by Vcr-

Tliii application is illustrated by Figure 24. A 
large volume of 2 m x S m x I m is traversed by the 
secondaries from a bubble chamber [M\. The elec
trons drift over patin of up to 2 m, and then the 
energy is sampled by 300 wires of the MWPC. It will 
distinguish kaons, pions, and protons from S GcV/c 
to lOOGeV/c (Fig. 25) and obtain 300 transverse 
position measurements on each track to an accuracy 
of approximately 2 mm. It is obviously well-suited 
for a pulsed beam. It is a step towards the purely 

Figure 24. Ionisation sampling with a drift chamber. 
The electrons liberated in the gas by a 
charged particle drift over g distance of 
up tr 2 m, and the ionisation loss is 
snr,ipted300 times (Ref. 34). 

When X-rays are emitted by a point source, as in a 
small crystal scattering monochromatic X-rays, the 
flat multiwire chamber has a serious defect. At large 
angles, the photons can be absorbed along a segment 
and do not give • point image. By adding a drift space 
with a spherical entrance electrode focused ai the 
crystal and a spherical exit grid transparent to elec-

weij to be SF 560 per wire for a 2 m chamber, with 
40 wires capable of handling a multiplicity or jit. 
this figure is reduced to SF 320 forn multiplicity i>i 
2. Sauli has analysed (33] the advantages of the two 
different digital schemes as a function of the multi
plicity of the event. It seems that for low multiplici
ties, the digitron scheme is more favourable, white lor 
high multiplicities the 'scales per wire' technique is 
belter. 

electronic track chamber, since ji is in principle pus 
siblc to obtain not only the transverse position t>ui. 
by two-dimensional imaging, also the projected co
ordinates of every electron. 

I.J 1.6 1.0 20 22 24 o£ ' i . 

Figure 25. Resolution expected at 10 GeVfc. From 
the measured pulse-height distribution on 
one wire, the authors can calculate the 
expected particle separation, due to rela
tivists rise, in the device of Figure 24. 

trons, it is possible to create radial lines of force 
(Fig. 26). The photoelcctrons converted in die gas 
along a given radius give a point image. This method 
has the advantages of increased efficiency and im
proved accuracy. Recent experiments [35 J at CERN 
have shown that an accuracy of 0.5 mm (FWHMJ can 
be obtained with 8 keV X-rays, in the direction of the 

3. DRIFT CHAMBERS FOR PARTICLE IDENTIFICATION 

4. THE SPHERICAL DRIFT CHAMBER 



wires, with a clamber equipped with sensor wires 
spaced every 1 mm. 

This application is mentioned here since it illus
trates the flexibility of drift chambers. Such a device 
is apparently of considerable importance in all fields 
where diffraction byX-rays is used. It requires sophis
ticated use of many techniques developed in high-

energy physics laboratories and forms a good basis fnr 
interdisciplinary collaboration. In space research. It 
should perhaps be considered as a pinhole camera for 
X-rays. 

Figure 26. Spherical drift chambers. The electrons 
converted in the drift space D ere trans
ferred to the multimre chamber C. after 
transfer through the region T. The elec
tric field tr radial in D. with a proper 
choice of the potential distribution at the 
edge of the drift volume (Vt - I V / ^ Ï -
0.66. •"\ S>nM i 

5. THE DRItT SPACES WITH A HGH DENSITY OF DIVIDED MATTER 

About two years ago, we started an investigation 
at CERN of the properties of drift spaces filled with 
heavy converters in order to detect T-rays of 0.5 MeV 
efficiently. The objective was to measure the 7-7 cor
relation angle with great accuracy in positron anni
hilation for a particular experiment that Dr. A. Jea-
vons wished to undertake in collaboration with the 
University of Geneva. 

Similar research has been undertaken in tlte USA 
for positron imaging (a technique of great interest for 
some medical p-oblems) by Perez-Mendez aad his 
group. He has already presented some encouraging 
results, in November 1973, at the San Francisco 
meeting of the IEEE, accuracies of a S mm being ob
tained with 0.5 MeV 7-rays [36], with an efficiency 
of 2.5%. 

The work at CERN has concentrated on making a 
chamber with a high spatial resolution and high effi
ciency. The practical result is a success: a converter 
1 cm thick, with square holes of 1 mm, manufactured 
with an average density of 5g/cm 3 . The conveners 
are made of thin (0.5 mm) layers of lead, insulated 
from one another, so that an electric gradient of 
about 1 kV/cm can be applied..The electrons ex
tracted from the lead can thus be transferred to a 
muJtiwire chamber, where the two-dimensional posi
tion is read out. 

A systematic study of the chamber's efficiency as 
a function of the 7-riy energies and chamber para
meters has been undertaken by A. Jeavons, at CERN, 
and the results will soon be pubhahed [37]. 

Figure 27 shows the accuracy of such a chamber 
for 0.66 MeV photon*. Let me mention that at 
0.66 MeV, the efficiency is 5% and the accuracy in 
localisation 1 KMR, which is alrtwry fairly good. The 
efficiency of 5% corresponds exactly to the calcu
lated fraction of «lections emerging from the lead. 
The mnon for mentioning this mutt, is to draw atten
tion to a class of detccton which should be seriously 
conaidnred in kith-energy physics. Grant effort is be
ing devoted to calorimeters, e.g. liuuid-argon calori
meters, which constat of Uyen of lend embedded in 
liquid argon, where the ionisation is collected and 
measured without further amplification [38]. 

With drift chambers nude up of divided matter, it 
is ponfeLe to change the atomic number of the mate
rial at wHI, and to localise with great accuracy. The 
unanswered question is one of energy resolution. 
However, since the energy lost by a 0.S MeV photon 
seems to be détectante with very high efficiency, an 
energy lots of several GeV should lead to huge pulses 
with the kind of résolution to be expected from the 
superposition of thousands of individual pulses. 

The most favourable application is for high-
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Imm 
Figure 27. Space resolution of a high-density multi-

wire drift chamber, y-rays of 0.661 MeV; 
commuted source; the resolution is I mm, 
the efficiency 5%; average density of the 
drift space: S g/cm3. 

energy 7-nys, where we can imagine the following 
scheme. In a chamber of Urge surface, with an aver
age density of 5g/cm 3 , IS m thick (15 radiations 
length), the electrons ate drifted backwards with res
pect to the direction of propagation of the -y-rays. 
The tint detected electrons correspond to the point 
of conversion and should give Us co-ordinate with 

I mm accuracy. Then, the bulk of the ionisation 
cloud deposited in the lead arrives, yielding the infor
mation ort the total energy loss and on the averse 
direction of the centre of gravity of the shower. Thus 
we have 100% efficiency, 1 mm resolution, and the 
direction, a good combination for a group interested 
In the detection of high-energy neutrals decaying into 
T-rays. Needless to say, the converters could be 
chosen to accommodate other neutral particles, such 
as neutrons or charged particles, lo make a hadron 
calorimeter. However, the dimensions involved be
come rather frightening, but this is unfortunately the 
case with many devices proposed for super-high-
energy physics. 

I will conclude by saying that a great variety of 
drift chambers exist and solutions have been iuund m 
such differing problems as: high-accuracy measure
ments of fast particles, high-efficiency and accurate 
measurements of diverging X-ray beams and high-
efficiency measurement of neutral particles. I have 
not reviewed all the work being done in these fields 
by many groups, but I have rather attempted to point 
out the richness of this field of research. 
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ABSTRACT 

Transition - radiation detectors for cosmic-ray 
work are described which consist of pîastic foam of 
multiple plastic foil radiators, followed by propor
tional chambers. A summary of the propenies of such 
detectors is given, and the detection and discrimina-

Transition radiation is emitted in the X-ray region 
when a highly relativistic charged particle traverses 
the interface between two different media. The detec
tion of this radiation can be utilised to identify par
ticles of high energy, and. over 3 certain energy 
region, to measure their energy. In order lo make 
such detectors suitable for cosmic-ray research, the 
following requirements must be met: 

(i) The detector must cover a large sensitive area (of 
the order of several m 1 ), but, al the same time, it 
must be of simple and rigid construction. 

(ii) The radiation yield that can be expected depends 
on a number of experimental parameters. Simple 
guidelines are needed which make it possible to 

When choosing a suitable detector system, we 
have to keep in mind that the transition-radiation 
yield is very small if the particle traverses a single 
interface only, and that therefore a'radiator'consisi-

tion efficiencies for energetic particles are U'.ciiMed. 
Several passible applications of such device;, lm siu-
dies of cosmic-ray particles in the energy regmn 
7 ~ E/mc1 > 103 are advertised. 

optimize the detector design in a straightforward 
manner. 

(iii)The efficiency of the detector must be high and 
;ts response well known. It must be possible to 
identify energetic particles by their transit!- -
radiation signals in the presence of a much larger 
flux of low-energy partiels. 

In this report we shall address these questions, and we 
shall show, based on a series of extensive accelerator 
lests, that the above requirements can indeed be ful
filled, making the application of transition-radiation 
detectors feasible for several interesting cosmic-ray 
experiments which are difficult or impossible to per
form with more conventional methods. 

ing ot many interfaces must be used. Further, the 
transition- radiation photons propagate essentially 
along the same trajeciory as the particle, and both. 
particle and photons will traverse the dciector simul-

1. INTRODUCTION 

2. TYPE AND SIZE OF THE DETECTOR 



taneously unless the particle is deflected after passing 
through the radiator. This latter possibility can be 
used to study transition radiation with well defined 
beams at accelerators |l | ,but it is not applicable for 
cosmic-ray work where a large area radiator-detector 
configuration as shown in Figure 1 must be chosen. 
The experimental problem is Ihcn the selection of a 
radiator which produces as high a radiation yield as 
possible in an easily detectable frequency region, and 
of a detector which responds to transition radiation 
efficiently in the presence of tîie ionisation signal of 
the particle. 

Schematic layout of a transition-radiation 
detector, insisting of a radiator with 
multiple interfaces, followed by a detec-
to r for particle and X-rays. 

DETECTOR 

CHARGED PARTICLE, 

T = E/mry? 

i. FREQUENCY SPECTRUM OF TRANSITION RADIATION, AND PROPERTIES 
OF RADIATORS AND DETECTORS 

Intensity and frequency spectrum of transition 
radiation depend on the radiator materials (i.e.. on 
the plasma frequencies u<i, <oa of the two media 
used; in the following we always assume wi ><a3), 
on the dislances between individual interfaces of the 
radiator, and on the Lorentz factor y = E/mc1 of the 
particle. In the case of a single interface, relatively 
simple expressions for the differential radiation inten
t ly and a linen dependence on -j oi the total inten
sity have been found | 2 , 3 ] . The spt^trom produced 
in a radiator with many interfaces [4, 5} is more 
complicated due to interference effects between the 
individual interfaces, which for instance lead to a 
saturation ol" the total yield at high «neigies. Exam
ples of the frenuency spectrum for a radiator consi.t-
ing of thin mylar foils, stretched in air at constant 
spacings, are shown in Figure 2. It should be noted 

Differential transition-radiation yield per 
interface, as computed for different par
ticle energies. Tlie thin lines refer to a 
single interface (mylar-air), and the heavy 
lines are calculated for a periodic radiator 
(188 mylar foils of thickness 25 ym and 
air spacing l.S mm). 
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Figure 3, Compartem of the total generated yield 
per interface as a function of the particle 
energy yE/ms* for single interface 
(thin Une), single sine (dashed line), and 
multifoil radiator (heavy line). The yield 
Is computed for mylar-air interfaces, with 
foil thickness I, = 25pm and 127pm, 
and spacing / 3 = J.5 mm. 

thai for large y.values, a maximum in the radiation 
intensity occurs around a frequency c . which 
does sot depend on y. Fipre 3 shows the depen
dence of the total radiation yield on the Lorcntz fac
tor y of the particle. It has been shows [6} that for s Figure 4. 
given radiator (multifoil-rndiator with N foils of 
thickness lt and plasma frequency u i , spaced at 
regular distances h in a medium with plasma f l u e n 
cy <Ji; or a foam radiator with fairly regular structure 
mid average membrane thickness /, and cell size / 3 ) 
the following simple relations can be used to estimate 
the expected behtviour: 

(i) Saturation of the yield occurs beyond a satura
tion energy 

(ii) The emitted radiation for particle energies above 
or not much below y$ has frequencies around 

(iii)The total radiation yield for energies well betow 
7s & approximately 

PHOTON ENERGY, keV 

Comparison of the generated differential 
yield of a multifoil radiator (production 
spectrum) with the yield emerging after 
taking absorption in f/te radiator mm ,v 
count (effective yield}. TJie strong sup
pression of low X-ray energies due to 
absorption should be noted. TJie lower 
curves indicate the fraction of the effec
tive yield that will be absorbed in detec
tors of 4-cm xenon (solid line) t.r 4-cm 
krypton (dashed line). 

(These relations are valid under the following condi
tions which are fulfilled in most practical cases: 
i t w , a » l2 Ù)Î2; li » / , ; Wmaj-Ow,) . Ob
viously a practical radiator should be disigned such 
that <*J m a x is large enough to avoid «absorption of 
the X-rays inside the radiator. Fortunately, (his con
dition can be fulfilled with materials that are easily 
obtainable and convenient to use. For instance, mylar 
foils with h * 25 pm yield X-rays around ^ w m a x = 
12 keV. 
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— — T .. Figure 6. Tbtaî average signal (ionisation signal plus 
transition radiation), measured in a xenon 
filled proportional chamber behind a 
polyethylene foam radiator, as a function 

• of the particle energy. The drastic rise at 
y > 103 is due to the appearance of tran
sition-radiation photons. 

ELECTRON ENERGY, GeV 

Average detected X-ray yield (ionisation 
signal of the particle subtracted}, as mea
sured with krypton- or xenon-filled 
proportional chambers (4 cm NPT) as a 
function of the particle energy for po!y~ 
ethylene foam radiators (solid data 
points} and periodic mylar radiators 
(open data points). 

X-rays of this energy can be efficiently detected 
with proportional counters, filled with gases of high 
atomic number Uke krypton or xenon [6]. Such 
counters will, at the same time, lead to relatively 
smalt ionisation signals of die particle itself. As an 
example, in Figure 4 the fraction of the transition 
radiation from a mylar-air radiator is shown that can 
be absorbed in such counters. 

Summarising, it appears that at present the most 
suitable radiator-detector configuration would consist 

of a plastic-air radiator of several hundred interfaces, 
followed by a xenon- or krypton-filled proportional 
chamber. For practical purposes, it is particularly 
import, nt to know that certain plastic foam mate
rials, if used as radiators, lead to a radiation yield that 
is close to that of good multifoil radiators [7]. This is 
demonstrated in Figure 5. 

In Figure 6 we show the total signal (ionisation 
loss of the particle plus transition radiation) as a func
tion of 7 that we have measured with a proportional 
chamber behind a foam radiator. This figure exhibits 
the characteristic feature of such transition-radiation 
detectors: the radiation becomes observable for 
7 > 10 3 and reaches saturation at 7 * 2 x 10V There
fore, the experimental possibilities offered by these 
devices are: measurement of the energy of particles in 
the 7 = 10 3 to 10* region, and/or discrimination be
tween *high-7' particles (7 > 10 3 , transition radiation 
detectable) and *low-7' particles (y< 10 3 , no transi
tion radiation). 

4. DISCRIMINATION- AND DETECTION EFFICIENCIES 

Wc shall now discuss the efficiency with whjch 
individual high-? particles can be distinguished with 
transition- radiation detectors from Jow-7 ^dnn-ïv-. 
For this purpose, we have to consider not only the 

average detector response as shown in Figure 6, but 
also the statistical fluctuations from event to event. 
Figure 7, showing measured pulse height distribu
tions, indicates the magnitude of these fluctuations. 
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WISE «MHT. «flmuirr unis 

Pulse height distributions, measured for 
particles of 15CeV without transition 
radiation (pions, and electrons through 
solid targets instead of radiators) and 
with transition radiation (electrons 
through mylar-air radiators, 188 foils 
with i t =25fim and l3 = I.Smm). The 
oroportional chambers are filled with 
renon or krypton (4 cm NPT). Distribu

tions obtained with a single radiator-
detector pair, and with sandwiches of 
three and seven pairs are shown. 

Clearly, the pul. ; height distributions measured for 
particles with and without transition radiation exhibit 
a luge overlap, if only one radiator-detector pair is 
used, and the separation between both histograms im
proves if a sandwich of seven! detector elements is 
used. 

Let us consider a transition-radiation detector 
system which consists of n radiator-detector pairs. We 
wish to optimise the discrimination efficiency obtain
able with such a device, while, for practical reasons, 
keeping the number » of detector-elements as small i i 
possible. For each particle traversing the detector 

ISGtV, I 5 m m / l w i t RADIATORS 

3 Chomfcer* 
PWNS 

ELECTRONS 

Ob .25 ,50 75 1 

PIONS 
1 Ctafflbtn 

ELECTRONS 

"̂  X " • , 

.25 ,50 

PROBABILITY OF INTERPRETATION AS ELECTRON 

Probability histograms, obtained for 
ptirns (no transition radiation) and elec
trons (with transition radiation} at 
IS GeV, for the cases n= 3 and n = 7. 
The experimental data used to obtain 
these histograms are the same as the data 
shown in Figure 7. 

Figure 9. Background acceptance versus detection 
efficiency of particles with y*=2x lif, 
for 3 and 6 radiator-multiwire propor
tional chamber pairs. Vie radiators con
sist of 17cm polyethylene 'Ethafoam'. 
the xenon/COi filled chambers are 2 cm 
thick. Curves are shown for background 
particles ('tow-y' particles) with y <Ç500 
(dashed lines) and with y**3 (solid 
lines). 
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sysieni we will measure n independent pulse heights. 
To decide whether the particle has generated transi* 
lion radiation 01 not. the best wc can do is to com
pare Utese n measured pulse heights with pulse height 
distributions, expected for high- and low-7 particles, 
respectively, by a maximum likelihood method (for 
details, sec jS|>. For each particle this method will 
yield a probability of being a member of either par
ticle species. For instance. Figure 8 shows probability 
histograms obtained in this way for pion beams (no 
transition radiation) and electron beams (with transi
tion radiation) at 15 GeV. Figure 8 should be com
pared with Figure 7 to demonstrate the improvement 
in particle discrimination due to the likelihood 
method over a simple analysts of pulse-height histo
grams. The important question to ask is now: if we 
want to accept a high-7 particle with a given effi
ciency, what is then the percentage of low-7 particles 
('background acceptance') that will also be accepted 
and therefore be indistinguishable from high-7 par
ticles, or, in othe; words: how large is the overlap of 
the probability distributions of different particle 
species (such as those shown in Figure 8) for a given 
cut in the probability scale? Examples of this relation 
are shown in Figure 9. This figure shows that good 
detection efficiencies can be ot?«"i«*d for hjaJi-7 par
ticles (with transition radiation in saturation) at a 
low-7 acceptance of less than 1%, even if only 3 
radiator-detector pairs are used. Clearly, the discrim
ination efficiencies improve drastically with increas
ing number of detector elements. 

In addition, we have to keep in mind that the 
efficiency of the detector system depends critically 
on the magnitude of the transition-radiation yield as 
compared tc the ionisation signal of the particle. Be
cause of the logarithmic energy dependence of the 
ionisation signal, the discrimination against the low-r 
particles will be best for minimum ionising particles. 
This is demonstrated in Figure 10 where we ihow the 
probability of accepting a low-7 particle as a function 

10"' 

y-E/mc* 

Figure 10. Background acceptance** a function of y 
of the hw-y particle. The detection effi
ciency for the Mgh-y particle (y = 
2x10*) is fixed at 70%. The radiators 
and rmltiwire proportional chambers ore 
the same as it Figure 9. 

of its energy, at a fixed detection efficiency of 70% 
for the high-7 particle (transition radiation saturated). 

5. AfPUCATIONSFOÏSCOSMïC-RAYWORK 

The results in the preceding figures can serve as 
the design basis of a practical cosmic-ray detector 
utilising transition radiation. The number of detector 
elements needed is determined by Ihe discrimination 
efficiencies required for a particular experiment, and 
the size of the detector depends on the expected par
ticle flux. The use of plastic foam radiators makes 
possible the design of detectors with very large area. 

Let us fust discuss the layout of a detector suit
able for investigatioM of energetic cotmic-ray elec
trons. In this case we wish to conquer the fact that 
discrimination against protons has been a major 
source of uncertainty in all previous attempts to mea
sure the electron .spectrum- With a transition-radia
tion detector, this difficulty can be overcome in a 
most straightforward way, since all «kctrons above 
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T l .T2 .T3 Plastic scintillators 
R1.R2.R3: Radiators 
XÎ.X2, X3: Xenon-proportional chambers 

(2 planes each) 
LI, L2. Lead plates 

Figure 11, Schematic design of a transition-radiation 
detector for cosmic-ray research. 

~- 10 GeV will produce transition-radiation in satura
tion, while protons with energies below 1000 CeV 
will not yield measurable transition-radiation signals 
at all, and saturation will not be reached up to proton 
energies around - 20 000 GeV. The schematic design 
of an instrument suitable for electron measurements 
is shown in Figure 11. It consiits of a counter tele
scope containing transition-radiation detectors, and a 
short shower detector. The shower detector is needed 
to determine the electron energy, and to reject all but 
those protons which produce nuclear cascades. In 
addition, all events which should be identified as due 
to electrons must ai*o jnciues transition radiation, 
while those interacting protons which may otherwise 
be indistinguishable from electron showers can be 
easily rejected due to the absence of transition radi
ation. Figure 12 shows thé outline of such a detector 
which is presently under construction at the Univer
sity of Chicago for balloon-borne exposures. 

In principle, the same device can be used to deter
mine the spectrum of protons in the energy range 
from 10 1 GeV to 10* GeV and beyond. In this case 
we would have to identify those particles which are 

figure 12. Outline of a balloon-borne detector far 
measurements of the flux and encrjn 
spectrum of energetic a>smic-my elec
trons. 

singly chargsd, produce transition radiation, but do 
not generate a shower. However, because of the abun
dant flux of low energy protons, the discrimination 
power of the transition-radiation detector must be 
very large in this case, larger than for the electron 
detector described above, and about 10-12 radiator-
detector pairs would be required. 

The same method can also be used to identify 
very energetic nuclei. A shower detector would not 
be requited for this application, but the detector size 
must be very large to account for the low expected 
flux. Since both, ionisation signal and transition-radi
ation signal increase with Z1 (where Z is the charge of 
the nucleus), the expected pulse-height distributions 
will be much sharper than for singly charged particles, 
leading to an improvement in discrimination power, 
such that only — 6 radiator-detector pairs should be 
sufficient, in view of the required size and exposure 
time, such a device must be down on a large space
craft. For instance, with a geometry factor of 
— IS m a sr , the expected number of iron nuclei with 
energies above 5000 GeV/n will be somewhere 
between 5 and 100 per day. 

http://Tl.T2.T3
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Summarising, we believe that transition* radiation 
detectors are now devices whose properties are well 
enough understood to make possible their practical 
application for a variety of cosmic-ray investigations. 
In order to fully exploit these possibilities, exposures 
on board of large spacecraft are necessary. For in
stance, it seems to be possible to construct a detector 
within the capabilities of the space shuttle which sim-

i i ) Yuan, LCL. , C.L Wang, H. Uto &S. Priinster, 
1970,Phys. Lett., 31É.603. 

(2|Ginzburg, V.L. & I.M. Frank, 1946, JETP 
(USSR), 16, 15. 

|3|Garibian, CM-, 1961. Soviet Phys. JETP, 12, 
237. 

14| Tsr-Mikaelian, M.L., 1961, Nucl Pfiys., 24.43. 

CASSE: What statistic do you expect on C and 
Fe, for instance, with your set-up on the Space 
Shuttle? 

MULLER: The extrapolated particle fluxes may 
be as follows: 

C + O 10 -45 particles/day with 
E > 5000GeV/n 

Fe 5-105 particles/day with 
r?>5000GeV/n 

ultaneousiy performs the experiments described 
above: measurement of flux and energy spectrum of 
electrons up W - lOOOOGeV; measurement of flux 
and spectrum of protons and a-pirtkles from 10 3 to 
10* GeV/n and beyond; and meaturement of die 
compoiition of at least the more abundant nuclei 
beyond several 10 3 CeV/n. 

(5] Garibian, G.M., 1971. Soviet Fttvs, JETP, 33, 23. 
[6]Cherry, M L , G. Hartmann, D.MûUer & T.A. 

Prince, 1974, toys. Hev, Dt, (Dec). 
(7) Prince, T., D. Miller, G. Hartmann A MX. 

Cherry, NttcL tnstr. wnd Mrth.. (in press). 
18] Cherry, M.L., D. Miller & T.A. Prince, 1974, 

Nucl Itatr. andhkth., US, 141. 

These numbers are tor a geometric factor of 
~ 1 5 m a s r . 

KOCH: What is the charge resolution for nuclei in 
your set-up with 12 transition-radiation detectors? 

MULLER: We expect a charge resolution of the 
order of 5% for medmn-Z nuclei. In order to verify 
this claim, we are pretently performing tests at the 
Sevalac machine. 

REFERENCES 
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DESCRIPTION OF A SATELUTE EXPERIMENT FOR BOTOPIC-COMPOS1TÏON MEASUREMENT 
OF COSMIC NUCLEI »Y THE 'SLOWINGDOWN METHOD' 

M. *otrff»d &. J. Bfi#eim«to 

Centre d'Etudes Nucléaires, Section d'Etudes Spitiatai. Sacliy. France 

*~ I. INTRODUCTION 

In thi$ paper, two possible versions of an experi
ment that we are proposing for launch aboard an 
ESRO free-flyer spacecraft in the 1980*$ «re des
cribed. All the data quoted are, of course, prelimin
ary. They may be used only as • basis for discussion 
although they are derived from well-known balloon 
hardware. Some assumptions hive been made, par

ticularly for the spacecraft and its launcher, 3nd evi
dently a different hypothesis might have led to a dif
ferent experiment concept. 

A discussion of the scientific method and opti
misation of the detector, has already been presented 
by J.P- Meyer (see also Refs. [11 and \2]). 

2. TELESCOPE ARRANGEMENT 

Two versions of the instrument are presented in 2.Î.0ETECTORS 
Figures I and 2. They differ only in size and were 
deslfjwd respectively for inclusion aboard a near-
Earth polar orbiting satellite and a highly eccentric 
satellite. Their respective weights arc ~ 600 and 
300 kg. 

The telescope consists of the detectors listed i 
Table 1. 

We can say roughly that Ç,, with its high index, is 
used to measure the charge on the incident nucleus. 

Detector Type 
Radiator (or scintillator) 

Detector Type 
Nature Thickness (cm) Index 

C, Cerenkov PVT or lead glass 1 1.59 (c l t .90) 

c, Aerogel 6 1.13 

c, liquid (Water) 3 1.33 

c. Scintillator Poiyscin or Csl 0.3 

c. Poiyscin or Csl 0.3 
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DC :Drifl chamber 
C'I :Cerei;kov counter 

Radiator : PVT - index 1.59 
C Î :Cercnkov counter 

Radiator : Aerogel • index 1.13 

Figure /. Version I 

while C; and C 3 have adequate indices for measuring 
ihc velocity of the particle before and after passage 
through the lead absorber. Scintillators C4 and C* are 
used to measure (with redundancy) the charge on the 
panicle after passage through the telescope. 

The redundancy in the charge measurement is 
necessary for rejecting the high rate of nuclear inter
actions which take place m» only in the lead ab
sorber, but also in the detectors themselves. 

The four drift chambers will register the x, y co
ordinates of the panicle track on four planes. These 
will be used for two purposes: 

(i) to compensate for variations in efficiency of the 
detectors, using a cartography of the response of 

J.ENGELMANN 

C 3 :Cerenkov counter 
Radiator'.Liquid - index 1.33 

C4 : Scintillation counter 
Cj -.Scintillation counter 

Figure 2. Version 2. 

each detector, and 
(u) to contribute to the rejection of nuclear inter

actions by detection by the drift chambers of 
multiple events. 

2.2. LEAD ABSORBER 

To a given absorber thickness correspond a cer
tain range of elements which can be analysed. In 
order to extend this range, we use two absorber thick
nesses simultaneously: the absorber is disc-shaped and 
2/3 of the disc is 3.7 cm thick, 1/3 is 7.8 cm thick. 
From the reconstitution of the trajectories, it is pos
sible to know which pu t of the absorber was tra
versed by the particle. The smaller thicknesi (3.7 cm) 
makes it possible to study the heavy elements (from 
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AI to Ni) in an energy range - 1.2 • 1.7GeV/n. The ~ I.I - 2.0(icV/n. Il will therefore IK- piissinle to 
larger Ihickncss (7.8 cm) is used lo study (he medium study the isotopic composition of elements hiMween 
elements (from C to Ni) in an energy range 7. = 6 to Z = 28. 

3- GEOMETRICAL FACTOR AND FLUX EVALUATION 

In version 1 of the experiment tlic radiator dla- scope is then 460cm3sr. In version 2. the radiator 
meter is 60 cm. The geometrical factor of the tele- diameter is 30 cm, and the geometrical factor is 

Table 2. 

Elements 

Total counts registered during one year 
Isotopic composition 

Elemental composition Elements 
Resolution 0.5 Resolution 1 

Elemental composition 

C 0 13.000 1.800.000 

N 450 6.000 450.000 

0 13.500 36.000 1.400.000 

F 450 950 30.000 

Ne 4.800 8.700 200.000 

Na 1.000 2.600 36.000 

•18 6.300 18.000 220.000 

Al 1.2O0 4.300 40.000 

Si 6.700 19.500 140.000 

P 150 950 5.000 

S 2.000 4.400 20.000 

Cl 450 950 5.000 

AT 7O0 1.500 7.000 

K 650 1.300 5.000 

Ca 1.900 3.600 14.000 

Se 400 800 2.500 

Ti 1.100 2.200 7.000 

V 500 900 3.500 

Cr 1.000 2.100 6.500 

Mn 700 1.300 700 

Fe 7.000 13.000 50.000 

Co 80 170 500 

Ni 300 SOO 1.800 
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70 cm a ar. For each element ii will be possible to 
obtain an Isotopic résolution of O.S in a certain ener* 
gy range and an isotopic resolution of 1 in a larger 
energy range. To each resolution there corresponds 1 
certain flux of the element; this flux was computed 
for each element taking into account the reduction in 
(he flux due to nuclear interactions (the residual flux 
is ~ 30% of the Incident flux for the telescope with 
the 3.7 cm thick absorber, and - 20% for the tele
scope with the 7,8 cm absorber). The computed fiax 
is given in Table 2 and Figures 3-4. The calculation 
was made for the larger geometry (460 cm 3 sr) expe
riment and a polar orbiting satellite (It was supposed 
that useful data are registered for only hair the orbit, 
due to the strong cut-off encountered at latitudes be-

We made two versions of the experiment, for 
flight on two types of satellites: 

• s large satellite launched by the Shuttle into a 
near-Earth orbit; 

• a small satellite launched by a conventional 
rocket into art eccentric orbit. 

4.1. VERSION 1 

In the first case, we require an inclination of the 
orbital plane greater thsit 70°, and an altitude of the 
order of 300- 600 km. The position of the satellite 
should be given as a function of time with an accura-

Only one type of counter is used in the instru
ment: all the Cerenkov radiators and scintillators tit 
in the same box (Fig. 5). 

5.1. UGHT-DIFFUSING BOX 

The counter box is of the light-diffusing type, 
developed at the Danish Spice Research Institute; 

- it is cylindrical, 610 mm in diameter, .nd holds 
radiators of 600 mm diameter; 

low 45°). The flux values for 3 smaHer geometry 
(70cm* sr) experiment launched aboard a highly 
eccentric satellite can be deduced from the preceding 
fluxes by multiplying by 0.3. 

In the last column of Tabic 2, an estimate is piven 
of the flax ofeach element detected during one year, 
taking into account the reductions in the flux by nu
clear Interaction. Then, wc have only a low thrcshnld 
given either by the Ccrenkov threshold of C] or by 
the minimum energy a particle must have to cross all 
detectors to Cj. As can be seen, good statistics will he 
obtained even with the small geometry experiment 
for low abundance elements. 

cy of better than \° in latitude, 3° in longitude and 
1% in altitude. 

Supposing the telescope axis to be parallel 10 the 
spin axis, it will be necessary to know the altitude of 
the satellite for each event (geographical co-ordinates 
of the spin axis with an accuracy of belter than 2U). 

4.2. VERSION 2 

In the case of a highly eccentric orbiting satellite, 
we need fewer indications of position: longitude and 
latitude in solar-ecliptic co-ordinates with 1° accma-
cy, and altitude with 1% accuracy. There is no atti
tude requirement. 

- two radiators may be mounted in (he same box. 
one on each side: 

- photomultipiier tubes ( 12 of 5" for 600 mm) are 
at mounted peripherally; 

- box walls have a white lining (mi)lipo' paper». 

5.2. RADIATOR CLAMPING 

The interface between all types of radiators and 
the diffusing boxis a 'Vitort' O-ring (Fig. 6). Various 
radiator thicknesses, up to 2 x 30 mm. can be ac
cepted merely by changing piece number 4. 

4. ORBIT CONSIDERATIONS AN» ATTITUDE RESTITUTION REQUIREMENTS 

S. DESCWTION OF COUNTER 
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Figure 5. Isofer counter box with FMTs 

1. Milliporc support baffle 
2. Glass radiator 
3. O-ring shock absorber 
4. Class radiator flange 
5. Honeycomb support 
6. Sleeve 
7. Light tight O-ring gasket 

1. 'Viton* cushion 
2. Co-netlc shield 
3. 'SOasteneC 
4. PhotomuHipl. 
5. General mech. support 
6. 'Scotchcast'electronics 
7. Electrical comp. 

Figure 6. Radiator clamping Figure 7. Phatomultiplkr case 
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5 J . PMT HOUSING Each PMT is IIV supplied (1.8 kV'l by an i-h-Lim 
module (module fi). The PMT is nut Ik-Id l>> ri 

Each PMT is individually shielded ^co-nciic mechanical components, bul only polled in "M!J>I 
O.K mm) against the Earth's magnetic field (Fig. 7j. foam". 

6. DESCRIPTION OF DRIFT CHAMBER (FIC.8) 

Useful surface: approximately circular, diameter 
620 mm. 
Divided into 4 elementary chambers (4 sensor 
wires), i.e. maximum drift space 80 mm. 
Geometry derived from geometry determined by 
Charpak*s group at CERN: 

Space between cathode wires : 2 mm 
Drift-space thickness : S mm 
Sensor wire: centred between two grounded 

cathode wires 

Needs two high-voltage supplies. 
Drift high vuliagc . f> fi kV 
Proportional high mltage : 1.5 • I.h kV w 

25 jim diam. v, 
Frame supporting the wires are made ul'l ' ir 
glass ME 70'. Top and bottom are M 
(350jimJ-
Gas to he used: TBD (for the prototype, we i 
argon 90>î, methane lO1.-.; $.*& Mushing appr 
mately 2 l/h). 

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS 
Figure 8, Drift chamber 
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7. DESCRIPTION OF ELECTRONICS 

7.1. GENERAL BLOCK DIAGRAM (FIG. 9) 

Six identical analogue chains 

Each counter is "viewed' by 12 PMTs, the signals 
of wliich ure added in a charge-lo-current passive net
work. A very special unit, the SRA (Square Rooting 
Amplifier), then delivers an output voltage thai is the 
square root of the input current: 

•'ou. - KV8bT 

The SRA output signal is coded into a 10-bil wor^s 
by the PHA (Pulse Heifhl Analyser). The low-
threshold discriminator forms part of the PHA. 

Counter Ci is analysed by two analogue chains 
(each for 6 PMTY) in order to be able to reject the 
particles passing through a PMT glass window (on-
ground rejection). 

Counter C4 is viewed by eight normal 5" PMTs 
and fou- fast l" PMTs. 

The 12 anode signals are added, and the resulting 
signal is analysed by SRA + PHA. 

The last dynode of each fast PMT is connected to 
an FPA (Fast PrcAmpHflcr), the output signals of 
which tre added to trigger the 'start circuit'. This 
start circuit delivers a reference signal T0 marking the 
particle crossing-time through the telescope. 

Eight identical drift<hamber chains 

One PLD (Preamplifier/Limiter/Dlscrimlnator) Is 
associated with each sensor wire and delivers a 'Stop' 
signal 

We then have a DTA (Drift Time Analyser) which 
rodes the drift time into 8-bit words; i.e. the start-
stop time. 

In order to avoid the need for very fast logic, the 
start-stop time is first stretched (factor adjustable 
from 3 to 10) and then coded. 

CO XI 
CO Y1 

C 1 PV7 

C 2 AEROGEL 

CO X2 
CO V2 

CD X3 
CO V3 

C D LIQUID 

" SClNTa.. 

CD X4 
CD V4 

C 5 SCINTIL. 

Figure 9. General block d'agram 
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The DTA is a two-channel encoder; only iwo im
pacts of the event will be analysed. 

The ETC (Event Trigger Circuit) constitutes Hie 
coincidence circuit (normal coincidence mode is 

C|i • C ' i i » C 4 * r s ) . This circuit is able f<> veto n.e 
coincidence order taking into account iii-llight \clcc-
tiufi c; itenj: (". i C| 3 consistency 

C4 Cj consistency 

7.2 CHARACTERISTICS OF ANALOGUE CHAIN ASSOCIATED WITH CERENKOV COUNTERS 

VOUT VOUT 
AD Lr 

SRA 

VOUT 
AD Lr 

SRA 

VOUT 
AD 

• \ 

SRA I SRA THRESHOlD 
Dl SCRIM. 
THRESHOlD 
Dl SCRIM. 

PHA PHA • 
J 

HV 1.8 kV Square-Rooting Amplifier Pulse-Height Analyser 

Vmtmin 1400 V Dynamic Cj„ » 4000 ^in 0.S V 
> i U I m a x 1900 V (10"" Cbtn 2 . 5 - I O " , I C b ) 

Precision 1 bit over 10 bits 
(4 sleps by com ^ou, 0.5 V Consumption 60OmW 
mand) 

Square-root approximation: Low-threshold discriminator: 
/on, max 125 uA ± 5%/theoretical cu've - adjustable 50 mV-5 V 

- 4 steps by command 
± 5%/theoretical cu've - adjustable 50 mV-5 V 

- 4 steps by command 
1) = 35% Consumption 180 mW - stability 0.25 mV/°C 
<P= 45 mW) 

Temperature stability Integral nonlinearity: ± 1° / 0 D 

0.1%/°Cbetween0° and Differential nonlinearity: < i 1 .$% 
(a^xIO-TCbetw. +25°C Conversion slope stability: 5x10"*/°C 

-5° and t35°C 
OOSxlff* Tor 5% Maximum input frequency for ovei -20 Q Clo+40°C 

of input-voltage 1% error =500 Hz 
variation 

Noise(output) I mV peak-to-
peak 

file:///clcc-
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7.3 CHARAC1KRISTICS OF DRIFT-CHAMBER ELECTRONICS 

PLD Drift + wire analyser 

- K i „ 2 m V îQV(hmîter • 4 wires max. 
700 V) Overall accuracy and 

- 2 first stops coded; flag for more than stability: 
• Threshold adjustable in 2 impacts 

level: 2mV- 700 mV 
Time to digital converter: 

o = 1 channel 

- Triggering delay: 2 ns l.e. 0.4 mm in the 
- clock 2Q MHz (crystal) chamber 

- Jitter: noncompensation of - code 12 s on 2S0 channels 
walk due to rise-time 

Stretcher 
Consumption: 125 mW 

- multipiyiag factor adjustable from 3 to 10 

Consumption: 4000 mW 
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8. ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY 

We plan lo use the same technology as in Isofcr 
(Fig. 10), technology developed for the HEAO pro
gramme. 

Electronics will be housed in a rather large num
ber of boxes, Each box will conlain an indepen
dent functional circuit (sec block diagram). This 
approach requires a little more external wiring, 
but considerably simplifies the circuit tests and 
the integration. 

- Circuits will be only mother boards, «informally 
coaled, held and shielded by a very rigid honey
comb box; i.e. no cordwood and no eccof^ani 
putting. 

Figure 10. Isafer electronic boxes 

9, GENERAL DESIGN 

The structure will be made of four honeycomb 
beams and rings, holding the counters, drift chambers (T 
and lead plates (Fig. 11). The beams will support the 
electronic boxes and wiring. 

From our point of view, the best way to support 
the instrument in the spacecraft structure is to have 
four attachaient points (one on each beam) at the 
level, of the lead plate (niaximam weight), provided 
that-the launch axis is the same as the viewing axis of 
the telescope. 

If the launch axis is radial, eight attachment 
points wilt be needed. 

figure 11. Isofer structure 
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10. INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS 

The main interface requirements are shown in 
Table 3. More detailed requirements for experiment 
versions 1 and 2 are to be found in Tables 4 - 7 , and 
Sections 10.1 to 10.4. 

Table 3. Interface requirements (Preliminary) 

Version I 
(« = 600 mm) 

Version 2 
(«i» 300 mm) 

Total werjil 645 kg/1420 lb 300 kg/660 lb 

Ovcral 
dimensions 

height : 1.30 m 
section : 

1.20x1.40 in 

height : 0.90 m 
section : 

O.80 x 1 m 

Power drain 28 V / 75 W 28 V / 70W 

Telemetry 
(scientific 

data) 

700 bit/s (16-bit 
woids prefer
ably) 

70 bits/s (16-bit 
words prefer
ably) 

Housekeeping 108 channels 
(8 bit t. 0-5 V * 

bit/s) 

82 channels 
(8 b i t / 0-5 Vi 

bit/s) 

Commands 4 serial 12-bit 
words 

4 serial 12-bit 
words 

Monitoring 1 16-bit words 1 16-bit words 

10.2. HOUSEKEEPING 

Housekeeping will have mainly two purposes: 

monitoring of voltage values, and 
monitoring of temperature. 

For version 1, this Implies 76 channels for voltage 
supply monitoring and about 32 channels for temper
ature monitoring, i.e. 108 channels. 

This channel number can be reduced by hvexperi-
mcni submultiplexing. In this h) pothesis, we will use 
16-channel sublimit iplexers and we will require eight 
spacecraft housekeeping channels. 

To ensure exact recognition of channels on the 
ground, two of the 16 channels will be used as a 
reference (OV for example). 

For version 2, a total of 82 channels will be 
needed, or six with in-cxperiment submultiplexing. 

Ouiracteristics ofthe channels 

O + 5V coded with S bits. The sampling rate may 
be low: each channel may be transmitted every 10 s 
for example, i.e. 86 bit/s maximum. 

10.3. COMMANDS AND MONITORING 

Commands will have three purposes in the experi
ment: 

10.1. TELt-MKTRY REQUIREMENTS 

Ccrenkov and scintillator data: 
6 words x 16 bits I 

Drift-chamber data: | - 22 x 16 = 
16 words x 16 bits J 

Telemetry scientific data channel 

The experiment will have a memory capability of 
two events. With 700 bit/s (version I ) , and 70 bit/s 
(version 2), the probability of missing an event will be 
very low. 

(i) on/off switching of power supplies (low-voltage as 
well as high voltage); 

(ii) adjustment of high-voltage values to compensate 
for possible gain reduction with time in PMTs 
and drift chambers; 

(iii) determination of the functioning mode of the ex
periment: i.e. adjustment of threshold levels, 
coincidence mode, in-flight rejection criteria. 

For these purposes, we prefer to use serial words 
(C. MOS interface). Four such words will be used in 
both experiment versions, with length 12 bits. 

As we are able to control most of the command 
actuation by housekeeping (on/off voltage values), we 
will require monitoring bits for only mode command 
words, i.e. one 16-bit word. 
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Table 4. Weight breakdown- Venkm ! T*b§* S. Weight ftreafa/o» 

PVTradittor 3 
i 2 PMT S" IB c, 40 
Counitt box 16 

Ci 40 
Liquid radiator 12 
In-orbit filling syst 8 

C 
12PMT5" 18 1 
Counter box 16 

o 40 

c, 40 

COX,Y, 25 
CDX,V , 25 
C D X , Y ) 25 
CD X,Y« 25 

Uad plate 155 
Structure <>5 
Elect ta ntc i and wiring 36 
Gas systems 45 

Total 645 

PVT radia loi 0.7 
8 FM 3" 8 C, 16.7 
Counter box 8 

C, l( i 7 
Liquid ratiidt or .1 
In-orbit filling iyst X ,. H PM .1" 8 Î 

Counter box 8 

Cj In 7 

CDX.Y , i : s 
C D X , Y 5 \ÎS 
CD X, Yj i : s 

C D X . Y , H.* 

line plate 4S 
Structure 40 
Kîciitronîcs and wiring 30 
Cas systems .IS 

Total ;,., 
Total weight: 645 kg{ = 1420Ibl 
Overall dimensions: h= 1.30m 

UOtaxMôm 

T»bîe6. ft>*w 6n»faf<w«. Version}. 

Total weight:3001(K ( s 660 Ibl 
Overall dimensions: h - 0.^0 m 

0.80 in * 1 m 

Table 7. fower breakdown. Vmùm 

Circuit Qiiintity 
Power 

per anit 
mW 

Total 
itiW 

HV |,6 kV 4 150 600 

VHV g IcV 4 1000 4000 

HV 1.8 kV 60 40* 2400 

FLD 32 125* 4000 

- SRA 6 2GÛ« Î2QO 

PAR 1 400 400 

DTA e 4000* 3200 

PHA 6 600* 3600 

START 1 2500* 2500 

ETC 1 800 800 

Spacecraft 
interfaces 
( C MOS) 

1 600 600 

52 !&Q 

Lowvoîtage supplies 
• • 

« O U » 75 000 

Circuit Quanti ly per unit Total 
mW 

mW 

Total 
mW 

HV 1.6 kV 4 150 600 

VHV 8 kV 4 1000 4000 

HV 1.8 kV 40 45* 1800 

PLD 16 125* 2000 

SRA 6 200' 1200 

PAR 1 400 400 

DTA S 4000* .12 000 

PHA f> 600* 3600 

START 1 250Q* 25ÔO 

ETC ' 800 600 

Spacecraft 
Interfaces 
(C. MOS) 

1 600 600 

4'JS00 

Low-voltupc supplies n =70. 70 000 

* Measured on breadboard models oi Isoler 
circuits 

Tolal power drain: 75 W 

* Measured on breadboard model* or Isoler 
Total power drain: 70 W 
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Table 8. pyctit mie {maximum along the orbit! 10.4. TEMPERATURE REQUIREMENTS 

Version I Version 2 Orbit 

leps 0.1 cps near-Earth polar 
eccentric 

700 bits/s 70 bils/s 

The main concern as regards temperature involves 
the transverse gradient in the radiators, especially in
side the liquid radiators. We need to maintain a ther
mal balance such that the maximum transverse gia-
diont in the radiators is i 2° C. 

For the temperature range in question, the most 
appropriate circuit is the Square Rooting Pic-
Amplifier, which has the following characteristics: 

+ 5°C- +25°C Full performance 
-10°C- +30°C Working, but some performances 

degraded. 

11. DEVELOPMENT STATUS AND PLANNING 

11.1. DEVELOPMENT STATUS 

A balloon experiment, Isofer, is now being pre
pared at Saclay. From an electronic circuitry and har
ness point of view, it is a true engineering model, 
since all the circuits except the high-voltage supplies 
(.corona problems) have been designed to meet space 
electronics specifications (derating factors; CNES-
Concerto Specifications for printed-circuit layout, 
etc.). The analogue chains associated with the Ceren-
kov and scintillator counters will also be used in the 
Saclay-DSRl experiment aboard the HEAO-C space
craft. 

The Isofer payload will be launched in 1975 (May 
and/or September) and it is hoped that the data will 
demonstrate the ability of the instrument and asso
ciated electronics to fulfil the intended scientific ob
jectives (Fig. 12). 

Although many problems have been solved in 
designing this balloon-borne instrument, two impor
tant steps wOl be the redesign and qualification for 
spacecraft use of: 

(i) ths silica aerogel radiator, and 
(ii) the drift chamber. 

Development of the aerogel radiator will form part of 
our HEAO programme, so that the main problem area 
for the proposed project concerns the drift chamber 
development. Figure 12. Iioferground station 
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l t .2 . DEVELOPMENT PLAN AND POSSIBLE 
SCHEDULE 

Taking into account present status, and with a 
view to minimising project costs, we propose the fol
lowing development plan (Tabîe 9). 

fi} Scientific model flsttfer) 

Now in progress. All data and feedback available 
by the end of Î975. 

(ii) Engineering model 

We propose to build and individually qualify not 
u complete model, but only the following units: 

I counter box and associated analogue chain 
<PMT,SRA,PHA,HV1.8kV) 
1 drift chamber and associated electronics (PLD, 
DTA.HV L6kV,VHV8kV) 
1 set of interface boxes (LV supplies, telemetry, 
commands). 

Table 9. Development plan 

Phase I Scientific model 
i 

Full size In progress up !t> the end «1 l lJ75 
Balloon launched 
Electronics of engineering model j 

Phase 2 Engineering model Units only (Î. •Mviduafly fjualified) , 16 months 

Phase 3 Prototype To be discussed with ESRO [ !2 months 
No reliable parts 1 

Phase 4 Flight model and 
spare units 

18 months 

HiawS Integration in 
spacecraft, prelaunch 

8 months 
(to be defined by ESRO» 

Earliest possible launch date July 1980 

REFERENCES 

J. Casse, M. et al. 1971, Isotopic analysis of GcV 2. Meyer, J.P., 1973, Isotopic analysis of medium-
heavy nuclei by differential slowing down, 12th heavy cosmic nuclei. Differential slowing-down 
Int. Gnif. on Cosmic Hays, Hobart 1,241. method, Rapport SEP. 

{Uij Prototype 

This will be built as a complete rmidel only il 
required by ESRO, and in any case it will not he u 
'reliable* model. If acceptable, it will be a qualifica
tion model only (vibration/temperature), built willi 
engineering units and dummy boxes into a pntiniypc 
structure. 

fivj Flight model 

(v) Reliable spare units (nul a complète spare modd. 
only units). 

The normal lime needed to develop such an in
strument is approximately 4 yr from the beginning ol 
the engineering-model phase to flight-model delivery. 

The scientific-model phase now in progress is ex
pected lo be completed by the end of 1^75. The 
earliest possible launch date is therefore mid 19X0. 
with a 'start point' early in 1976. 
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DISCUSSION 

CHARPAK: You apply only 0.75 kV/cm. Are 
you noi so far fiom tl.c saturation value of drift 
velocity that you suffer fiom a lack of linearity, a 
lack of stability, a lack of accuracy? 

BOUFFARD: 
0) We claim only an accuracy o = 0.4mm in th«* 

chamber, i.e. far from your 0.1 mm. 

(ii) We made measurements with a 90% argon/ 
10% methane gas mixture and found that 6 kV 
for 6 cm drift spa» was not so far from satura
tion. We may change the gas in future for a num
ber of reasons (one being the high dlfTusion in the 
argon), and then we will surely adopt the high 
voltage. 



A HIGH-ENERGY COSMIC-RAY COMPOSITION STUDY 
AS A POSSIBLE SPACE EXPERIMENT 
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M.T. Moses, R.N.F. Walker & A. Morlcy 

H.H. Wills Physics Laboratory, University of Bristol, UK 

ABSTRACT 

Recent results indicate (hat in tne observed 
cosmic-ray primary spectrum, the ratio of particles 
attributable to source, to those generated by spalla
tion in the interstellar medium, increases progres
sively with energy. An experiment to investigate this 
phenomenon is proposed, which simultaneously mea
sures gas scintillation (dii/dx), and Cerenkov radia
tion from a solid detector, for all particles, and Ceren
kov radiation from a series of gas detectors, to deter
mine the energy of the higher energy components. 

The salient feature of the experiment is the combina-
lion of p s scintillator/solid Cerertkov signals, essen
tially providing high charge resolution from Z — 6 to 
Z>92, together with the °as C^renkov detectors, 
which enable us to make reliable energy determina
tions up to 600 GeV/n for pe nuclei. The near spheri
cal geometry proposed {acceptance solid angle of 
~ 4 sr) allows the experiment to have the high aper
ture factor (— 2 m 1 sr) so necessary foi these low 
flux particles. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Recent balloon experiments, together with the 
projected satellites HEAO-C and UK 6, should pro
vide good charge spectra in the most populated part 
of the energy spectra from Ô.4 to 10 GeV/n. We want 
to look at high energies, 

At progressively higher energies - at least up to 
lQOGeV/n - the proportion of true primaries ob
served increases steadily. This suggests that the abun
dances above about 100GeV/n will be especially 

informative as the effects of nuclear degradation will 
be low. This proposal therefore aims to obtain the 
charge spectrum at the source from measurements on 
primaries spanning three decades of energy and, from 
the upper energy and especially to determine the 
source abundances of minor constituents with some 
accuracy for the first time. We should also determine 
the extent to which the charge spectrum a! the source 
has any energy dependence, as is expected on some 
theories. 

2. THE EXPERIMENT 

The majority of cosmic-ray experiments having ana in consequence have little sensitivity and energy 
high charge resolution have until v.ow used Cerenkov above a few CeV/n. A few experiments have used gas 
radiation from solid materials and a measure of dis/d*. CerenkoY radiation or magnetic deflection to extend 
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energy sensitivity to about 100 GeV/n, but these have 
suffered from rather low aperture factors. Never
theless, h is these last experiments that provide clear 
evidence of the progressive decrease with particle 
energy in the amount of matter traversed by the cos
mic-ray beam between source and detector, which 
makes the high-energy region so attractive. In the pro
posed experiment we also plan to use gas Cerenkov 
radiation in order to extend resolution to high ener
gies. The gas of lowest refractive index that we envi
sage using, will have a Cerenkov threshold at 7 — 100, 
enabling energy determination up to — 500 GeV/n. 
This ability must be combined with a suitably large 
aperture factor so that a reasonable number of par
ticles may be observed in this highest energy band. 

Perhaps it might be useful at this point to outline 
those features (sometimes conflicting) that an ideal 
detector for this purpose should possess: 

(i) charge resolution ÙZ «£ 0.3 for Z :£ 30: 
(ii> adequate energy resolution over as much as pos

sible of the band between 0.4 and 500 GeV/n; at 
the same time as ensuring 

(iii)a minimum amount of material within the active 
volume of the detector; 

(iv)largc aperture factor(5s 1 m^sr). 

Typical cosmic-ray track 

Figure I. General design of protected detector 
(dimensions ere tentative). Ci and C 3 are 
Pilot425 plastic Cerenkov radiator 
(n -1.5). 

The design we have sketched in Figure 1 represent a 
compromise between features 2 and 3 and, to a lesser 
extent, 4, employing three gas Cerenkov region:* and 
two solid Cerenkov elements, plus three regions of gas 
scintillation. It should interpose only approximately 
2.5 g/cm* of material in the cosmic-ray beam and 
have an aperture factor of about 1.5 m asr. The gas 
scintillation process has been shown experimentally 
to be lineal in response, even to the very high linear 
ionisation densities produced by a Z — 92 primary. 
The same gas may be used for Cerenkov detection 
above its Cerenkov threshold, and the signals separ
ated by their different time structure. (At the operat
ing pressure envisaged, the duration of the scintilla
tion signal will be — 500 ns, to be compared with 
~- 20 ns for the Cerenkov signal). At very high energy, 
the photon yields for the two processes are compar
able. 

The cosmic-ray energy spectrum is fairly sleep 
[N Ç>E)<* £ " I , S J , so that the flux of primaries with 
E> 100 GeV/n is only Iff3 of the whole. A partic
ularly important quantity to measure accurately is 
the ratio of the Fe abundance to that of the adjacent 
(secondary) nuclides. We would wish to determine 
the charge spectrum of the Fe component up to as 
high as possible (50X1 GeV/n), but the flux of such 
high energy Fe nuclei is only 10 m~2 sf ' d"1. 

It is therefore necessary to have a large geometry 
factor and a long exposure. The problem is of the 
same order as the detection of the lower energy UH 
nuclei. For a given size, the most efficient configura
tion is a spherical detector, sensitive to primaries of 
all arrival directions. Some restriction will be neces
sary on full 4ir sensitivity, to allow for disposition of 
photomultipliers and shielding against spurious-event 
generation by electromagnetic cascade development 
in the adjacent spacecraft structure. As may be seen 
from the figure, the detector is basically spherical 
with five separate optical cavities having diffuse high
ly reflecting surfaces which remove the directional 
information from the Cerenkov signals. A typical 
cosmic-ray track is shown, for which there are three 
independent unknown quantities, the charge Z, the 
energy E, and the impact parameter p. The cavities 
are viewed by 42 photomultiplier tubes in the 'dead 
space' around the equator, and operate in the follow
ing way. 

[. - This spherical cavity contains Ar-Ni at a partial 
pressure of --10 cm Hg to act as a gaseous scintillator 
for particles of all energies. He or Ne will be added to 
raise the refractive index and pressure to some chosen 
value with no effect on the scintillating properties. 
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Above the Cerenkov threshold for the chosen mixture 
(~- IOOGcV/n), Cerenkov radiation will add a last 
component to the pulse which is readily separated by 
fast time gating. Because of the small magnitude of 
this gas Cerenkov contribution, all other sources of 
Ccrenkov light in the cavity must be kept to a mini
mum. For instance, (he use of white diffuse paint in 
the cosmic-ray aperture must be avoided, as the 
Ccrenkov emission in this surface layer would be as 
large as that from the gas. Crinkled aluminium foil is 
an obvious replacement. Wavelength shifter will be 
used in the cavity to extend the low wavelength limit 
of the Cerenkov response, but this material must be 
restricted to the equatorial region out of the cosmic-
ray beam-

II and HI. - These spherical caps to region I contain 
AT-NÎ mixture at a pressure of— 30 cm Hg, together 
with thin ( -0.3 cm) spherical shells of Pilot 425 
(n — l.S) marked Ci and Cj. The gas again acts as a 
scintillator for all particles and the plastic shells are 
sources of Cerenkov radiation above their threshold 
of 0,32 GeV/n. Gas Cerenkov emission in this cavity, 
which will appear at high energies, is negligible com
pared to the emission from the plastic. The pairs of 
fast and slow pulse components from I I and I I I are 
once more separated by fast time gating. The fast 
Cerenkov pulses from the two regions are operated in 
coincidence as a trigger for the whole detector. The 
aperture of the detector is thus defined by the plastic 

shells. In the simplest version, the Cerenkov dements 
will be identical, but one can see advantages in llic 
use of materials with different refractive indices 

IV. - Til is additional spherical cap at the base <>! the 
detector will contain a frcon to act solely as ;i gas 
Cerenkov element. The aim here is to have a Ceren
kov threshold of about 15 GeV/n. but the gas to he 
used and the pressure chosen depend critically on Hie 
lowest temperature at which the instrument is to be 
operated, as condensation of the active gas musi 
clearly be avoided. A possible choice is 2 atm of 
CFjBr at room temperature to cover operations 
down to -40° C. 

V. - This spherical cap. at the top of the detector, 
will contain a gas with a Cerenkov threshold of about 
40GeV/n. A possible choice is oxygen ( 0 2 ) a i a pres
sure of about 1 atm. 

Considering the detector as a whole, its response 
and the accuracy expected for energy dcierminaiion 
will vary markedly with cosmic-ray energy as succes
sive Cerenkov thresholds are passed. Using these 
thresholds, we may conveniently divide the energy 
range into five separate regions (see Fig. 2): 

(a)£-<0,32GeV,'n 

There should be no (riggers for particles in this 

CUMULATIVE STANDARD DEVIATIONS 

INDICATING LIMITS OF USEFUL ENERGY 

KINETIC ENERGY GtV/N 

Figure 2. 
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range as ihey arc below the Cerenkov threshold in the 
plastic. 

lb) 0.32 GeV/n > E> 2 GeV/n 

Here we receive Ccrenkov signals fmm regions II 
and 111 and gas scintillation signals from these regions 
and also region 1. The signals from regions II and III 
should be identical. The fast (Cerenkov) components 
will be used in coincidence as an even; trigger as men
tioned above. With three measured quantities the 
three unknowns, charge Z, impact parameter p , and 
energy E may be determined. Accuracy in the energy 
determination is at a maximum at threshold and 
rapidly falls off above threshold as saturation of the 
Cerenkov yield is approached (see Appendix 1). 

( c » : G e V / n > £ > 1 5 G e V / n 

This is our worst region. The onset of the relativ-
istic rise in drY/dx and the approach of saturation of 
the Cerenkov yield, results in the possibility of ambi
guity in both energy and charge determination. The 
ratio of Cerenkov dt'/àx riws steadily from low ener
gies with a peak at 5 GeV/n. It then falls slowly due 
to the relativistic rise in àEfàx. A given ratio within 
this energy band can thus be produced by particles 
or two possible values of energy, and hence charge. 
The maximum difference AZ in the charge between 
the two estimates occurs for particles at either of the 
extremes of the energy range, and has a magnitude 
AZ/Z — 0.04. The mean value is thus subject to an 
uncertainty AZ/Z — 0-02 from this cause coupled 
with no energy resolution within this band. 

( d )15GeV/n>F>40GeV/n 

These particles are above the Cerenkov threshold 
for the frcon in region IV. We therefore receive this 
signal in addition to those discussed above for regions 
I, 11 and III and the ambiguities described for energy 
band (c) are removed. The charge is now once more 

We wish to compare the performance of the pro
posed device with those balloon experiments already 
flown which have the ability to measure energies up 
to about 100GeV/n. There are no comparable satel
lite experiments currently approved. 

Experiments with this capability use three quite 
separate techniques for energy estimation: 

well-determined throughout the band. The energy is 
well-determined just above threshold, but lest so as 
saturation in the Cerenkov yield is approached. 

(c) 110 GeV/n > E > 40 Ge V/n 

These particles are above the Cerenkov threshold 
for the oxygen in region V. We have information as in 
(d) with the addition of the oxygen Ccrenkov signal. 
This allows us to make accurate energy determina
tions, up to the next Cerenkov threshold. 

(QlOOGeV/iKfi 

Particles in this energy range are above the gas 
Ccrenkov threshold for region I and we have infor
mation from all detector elements. Charge continues 
to be well-determined and once again energy is well-
determined close to threshold. Saturation of the 
Cerenkov yield will effectively sel in by — 300 GeV/n 
(twostandard deviations from.0-* 1-0 forZ= 26). 

Except for region (c), 2 G e V / n < £ ' < lSGeV/n, 
high charge and satisfactory energy resolution are 
maintained over a very wide span of energy. The gap 
might possibly be closed in a second-generation expe
riment by the use of a low-refractive-index silica aero
gel [Cantin et al, 1974]. However, the main aim of 
the experiment is fulfilled, i.e. to establish the 
cosmic-ray charge spectrum over a wide span of ener
gy-

Figure 2 depicts the performance of the individu
al detectors as a function of energy, using reasonable 
estimates for the expected light yields and collection 
efficiencies. The curves drawn are for a p = 0,Z = 26 
track. The differences expected for an extremum 
(p = 1) track, and a median (p = l/\/2> track are indi
cated by the bars. The expected energy resolution is 
shown schematically at the top, and is due to photo-
electron statistics. 

(a) magnetic deflection: (Smith et al., 1973; Golden 
etal, 1974]; 

(b) gas Cerenkov radiation: [Juliusson et al, 1972]: 
(c) total cnerby deposition ('calorimeters'): [Balasu-

brahmanyan etal, 1973]. 

These experiments have been described earlier at this 

3. COMPARISON WITH OTHER EXPERIMENTS 
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meeting, and I propose to omit further detailed dis
cussion here. Suffice it to say that world data to date 
is from a total exposure of about 10m 1sr, up to 
about 80 GeV/n. 

In the magnetic deflection experiments of Smith 
et ai. the maximum detectable momentum averaged 
lOOGV/c corresponding to an energy of SOGeV/n 
and the aperture factor was about 0,064 m'sr with 
published exposure of about 20 h. The experiment of 
Golden ct at has an appreciably higher maximum 
detectable momentum (equivalent lo — ISOCeV/n), 
b«t the exposure lite amounted to only 0.O3 m a sr h. 

The gas Cerenkov experiments of Juliusson ef al 
have an upper limit to energy determination of 
~80GeV/n. The aperture factor is ~-Q.l ns asr and 
the total exposure obtained in a series of flights is 
7 .6m î s rh . The data appws of high quality and is 
the principal source or inspiration for this grtnt appli
cation. 

Finally, the 'calorimeter' experiments of Bala-
subrthmanyan et al have an aperture factor ofabout 
0.07 m asr, bat a published exposure of only about 
6 h. Such experiments have no real upper limit to 
their capability of determining primary energies, but 
there arc rather large fluctuations in the fraction of 

Our current piagramme is centred on the studies 
of the ultra-heavy nuclei, 7. > 39, with 

(1) balloon-borne solid-state detectors 
(2) a balloon-borne spherical gas scintillator 

(BUGS 2) 
(3) the UK 6 satellite experiment. 

primary energy deposited in the delect- and this 
fraction is itself dependent on the cha -, In nut 
view, in these experiments systematic err . have not 
yet been removed. 

1Ï one accepts all these experimen ihc torn! ex
posure has been «bout 10 m 1 sr h v-ith an energy 
limit of effectively about 80GeV/n in our experi
ment, the instrument's aperture fit .<« of J.Sm'sr 
should enable ihc same statistical eiphi to he un
tamed in less than a day's opcralior n omit. The high 
aperture factor arises from the imnst omnidirec
tional sensitivity obtained by m.untaining as much 
spherical symmetry as the engineering constrain is will 
aliow. This is most important ind any significant 
departures will reduce the ape .re factor drastically. 
The main feaUire of this expt icnt, however, is that 
the measured energy is u -nded upwards by a 
further factor of about fivi by the usu of y low-
pressure-gas Cerenkov region. Only the calorimeter 
experiment with its low exposure and systematic 
errors has the ability to determine energies up to ami 
beyond this limit. We thus believe that the proposed 
experiment breaks significant new ground in its 
ability to collect good • itislics on the primary spec
tra with energy detert .nation in individual panicles 
up to several hundred >eV/n. 

In each case the experiments focus on the ultra-heavy 
nuclei, but ha* no ability to measure energy on indi
vidual particle-, above about 2 GeV/n. They therefore 
make no con station to the discussion on the change 
in cosmic-r? spectrum with energy. In contrast, (he 
proposed c tector would also be a good detector of 
ultid-heavy nuclei, having a comparable aperture fac
tor to the UK 6 experiment. 

4. RELATION TO PRESENT PROGRAMS à 
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APPENDIX 
CERENKOV RADIATION 

Tlic number of Ccrenkov photons N emitted per 
unit length of a radiator is given by , [ 1 — j — - 1 photon/cm T > r c 

< ' 3 1 „» ' X' 1 U I 

fO! (*>&(. = -, 

where a is the fine structure constant, fi the refractive 
index of the medium, and 0 C (he velocity of the par
ticle. If we assume sensitivity in the range 
200 nm < X < 500 nm and ignore the variation of M 
with X in this range we have 

where A f m a x = \400Z1lyc

1 pholon/cir. is the satura
tion value of the photon yield. 

The energy resolution àyfy can be expressed in 
terms of the measured photoelectron resolution àN/N 

*L = i 
7c' -'f 

1400Z 3 [ 1 - -J—J ) photo.,'cm 

We may also write 

The energy resolution is thus a maximum just above 
the threshold and falls rapidly as saturation is ap
proached with increasing energy. The resolution is 
useful only in the range • y c < 7 : S 5 7 c for Fe. The 
upper limit increases as 2° " 5 . 
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ABSTRACT 

Recent studies using thick stacks (6 g/cm 1) of nu
clear cmulsion/etchabie plastic passive detectors 
flown on balloons, have demonstrated the ability of 
this technique to determine unambiguously the 
charge and energy of the very rare 7. > 70 particles. A 
series of exposures using the Spacelab would offer the 
advantage of low contamination due to atmospheric 

spallation, and significantly increase lue world statis
tics available in the exciting field of transuranic cos
mic-ray primaries. The modular construction of our 
recent experiments would enable us lo lake advantage 
of any spare payload spr:e at short notice. The expe
riment, being passive in nature, would place very low 
demands on Spacelab and Shuttle services. 

. INTRODUCTION 

The technique of using a sandwich of nuclear 
emulsions and etchable plastic sheets as a means of 
detecting the ultra-heavy component of the primary 
cosmic radiation is now well established and has been 
the source of almost all the information on the ultra-
heavy nuclei to date. Such detectors have been flown 
almost exclusively on balloons. However, balloon-
borne experiments have the disadvantage that the 
primary beam suffers very significant contamination, 

due to atmospheric spallation, and are of only limited 
flight duration. 

A long-duration exposure, or a series of expo
sures, in space could immediately alleviate these diffi
culties and, at the same time, completely transform 
the world statistical picture of the charge spectrum, 
especially in the exciting region of the relativistic 
primaries Z ^ 7 0 . 

2. THE EXPERIMENT 

We propose an f- périment designed to examine 
the charge composition in the region Z > 30 and pro
vide energy determination up to 3 GeV/n, but with 
particular emphasis on the Z>70 region. This con-

• sists of a sandwich detector of etchable plastic sheet: 
(Lexan), together with thin sheets of iron or lead and 
incorporating two emulsion layers, one at the top and 
the other one third of the way down. We envisage t 
detector area of *-25 m*sr. This is considerably 

greater than the — 2 m*sr aperture ractor of simitar 
(e.g. UK 6, HEAO-A) electronic ultra-heavy experi
ments. The total material in the detector is under 
active consideration in the light of balloon experi
ments, but would be at least 0 g/cm a. 

Our analysis technique re)'"* -i a confident deter
mination of the particle ej ore assessing ihe 
particle charge for energies . J.OGiV/n. Above 
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this energy, where all particles may be considered 
minimum ionising, -ve will be able to determine the 
charge without energy measurement. Thus, if we pay 
nu regard to orbital inclination, we will require a 
thick detector in order to determine the particle cner-

However, if, for example, we choose an orbit 
< 1 5 ° where all uranium nuclei will have 
i">3.0GeV/n, we will be able to employ i much 
thinner detector and hence significantly increase the 
area for a given payload weight. 

3. ANALYSIS OF PARTICLE TRACKS 

Tlie track? are first located primarily by scanning 
the emulsion. In the plastic the passage of an ionising 
particle results in radiation damage along the particle 
track. This damaged region is more chemically reac-
ti"e, and if the plastic is immersed in an etching agent 
the damaged region is more îeadily dissolved, result
ing in die formation of conical etch pits at either 
surface. From the parameters of these cones, we may 
determine the etch rate V along the cone axis. Suit
able cones are produced by etching in a solution of 
6.25N NaOH at 40°c for a fixed time (e.g. 96 h). 

Variaiiti 

1 ' / - j j , . 
RATE GRADIENT 

i iff G wiih etch rate. 

The majority of particles will undoubtedly inter
act with or penetrate the detector. For these we plan 
to bas? our determination of 0 and Z on a measure
ment of die etch rate and its rate of change per gram 
per cm 2 as the particle traverses the detector. Fig
ure I shows the etch rate as a function of Its rate of 
change/g/cm1, G, for particles of a given charge. The 
etch rate has been determined, to a limited statistical 
accuracy, to be an empirical function of the ionisa
tion, and the curves in Figure 1 have been plotted for 
^«(Zeff/fD 3- 5 . 

The pracucal limit of our détermination of G is 
~-5x 10~3cm2/g which corresponds to an energy 
around 3.0 GeV/n. It is the asymptotic nature of 'he 
G curves which will allow charge estimates lor the 
highest energy particles. 

For particles which stop in the detector, the 
charge estimate r -»ade easier since we know the nar-
ticle range. In tl. ,ase, their range as a function of 
etch rate can be calibrated against that for the abun
dant iron tracks in a given exposure. 

As an example of an interacting particle we may 
consider the photograph presented by Prof. P.H. 
Fowler, which shows the track of an ultra-heavy 
cosmic-iay nucleus found in one of our recent Lexan 
sandwich detectors. The charge estimate isZ = 78 ± 1 
with an energy at the top of the detector of 
700 MeV/n. 

The progressive increase in etch rate as the prima
ry particle slows down in the Lexan is well displayed 
and continues until the point where the interaction 
occurs, indicated by a dramatic reduction in the etch 
rate of about 4 : 1 . The secondary has a charge 
Z = 52 ± 2 and comes to rest in the detector. 
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4. EXPECTED YIELD FROM A SPACE EXPOSURE 

An exposure of a 35 m 3sr detector Tor a signifi
cant period of, for example, up to one year would 
yield high statistics in the region / > 70. This is the 
region must suited to plistic detectors which are 
above (heir threshold for all values ofp. 

For the case of an unorientatcd near-Earth orbit 
of about 55°, the expected particle (lux of Z > 70 
would be - 1500/yr. With this amount or data the 
curves of Figure I may be experimentally validated 
up to 3 GcV/n. A particularly important feature to 
establish is the relative abundance of the group of 
highest charge Z ~ 9 0 to the apparent peak in the 
region Z - 78 ana 82; from such data one can hope to 
establish the age of r -'imary component of the cos
mic radiation using a vision of U/Pb dating. There 
would also be a wealth of information on the lower 

We would suggest a modular construction for the 
detector, each unit having dimensions 
l.OOmx 0.75 mx 0.1 m and weighing up to 50kg. 
Thus, e total detector area "-Bin 1 would weigh up to 
500 kg. A suggested method of construction of the 
modules is displayed in Figures 2 and 3. 

The entirely passive nature or the detector would 
require no attention during flignt other than the ini-

chafges 3 0 < J ? < 7 O i n rcstriclcd energy bands How
ever, for this charge range, the experiment dn's not 
compare quite so favourably with electronic de - ctcirs 
where their !U0% efficiency is maintained for all 
charges. 

In an exposure we would usually delect sulïieieiil 
Fe tracks in order to calibrate llic plastics. However, 
this is not essential: in a long exposure, the e..péri
ment would produce sufficient siaiistics lo hi- sell 
calibrating. 

In a long exposure, the need to re;.lace emulsions 
at say monthly intervals is recognised. The presence 
of emulsion layers is indeed mil essential (hough they 
do make the (ask of initially locating [racks much 

tial deployment. Also, the simplicity and modular 
nature of the experiment makes any collaboration 
with other interested groups particularly easy. We an1 

indeed aware that groups in France, Germany anil 
Spain may be interested in a collaborative study ol 
the transuranic primaries. A further advance of the 
modular construction is that the cxperimenl may in
flow» as spare payload at short notice. 

5. THE DETECTOR LAYOUT 

Figures 2 &3. Exploded view of module. 
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6. CONCLUSION 

There is clearly a case for diversification of expe- the proposed than other, electronic ultra-heavy detec-
rimental techniques on the Space Shuttle and the tors is again emphasised and the nature of the expert» 
concept of a cheap, simple and passive experiment is mcnt lends itself to a collaborative venture with other 
very attractive. The far greater collecting power of European group;. 

DISCUSSION 

SEQUEIROS: How many emulsions do you plan 
to fly on the stack per module? 

HENSHAW: Two or three. The first emulsion is 

placed at the top of the stack, and the second some
where in the middle. A third can be placed at the 
bottom, but this docs not always reveal a great deal 
of information. 
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The availability of the Space Shuttle in the 1980's 
will have a great impact on the implementation of a 
future research program in High Energy Astrophysics. 
It wfli be possible to launch large and heavy experi
ments, but most important the advent of the Shuttle 
has changed the concept of a spacecraft from a one-
shot device into a highly complex, flexible and 
recoverable experimental platform, which can be used 
again and again in many different applications. 

This new viewpoint should also be reflected in the 
experimental design. As we have already seen here on 
Earth, the construction of a large flexible central 
facility (such as a high-energy accelerator or i large 
optical or radio telescope), will allow a large number 
of experimental groups to carry out a wide ranging 
research programme, by introducing small individual 
additions or modifications to the central facility. 

Although the additions arc small compared with 
the overall central facility, they might still be suffi
ciently large and complex (like a large bubble cham
ber) to be beyond reach of the individual experi
menter groups. However, by collaboration (he groups 
can gain access to this type of device and thereby 
attain their individual and perhaps diverse research 
goals. 

This approach to experiment design has already 
been carried into space by the astronomers in the 
form of the large Space Telescope, This project will 
make the capabilities of a large optical telescope avail
able to many groups and allow them to pursue their 
individual research goals by mounting secondary in
strumentation at the focal point of the telescope. 

A similar approach, but on a smaller scale, can be 
used in cosmic-ray research. A large superconducting 
magnet used as a central facility will allow many im
portant measurements of high-energy cosmic rays to 

be made (sec Tabic 1), Such a facility will open up a 
whole new region of cosmic-ray research. The mam 
features assumed for the facility are listed m Table 1. 

Table 1. List of possible experiments 

(i) To determine the charge composition up to 
charge 40. 

(ii) To determine the energy spectra of the elements 
below charge 30 for energies up lo 
3O0-50OGeV/n (e.g. 5 x l O s c nuclei above 
lOGeV/a and 2000 Fe nuclei above IQOGeV/n 
in a seven-day mission). 

(iii)To determine the isotopic composition for all 
charges up lo nickel in a broad energy w g e (fur 
Be up to SO GeV/n, for Fc up to - 10 GeV/n). 

(iv) To determine the e + /e~ ratio at high energies. 

(v) To search for antinuclci. 

The common magnetic facility can of cuurse be 
realised as a Pallet Module, but here we will consider 
the possibility of adding it in a pressurised module to 
Spacelab. This approach has several advantages, in 
that it will make it possible to use the full capabilities 
of Spacelab to support a physics research programme 
and it will make it very simple to move the experi
ments of the individual groups from a laboratory on 
Earth to the laboratory in sjuice. The possibility to 
work in this so-called 'shirt-slee. - environmeni' will 
allow experiments to be constructed and carried mil 
with very short turnaround times, 
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Table 2. Main features of the facility 

(i) Superconducting magnet 
field strength 25 - 30 kGm 
collecting area — 1 m 1 sr 

(ii) Track definition system 
spatial resolution ~ 20^im. 

(iii)Environment 
1 aim shirt-sleeve environment 

A typical envelope would be: 
Weight 2500 kg 
Height x length x width 2,5 x 3 x 2 m 

The cost of the facility would be a few percent of 
the cost ofSpacelab. 

in order to provide easy access to the magnetic 
facility, the latter should also include the trajectory-
determining system, as well as the software needed to 
determine die particle trajectories. The use ofSpace
lab facilities and the possibility of human interven
tion in checkout and calibration during flight will 
greatly enhance the chances of success. 

All the main features of the facility can be rea
lised with presenl-day technology. The precision 
needed in the position determination requires the use 
of a combination of active (spark chambers) and pas
sive (nuclear emulsions) detectors. This will make the 
facility cumbersome lo use and result in large in
creases in the time spent analysing the results How
ever, il does nut seem unreasonable to expect that 
greatly improved precision can be achieved with ihe 

BOUFFARD: Are you sure that we really will be 
able to put 'laboratory' hardware on iheShuttlc? My 
feeling is that we will be forced to develop special 
space hardware for this purpose (vibrations/tempera
ture/ reliability/Space Agency control, etc). 

RASMUSSEN: Clearly, special care has to be 
taken in preparing for any space mission. The sugges
tion of using a pressurised experimental volume is 
made in order to avoid all the problems connected 

active position detectors available in the 1980's. 
Should this technological advance not materialise, it 
would mean that this type of experiment could only 
be conducted in sortie missions, and future upgrading 
for free-flying missions would nol be possible. 

This possibility of upgrading the experiments to 
free-flying missions would be very desirable, as il 
would ensure that a research programme centred 
around tills facility will still yield Important physical 
results in the late 1980's and into the I990's. The 
short duration of the sortie missions is one of the 
main limitations on the results that can be obtained 
using the Shuttle. 

Although the limitation on exposure is compen
sated to some extent by the use of extensive and 
flexible instrumentation on the Shuttle, it will restrict 
the range of elements and isotopes that can be 
studied. For example, all the more abundant isotopes 
of the elements up to nickel can be determined in a 
sortie mission, but a study of the very rare (relative 
abundance less than Iff 3 ) isotopes in the Iron group 
or in the sub-iron group would require the use of a 
free flyer. Likewise, improvements in the e + / e~ ratio 
at the very highest energies, and in the results of the 
abundance of antimatter, can be achieved in this way. 

A cosmic-ray research facility based on the con
cepts described in this paper, whether realised with 
Spacelab or as a Pallet Module, can thus play an 
important role in the research to be carried out in the 
coming decades. Not only will experiments based on 
this facility yield a large body of important scientific 
results quickly, but the facility will also serve as the 
basis for continuing research work in many years to 
come. Only by following this approach will it be pos
sible to derive the full benefits offered by use of the 
Shuttle for cosmic-ray research. 

with 'space conditions', i.e. vacuum, temperature 
changes, etc. 

BADHWAR: We ha' ? made a rather similar pro
posal (o Hie NASA High-Energy Astrophysics Work
ing Group, but without the facility to provide spatial 
de lectors. We feel dial individual experimenters 
should make these detectors and the necessary com
promises. 

DISCUSSION 



ULTRA-HEAVY COSMIC -RAY DETECTOR FOR SPACF. SI IUTTLI- I <>'' 

RASMUSSEN: i suggested the inclusion of the Hie use of ilie magncl. Clearly, special o.minimi !•><••. 
spatial detectors in the facility in order to simplify arc always possible. 



DETERMINATION OF THE ISOTONIC COMPOSITION OF HIGH-ENERGY 
COSMIC-RAY HYDROGEN AND HELIUM 

W.K.H. Schmidt & M. Simon 

Mrut-Pianck-institut fiir Hiysik und Astrophysik, Garching. Germany 

The investigation of llie chemical and isuinpic 
composition of high-energy cosmic rays bus become a 
major topic of research. The composition holds a loi 
of information, such as information on propagation 
of cosmic rays, the interstellar medium, and source 
abundances, some of which ultimately relate to fea
tures of the structure of o»r Galaxy. 

The determination of the isotopie composition nf 
cosmic rays has been attempted - ana first results 
have been published - for the energy ranged 1 GeV/n, 
and in the future attempts will be made to go to 
several GeV/n by using the Earth's magnetic field. 
Howevf, in view of recent results on the chemical 
composition of cosmic rays [i -4J which suggest a 
possible change in composition above a few GeV/n, it 
appears particularly interesting to investigate the iso
typic composition at the same energies, Hitherto, 
only few attempts to do this have been reported 
[5 - 7 1 ; in this paper we suggest an experiment to 
separate the isotopes 'Hand 2H, and 3 Heand 4 Heal 
energies between 10 and lOOCeV/n. These isotopes 
are particularly .meresting because, with the excep
tion of possible source abundances, deuterium almost 
exclusively forms in interactions of a-particles with 
thermal hydrogen, while 3 He is mostly formed by the 
same type of interaction with some admixture by 
CNO -* ' H interactions. Features like the changing 
composition of heavier elements, which can be 
derived from charge analysis of cosmic rays, can be 
investigated for the two lightest elements only by 
observing the isotopic composition. Thus, the sug
gested experiment will make it possible to compare 
the behaviour of the two lightest elements with that 
of the heavier elements in cosmic rays. 

With presently welî-developed techniques, it 
appears possible to separate J D from ' H lo a level of 
a fraction of a percent *D admixture, and also 3 Hc 
from *He to a level of a few percent 'He admixture. 

The suggested apparatus consists ol tlin-e Milium 
11) charge Identification: (21 ileteiiniiianoji nf the 
energy; f.3) determination of ilie Lurent/ inum 'Un
charge identification can he effected hy -«did-Mak' 
scintillators and Cerenkov counters.. :md tin' ITH-ICA 
determination hy an ionisation speclroineit'i. Tliese 
two have previously been ilmvn in conibriuiH»] on 
balluons [1 , 2 j , jud rhe techniques are wi*iM**vH 
oped. 

For determination of the lurent/ fat mi ni il»1 

incident particle, a pas Cerenk«v counter is prupmed. 
This devise has also been used for this j.uspiiM' on 
balloons [4] , although not for die small charges / I 
and 2. However, extrapolations of published <!;ii,i 
allow the conclusion that D*reitU factors of protons 
and a-particles can be resolved, at least m a narrow 
range just above the Cerenkov threslmld. to ilie 
required accuracy of about 2lK;s if the gas (Vienkov 
counter has dimensions of i ni to H) m fur 7 = Hi ti< 
7 = 100, respectively. 

T!.e size of the ionisation spec ironie toi Laii be 
derived from the required resolution. Deep spectm-
metets can be hutlt to contain on average HO': h.'Mï-
of the incident-particle energy. Taking KO-', the llm-
tuation distribution of energy measuremeiii lias J 
definite upper cut-off. i.e. where 100'.' ui uV inci
dent particle's energy is deposited in the speerm-
meter. In this case, the cui-ol'f is at 1.25 ni the aver 
age of the distribution. Note that ilus ii|';.er ai'-"M 
of the energy resolution function is .1 unique prnperly 
of the ionisation spectrometer. 

Tims, a proton and a dcuteron with .<. speulied 
(measured) Lorentx factor will deposit, on «wrape. 
icnisaUon energies differing by a factor two. \\v cm 
off of the energy distribution will help to adiieu-
rather clean separation of the two IMIH ipcs. 
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The separation of J He from *He is not so well 
aided by the cut-off of the energy uncertainty distri
butor . However, due lo the increase^ accuracy in 
energy determination (because 3 or 4 nucléons are 
incident simultaneously) and in Lorent?. factor deter
mination (because the Cercnkov signal is proportional 
to Z 3 ) , experience leads us to conclude that the 
separation of a few percent 3 Hc in * He is possible 
with the same apparatus. 

Figure 1 is a schematic cross-section of the pro
posed apparatus. In order to estimate the weight of 
the apparatus, it is assumed that it will be launched 
on a one-week Space Shuttle mission, and that the 
deuterium admixture to hydrogen is to he measured 
to a level of 10"*. For these tomewhat stringent 
assumptions, the roughly estimated weight is shown 
as a function of maximum energy per nucléon, from 
which the d/p ratio can be determined, in Figure 2. 

10— 
Schematic cross section of the proposed 
apparatus, 
1. Gas Cerenkov Counter : 2. Qiarge and 
Trajectory Identification; 3. Ionisation 
Spectrometer. 

The weight increases rapidly with maximum ener
gy, mainly due to the steeply falltnc cosmic-ray spec
trum, which requires rapidly rising apertures with 
increasing energy. The weight of 2 • 3 metric tons for 
a lOOGeV limit appears to be feasible for Shuttle 
missions. 

This apparatus, as proposed, is meant specifically 
to separate douterons and protons to a high degree 
of significance. However, we would like to point out 
that all particles of «11 charges can be investigated, 
and only the finite aperture limits the energy range lo 
be covered. 

Thus, with the instrument designed for a 
lOOGeV energy limit for p/d separation, iron nuclei 
could be delected up to 200 GeV/n, and M group 
nuclei up to 1100GeV/n. These values have been 
derived under the assumption of power laws (in both 
cases) with index 2.5 for 10 events to be measured 
above the energies quoted, in a 0.5 week experiment 
life time. 

50 100 150 200 GfWN 

Estimated weight of the ionisation spec
trometer as a function of the high-energy 
limit for p/d separation, with the follow
ing requirements: detection of 10 à par
ticles above the energy shown during 'A 
week of experiment live time; solid line: 
d/p ratio — 1<TA (dashed tine added in 
proof in response to question from 
audience regarding d/p ratio ofl0~3). 
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DISCUSSION 

FOWLER: How much could the apparatus mass 
etc. be reduced If you aimed at a D/H ratio of s: I f f 3 , 
ralhcr than your agreed pessimistic limit oT~ Iff 4? 

SCHMIDT: I don't know the answer by heart, 
probably about a factor of 2. 

MEYER: Based on the propagation in the GeV 
range, I think the d/p ratio should be of the order of 
l f f s . From the present high-energy data on heavier 
nuclei, I don't think that the amount of malter tra
versed has gone down by more than a factor 3 to 5 
between 1 and 100GeV/n. Hence you should expect 

d/p£2.1ff J at IOOGcV/n The d/p = Iff* lower 
limit you took is therefore extremely a m servit live 
(llic'universal'D/llis~2.1ff s). 

SCHMIDT: I agree, jt is also my opinion that (he 
actual d/p ratio is of the order thai you quote. How
ever, I took the extreme ' jlue in order to see what 
could be done under extreme requirements.. The D/ll 
in thermal mailer should be - dope Jin^ on the refer
ence - Iff4 or a fraction of thai. If the d/p rati» in 
CR should go down below what we first quoted, we 
should like to be able lo measure to a significance 
level of I f f". 



FINAL DISCUSSION 

During the final discussion chaired by t'rof. i'ciers, a number of proposals for mission1, in ilic i 'W)\ wm' 

discussed and ate reporled in the following Tabic; 

EXPERIMENT PROPOSALS FOR THE 1980's 

MISSION METHOD SPACKCRA1-T ORBIT WEIGHT I VOl t Ml 

Low energy cosmic 
ray modulation dx 

free flyer oat of the .Jipsic î i g h l / 1 0 - l S k g j Î 2 Î 

Low energy solar 
panicles 

out of the 
magnc «sphere 

Isotopes ( Z < 28) 
a U - U G e V M 
b) I - l S G c V / n 

slowing down 
geo magnetic 
cut-off 

free flyer 
> 1 yenr 

< 600 km 
high inclination 
> 7 9 ° or polar 

60S 300 kg I H i 1 

c) < 0.5 CeV/n diverse Space! a b or 
other - large la rue 

Elemental 
abundances (7. < 50) 
0 .4 -500 GcV/n 

gas scintill
ation and 
Cerertkav 

free flyer 
> I year 

any preferably < 500 kg - i S mt> 

Elemental 
abundances as 
a function of 
energy 
1-IOOOCcV/n 

Isntopic 
composition 
1 20 GfV/n 
c + / e ~ . Hc.N" m* 

Super
conducting 
magnet 

Spaceiat- 2H 5 0 ' 2 - 3 t 

Ultra-heavy 
nuclei (if --60I 
£• > 4 GcV/n 

plastic ciching 
and nuclear 
e miik ion 

Spacelab 
{multiple 
mituons) 

a nv 
?uml"m«4*w, ""'-'"" '''" 
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